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Oct. 24. 1987 

Jury Nullification 
Thru the Initiative Process 

by Mike Timko 

" [Charles Dudley] Warner's observation, that 'Politics makes 
strange bedfellows,' was in the nature of an aside having little 
or nothing to do with the context, and was used in a little essay 
in My Summer in a Garden on his experiences as an amateur 
gardener. 

"Warner was the author of several books and co-author with 
Mark Twain of The Gilded Age. The often quoted witticism 
that, although there are always many complaints about the 
weather, nobody ever does anything about it, which is generally 
credited to Mark Twain, is believed to have been Warner's." 

Henry F. Woods, ed. American Sayings: Famous Phrases, 
Slogans and Aphorisms. New York: Perma Giants, 1950 rev. 
ed., p. 283. 

By way of analogy, many people-particularly libertarians and 
populist conservatives-are talking about jury nullification
but few are doing anything about it. I propose to change that. 

What is jury nullification? Simply stated, it is the inherent 
right of a juror to detennine the facts and the law in a par
ticular court case. It thus provides an opportunity for a juror, 
in the secrecy of the jury room, to partially undo the damage 
previously done by the voters in the secrecy of the voting booth. 

This process of decentralization would place much more 
political power in the hands of the citizenry-which is where 
it is supposed to reside in a republic. [When-if ever-the 
American (i.e., U.S.) Empire was a functioning republic-as 
opposed to a rhetorical one-is a question which need not de
tain us. ] I proceed from the working assumption that the 
American Empire will follow a path similar to that of all 
previous empires. The possibility of a " return" to a republic 
is quite remote. However, for those who have this as a goal, 
jury nullification must surely rank high as a means towards 
that end. 

I first remember becoming aware of jury nullification in the 
early 1970s when I read excerpts from Lysander Spooner's 
classic 1852 work, An Essay on the Trial by Jury. I have 
reprinted this book in full in the present volume. Also reprinted 
in full is the important 1983 analysis by Steven E. Barkan, "Jury 
Nullification in Political Trials." 

Returning to the early 1970s: Well, I thought, j urollhave the 
right of jury nullification but judges almost always refuse to 
inform them of their right or allow attorneys to do so. A massive 
educational campaign, aimed at prospective jurors in a jurisdic
tion of manageable proportions. such as, say, Santa Barbara 
or San Luis Obispo, California, is what came to my mind. 
However, I did not pursue the matter. Others have but with 
quite modest results. 
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In recent years, the "obvious" approach to publicizing the 
right of jury nullification has come to my mind : the initiative 
approach. Buy why, one might ask, go to the expense. tliTIe 
and effort involved in an initiative campaign " merely" to 
publicize an existing right!? Especially since our statist lOP' 
ponents, including most lawyers, will ? ppose us wuh an un
paralleled f~roc ity-and with millions of dollars'-which r ill 
make the 1978 Jarvis-Gaon property tax reduction initiative 
(Prop. 13) look like a Sunday school picnic in comparison! 
That's part of the point-they'll be, in essence, adding ga"llinc 
to a raging fire as they try to blast us with their millions! It 's 
a case of heads we will and tails they lose! If passed (i.e .. )Nith 
a vote of 50% plus one vote) then jury nullification would 
become a part of the law (or the State Constitution-whicH ap
proach to take remains to be determined). If it is defeatJd at 
the polls, we've still accomplished our goal of public i z ill~ this 
inherent right of jurors! For example. in California. 10 mil'ion 
plus registered voters would receive pro and con b' ltot 
arguments ; radio, TV and newspapers would provide a free 
forum for discussion (as well as taking paid ads): etc, 

As Clarence Lee Swartz has noted: "I f any law is to be en
forced , ajury must convict the alleged lawbreaker. Iftheljury 
is representative of the general sentiment of the community 
(and it wi ll be, if fairly drawn by lot from the whole t om
munity), there will be, on an average, the same proporti6n of 
men on the jury who are opposed to the invas ive law as ihere 
is among the people in general. Let it be supposed. fdr in
stance, that one-twelfth of the community is opposed to J cer
tain invasive law. This is only a small portion of the majority 
necessary to repeal it by voting, and at the ballot box thatlone
twelfth would be powerless. But that one man. in every twelve. 
who is opposed to that law can, if on a jury. prevent a verdict 
from being rendered. Thus, if only nine per cent of the Fom
munity are opposed to a bad law, they can prevent its enforce
ment. This is less than one-fifth of the number necessary to 
repeal a law through the medium of an election." I 

Clarence Lee Swartz. What Is Mutualism? In collabora
tion with The Mutualist Associates. New York: Vanguard 
Press, 1927, p. 151. I 

As Swartz has noted , "the jury ... will be representative if 
drawn by lot from the whole community. , ," But a biu.\'ed selec
tion of jurors is what attorneys on both sides of a case arc try
ing to attain! In fact, a Jury Selection Industry has arisen in 
recent years to aid attorneys in this endeavor. See. for exam
ple, the article by Sam Enriquez, " Trial Consultants: E~perts 
Seek to Identify Jurors' Bias," Los Angeles Time.\', Aug. 27. 
1986, pp. I, 18. I 

Thus, a thorough refonn of the jury system is needed to but
tress the recognition of the right of jury nullification . For an 
extensive discussion of the fonner issue, see Godfrey Lehman . 
"The Unconstitutionality of Voir Dire, Peremptory Challr ngeS 



and Jury Books in Jury Selection," lincoln Law Review, Vol. 
14, No. 2, 1983, pp. 53-132. [Lincoln Law Review, 281 Masonic 
Ave., San Francisco 94118.]1 predict that jurors' privacy will 
become a key political issue within a few years. It should be 
an integral pan of an initiative to inform people of their right 
of jury nullification. However, some may prefer to have two 
separate initiatives. 

Petition distribution. We would have an obvious place at 
which to hand out petitions: In or near coun buildings where 
jurors or prospective jurors abound. They often have plenty 
ohime on their hands and this will really give them something 
to talk about! And after they've been put thru the wringer by 
the judge and the attorneys, they'll readily sign!! 

One way to save on mailing costs is to rely heavily on "pig
gyback" mailings with groups concerned with specific vic
timless "crime" laws, etc., as well as with libenarian and 
populist organizations. Also in order are piggyback mailings 
with other initiatives of a complementary nature-such as tax
payers' civil liberties, tax reduction. tuition tax credits, 
gunowners' rights, marijuana decriminalization , prostitution 
decriminalization, etc. 

Getting an initiative going in one state should be our main 
concern . However. it is not too early to think in terms of a 
multi-state initiative effort' 

In conclusion, jury nullification and a respect for jurors' 
privacy are not panaceas. After a hung jury, the prosecution 
can continue to harass a defendant with additional trials, etc. 
There is no substitute for repeal, for example, of victimless 
"crime" laws dealing with drugs, gambling, sex , seatbelts, etc. 
But jury nullification played a pan in the eventual repeal of 
Prohibition in the 1930s and it is time to bring it " front and 
center" again as an integral part of a plan to roll back the ris
ing tide of totalitarian liberalism and conservatism which is 
engulfing us. 
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Jury Nullification 
Thru the Initiative Process: 

Round Two - The Second Amendment 
By Mike Timko 

This is an age of specialization. Some would say, of overspecial i
zation. And, yes, you guessed correctly: I'm go ing to suggest still 
more specialization. The market for liberty in Second Amendment 
freedoms is not fully served by multipartisan organizations such as 
the National Rifle Association (N.R.A. ) . 

(A similar a rgument can be made for the 6th and 7th Amendments 
and the multipartisan F .l.J .A. - the Fully Informed Ju ry 
Association, P.O. Box 59 , Helmville, MT 59843 . But more on the 
6th and 7th at anothe r time.) 

(And ditto for the whole Bill of Rights and the li be ral/ leftist 

A.C.L. U.) 

By part isan I'm not referring to the major parties - Democratic 
and Republican - or to the various smalle r ones. My refe rence is to 
ideological groupings. 

Maddox and Lilie have discarded the traditional Liberal/Conser
vative/Middle-of-the-Road political division since it doesn't corre
spond with the polling data of the last few decades. The data 
indicate that there are four distinct ideologica l types in the U.S.: 
libertari an, conservative , populist and liberal. While popul ists and 
liberals are much more numerous , the ir voting turnouts are much 
lower. Thus, in terms of the actual electorate (54% in the 1980 
Presidential vote) all four groups are about equal in size. (p. 108) 
(William S. Maddox and Stuart A. Lilie. Beyond Liberal and 
Conservative: Reassessing the Political Spectrum. Foreword by 
David Boaz. Washington. D.C.: Cato Institute, 1984. 203 p.) 

Proposal: Formation of a Libertari an Second Amendment 
Association. And , presumably, persons of the other three ideologi
cal persuasions may wish to form parallel organizations. Thus, we 
might have the fo llowing: 

Libertarian Second Amendment Association 
Conservative Second Amendment Association 
Populist Second Amendment Assoc iation 
Liberal Second Amendment Associat ion 

Since liberal s constitute a disproportionate amount of oppos ition 
to the Second Amendment , there is a c ritical need for the li be ral 
association. To their creditlhey have - years ago (1979) - issued 
an excellent 237-page manifesto: Don B. Kates , Jr. , editor. 
Restricting Handguns: The Liberal Skeptics Speak Out. Fore
word by Senator Frank Church (D. -Idaho). {No Place]: North 
River Press , Inc. Distributed by Caroline House Publ ishers. Dav id 
T . Hardy concludes his essay with a quote from the late Senator 
Hubert Humphrey [D . - Minn .]: " The right of c itizens to bear arms 
is just one more guarantee against arbitra ry government, one ma rc 
safeguard aga inst the ty ranny which now appears remote in 
America, but which historically has proved to be always poss ible." 
(p. 185) Ah, yes, " remote" ... " Arbit rary government" and 
government tyranny are two of my favorite oxymora. But I guess it 
depends on whose oxymo ron is Gored ... 

Why do we need four more Sccond Amendment groups? Because 
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the Second Amendment issue cannot be argued in a political 
vacuum . Talking about guns inevitably leads to a discuss ion of what 
to do about the No. I issue of the day: C rime. No.1 in the mind of 
the public, that is. [From my (liberta ri an) point of view Civil 
Liberty is (Civil Liberties are) now, have been and will always be 
the No .1 issue. All other issues - the economy , jobs, taxes, 
environment , fo reign policy, etc. - arc merely derivative. l Many 
people would prefe r to talk about guns bu t not (so much) about the 
criminals who use the guns! A similar demonization of things 
occurs when it comes to asset forfeiture (confi scation) laws. 

Some obv ious clements of the crime issue are: 
Death penalty. If used, under what c ircumstances? 
Drug laws. For which drugs? Tobacco (nicotine) : Should lit be 

added to the Prohibitioni st' s list? 
Asset forfe iture laws. Fi rst they came for the drug users and 

dealers and then... I 
Immigration . What should be done with criminals who are not 

~_d I 
Prison conditions. How much more atrocious should they be 

allowed to become? See, for example, John Hospers, " Panopticon, 
U.S.A.," Liberty, March 1994, p. 64. 

Three-strikes-and-you' re- in-prison-fo r-life leg islation. If yes, 
which version? 

The Washington state " three stri kes" leg islation is one of the 
mi lder types. In contrast , the recently enacted lMarch 7.1994; see, 
fo r example, Daniel M. Weintraub , .. '3 Stri kes' Law Goes Into 
Effect," Los Angeles Times. March 8. 1994, pp. A- I, A-2 1.] 
Cali fornia law is the hard line, c rackpm, election-year version. 
Politicians rushed to j udgment on this issue in an attempt tolblunt 
the effec t of a nearly identical init iative measure which will appear 
on the November 1994 ballot. [In terms of the severity of (some) 
drug laws - which make a mockery of "equal treatment under the 
law" - it is al so (crack)(pot) leg islation. ) Copies of the initiative
endorsed by the N.R. A. - were enclosed in it s January 1994 issue 
of American Rifleman mailed to Cali fo rnia members. 

Understandably, many prosecutors are up in arms and openly 
oppose it. They give a plausible cover story: Too many defendants 
will demand jury trial s! The already overburdened systJm of 
criminal (in)justice just might collapse. Civil trial schedules Jill be 
fu rther snarled as coun resources arc rea llocated to criminal trials. 
The real reason is the ir fea r of jury nullification. It 's a classic 
jurisd ictional dispute: Decentralized juror political power i ersus 
Cent ralized political power of lawyers, prosecutors, j udges, police 
and jail ers. The lalle r groups arc not about to give up one iota of 
power from their Political Fie fdoms (Le., Thiefdoms) to any upstart 
amateurs acting in their capac ities as short -te rm cit izen-jurors. 

It is also a classic illustration of the fundamental di vision in 
political economy: Those with diffuse interests (consumers, taxpay
ers, j uro rs) versus those with concentrated inte rests (producers, tax 
users, judges, police, etc.). The Concentrators (Centralizers) 
inva riably seem to prevail. Thus, the Seamless Webb of Endless 
Sumer Tragedy of the Commons of American Diplomacy As We 
Go Marching From Here to Eternity ... 



Thus, under the pressure of events, "single~issue" gunowners' 
rights groups begin to take policy positions on a number of related 
issues . This can lead to dissension within the organization. It can 
also act to curb the rate of growth in membership. It certainly has 
slopped me from joining any of the groups. On the other hand, it 
may serve as a stimulant for some to join. 

Therefore . as a supplement to existing nonpanisan (or multipani~ 
san) groups, I have proposed - as previously noted - the 
formation of four partisan (ideologically~based) organizations -
libertarian. conservative, populist and liberal - so as to maximize 
support for the Second A.mendment. 

The question arises: Won ' t our opponents respond in kind with 
the fo llowing: 

Libertarians to Restrict (or Repeal) the Second Amendment 
Conservatives to Restrict (or Repeal) the Second Amendment 
Populists to Restrict (or Repeal) the Second Amendment 
Liberals to Restrict (or Repeal) the Second Amendment 

The fi rst would be strictly a joke. However, a gullible media or 
public might take it seriously - at least initially . Two and three are 
certainly possible but probably with limited effect. A liberal group 
would be a distinct possibility. But a key element would be that 
people of the same overall ideology would be asked to debate each 
other re thei r differences on the Second Amendment. And there we 
would win. 

Of course, winning debates docsn't necessarily translate into 
success in the legislative and executive branches of government. 
But then there are the courts. This is where jury nullification comes 
into play. [See my essay in Vol. I - reprinted in the current (Vol. 
In on pages 3-4.] 

My proposal remains the same: Multistate , multiple~ issue 

initiative petition campaigns. Separate groups which work together 
wherever possible: This is certainly the case for jury nullification 
and Second Amendment initiatives. There are thousands of laws, 
ordinances and regulations re guns in the U.S. which are, in whole 
_ or in part - fair game for jury nullification. Go to it , jurors! 

And what standard of justice should jurors uphold in their 
deliberations? The libertarian standard of justice: The noninitiation 
of force or fraud . The alternative is much more of what we already 
have: An onward march of authoritarian and totalita rian democra~ 

cy. 

May I be permitted a reali stic view of human nature as it relates to 
lawyers in their capacity as prosecuting attorneys for the State? (I 
use "State" in its generic sense fo r the Ruling Elite - and their 
underlings and hired guns - at every level of government.) The aim 
of many prosecuting attorneys is higher office. Perhaps a judgeship 
but often District Attorney, State Attorney General, Governor ... 

[The current occupant of 1600 Pennsylvania A venue was once the 
Anorney General of his State. (As I give the final wording to this 
section on the 50th anniversary of the Normandy Invasion -
Everyone dies in vain except those who commit suicide - the 
Current Occupant is being scorned in cenain quaners for having 
been insufficiently militaristic in his college days. Indeed. he 
active ly opposed the U.S. slaughter of hundreds of thousands of 
civ ilians in the Indochina War. But he subsequently saw the error of 
hi s ways and supported the U.S. slaughter of thousands of Iraqi 
civilians in 1991 - this under the cleansing camouflage of a 
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"United Nations action" - and the slaughter of dozens of civilians 
at Waco in 1993 - this under the purification procedure of a " law 
enforcement action" by the BATF and FBI. How many more will 
he have to kill before the hardcore militarists get off his back ... ?) 
As to a more appropriate abode for him - and for his Attorney 
General - let's make that Inquisitor General since the Waco 
Massac re involved a Trial by Fire for Religious Heresy - see the 
current (Vol. In essays by Cox and Bradford .] 

But I digress. Back to the prosecutors. One of their primary 
interests is their' 'batting average" - the ratio of successful to total 
prosecutions. "Three" (or some number of) strikes and they' re out 
of contention for higher office. Jurors can increase the strikeout rate 
of prosecutors by refusing to convict in gun law cases where the 
defendant has not initiated any force or fraud . And why should 
jurors restrict their nullification to gun law trials? They shouldn 't. .. 

Prosecutors , faced with a scarcity of resources (Le., tax dollars) 
and a low success rate in prosecuting victimless crime law cases, 
will gradually shift their efforts to thoroughly investigating and 
prosecuting real crimes - murder, rape, robbery, burglary, etc. 
This entails (implicitly if not explicitly) an adoption of the highest 
common denominator re justice, which is the libertarian standard: 
The noninitiation of force or fraud . This means: Prosecute those 
who initiate force or fraud. And not those who merely possess a gun 
- or a marijuana joint - or ... 

Elsewhere in the current (Vol. III I have reprinted the 1989-90 
California petition of the Second Amendment Committee (' 'Owner~ 

ship of Firearms. Initiat ive Constitutional Amendment "). Com~ . 

pared to the federal Second Amendment, it is fairly long and 
detailed . It has to be so in order to lessen the chances of deliberate 
misinterpretation by judges and prosecutors . If such a measure were 
enacted, some misinterpretation would still occur but the harm done 
to defendants could then be mitigated by well~informed jurors. 
They would merely have to fo llow through on the obvious anistatist 
intent of the measure and render judgment accordingly . 

The current (1994) California Hemp/Marijuana Initiative in~ 

eludes the following provisions: 
·'m. No California law enforcement personnel or funds shall be 

used to assist enforcement of federal cannabis/marijuana laws 
governing acts which are no longer illegal in the st"ate of California. 

· ' IV . The legislature, Governor and Attorney General are hereby 
directed to challenge federal cannabis/marijuana prohibitions that 
conflict with this act. " 

(Californ ia Hemp Initiative, 5632 Van Nuys Blvd. #310, Van 
Nuys , CA 91401. I predict that the industrial use of hemp will 
become a major political issue across the country within a few 
years.) 

I have been thinking along similar lines. To quote from my notes 
of 3/27/93: 

"State Const. Amend. 
"No State official may collaborate with officials of any other 

political (or private) jurisd iction which has a lower standard of civil 
liberties! 

" How to be determined!? 
"In advance - official signs statement under penalty of 

perjury re his (and/or his org.) standard re civil liberties!" 

While applicable to many issues, I was in particular thinking of 
two initiative petitions: First Amendment (health freedom aspects) 
and the Second Amendment. 



People as Sovereign 
being a discussion 
of that most powerful 
safeguard against 
government oppression 

by Godfrey Lehman 

Consti tutional republicanism, a 
philosophy emphasized by our Found
Ing Parents two centuries ago, IS 

based on the natural law idea that the powers 
and obligations of sovereignty reside inherent
ly in the people. The people hold the supreme 
social power, not by grant or delegation, but 
by fact of birth; there is no authority above 
them, and there is no control over them in 
the day-to-day conduct of their lives as long 
as they do not encroach upon the rights of 
other persons. 

The reality, of course, is that power in 
the hands of so numerous a sovere ign is 
impractical; the people out of necessi ty live 
under a government apparently controlling 
them. The government writes the laws, sees 
to their administration, and adjudicates ques
tions of transgressions of those laws. The 
model "good citizenll leads a IIlaw-abiding" 
life. This reality appears to mock the doctrine 
of individual sovereignty by reducing it to 
mere poetry. But what seems to be contradic
tory is resolved within the Constitution itself: 
the sovereign power and the government are 
specifically separated from each other. They 
form two entities designed to act competi
tively so neither can seize absolute power. 

Our Founding Parents had learned the 
ever-recurrent lesson of history: when sover-

Godfrey D. Lehman's work has appeared in 
American Heritage, Liberty, and American 
History Illustrated; he writes a monthly 
column on the jury for the Justice Times. 

eignty and government are embodied in the 
same entity, the inevitable result is oppres
sion and tyranny. The government becomes 
monopolistic, operating without restraint; 
there is no court of appeal because sovereign
ty is that which is supreme above all others. 
James Madison wrote in the 47th Federalist 
Paper: "The accumulation of all power .•. in the 
same hands, whether of one, a few, or many, 
and whether hereditary, self-appointed, or 
elective, may be justly pronounced the very 
definition of tyranny." That is the character 
of monarchy and czarism; and of caesars, or 
any manner of triumvirates. The greatest sin, 
the highest treason is disrespect for and dis
obedience to the sovereign/government. 

But just as fire is the ftrst essential of 
life, government is the first essential to a 
reasonably stable social order. Where there 
is no government, unbridled power rushes in 
to fill the void, and thus to establish dynas
ties, dictatorships, and oligarchies. Pure 
anarchy is an impossibility. Having before 
them the relatively recent debacle of the 
Cromwellian revolution in England, where the 
overthrowers of one tyrant assumed the trap
pings of the overthrown, our Founding Parents 
understood that both fire and government--a 
metaphor employed by George Washington-
make excellent servants but horrendous 
masters. The solution for one as well as the 
other is control, restraint, the setting of 
limits: natural forces keeping sun and Earth 
at a proper distance; the fireplace, the 
furnace, the oven burner. As to government, 
safety is found in instituting it so as to 
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derive its "just powers from the consent of 
the governed"; limiting it to the powers dele
gated while allowing reasonable fle xibil ity for 
changing conditions. 

A government so limited would be repre
sentative: selected by the people-as
sovereigns to govern in their interests, and 

It is ever the character of 
government to creep around and 
beyond the fireplace screen. 

consensual in restraining them and the 
government from imposing upon the rights of 
others. If the people-as-sovereigns were with
out formal organization, the result would be 
the consolidation of power into the hands of 
those few strong enough to keep it within 
their group (as did Caesar, William the 
Conqueror, Napoleon, Mussolini, Castro). The 
resulting oligarchy could be a tyranny worse 
than any other, for the oligarchs would be 
sovereign/people and government in one. 
Fearful both of leaving a void and of a 
government too strong, our Founding Parents 
first established a weak central power: a 
Congress that, under the Articles of Confed
eration, could not control the subdivisions. 
Within eleven years the Federation showed 
signs of breaking apart, perhaps even into 
separate nations. 

The Constitution that succeeded intended 
to overcome this weakness through a stronge r 
central government, while still within pro
scribed limits. It is ever the character of 
government--of power--to resist restraint; to 
creep around and beyond the fireplace screen, 
eventually to explode into a holocaust. The 
simple placing of the screen--the writing 
down of limitations--is not sufficient to con
tain government as it might be with fire. 
There mus t be an entity, distinct and sepa
rate, ever vigilant, to clamp down, to hold 
government in check. The only authority that 
can do this is the only authority above the 
government: the sovereign power. That is the 
reason for separation and competition. The 
sovereign stands apart to oversee the govern
ment; to intervene when it will to restrain; to 
serve as the ultimate court of appeal for the 
people endangered by oppression. 

When the people are recognized to 
be sovereigns, we have the people
governed asking the people-as-

sovereigns to audit the behavior of their 
representatives. It is the essential function 
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and obligation of the responsible sovereign to 
exerCise "eternal vigilance." But it is the un
fortunate character of the people to become 
so deeply involved in the problems of their 
daily existences that they neglect this obliga
tIOn of sovereignty; they look away, allowing 
government to expand until it becomes 
oppressive. They yield their sovereignty bit by 
miniscule bit, untIl what is supposed to be 
representative has become de facto sovereign. 
It is the character of government to encour
age this negligence with, among other things, 
diversIOns and distractions harmless of them
selves but overblown until they eclipse more 
fundamental issues. Some distractions are 
terroristic to force subjugation to usurping 
governmental authority. 

To protect against this, and showing 
miraculous insight, our Founding Parents 
built into the Constitutional system a safe
guard proven for centuries to be the most 
effectual and perhaps only direct control of 
the people over the government; and so effec
tual as to have been many times the only 
obstacle to absolute sovereignty. Not only was 
it built in once, but three times by direct 
references and several more by indirect; to be 
effectual, the safeguard must be acknowledg
ed and implel11ented by the people. That safe
guard is trial by jury. Abused, neglected, dis
regarded, trial by jury is nonetheless the one 
and only power the sovereign people can 
exercise to prevent their oppression. 

"Abused, neglected, disregarded, trial 
by jury is nonetheless the one and 
only power the sovereign people can 
exercise to prevent their oppression. " 

And it is here that government introduces 
some of its dlversion, distraction, and intimi
dation. Government, and in particular the 
judicial branch, realizes this inherent power 
of the jury and would denigrate, ridicule, and 
weaken it to deny its sovereignty. If we are 
uninformed, we are intimidated into yielding 
our direct power of sovereignty to a usurping 
judiciary elevated to an oligarchic sovereignty 
not authorized by any constitution. We con
tribute to the destruction of this chief bul
wark against oppression, and thereby to our 
own destruction. 

We are told that the function of the jury 
is to determine the facts in a dispute, and 
then to apply the law as "interpreted" for us 
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by the judge. We are "instructed" that the 
judge is the authority to be obeyed and we, 
as jurors, are subordinate to that authority. 
What we all too often fail to understand is 
that the judge is a creature of government, 
operating under the Constitution (not above 
it); his role is to serve his sovereign, the 
people, by protecting their rights. While a 
function of the jury is to determine the facts, 
its greater responsibility is to audit the 
government in the matter before it; to review 
the law in question as it relates to the facts 
and to evaluate the law itself. The "law" has 
been written by the people's representatives; 
the principal function of the people, through 
the jury, is to determine if the law imple
ments the will of the people. If it does not, it 
is the obligation of the sovereign people/jury 
to veto the law: to nullify. This power of 
"jury nullification" has advanced liberty over 
oppressive government. 

It is difficult to conceive that there 
exists a single judge not aware of the power 
to veto bad law. Deceptively, judges play 
upon the ignorance of the people, not only by 
withholding knowledge (a Constitutional viola
tion in itself), but by indoctrinating us into 
accepting their "interpretation" of the law. 
They do this by imposing what they call "jury 
instructions," "demanding" that we comply 
with these instructions. Yet in their role as 
judicial servants, it is their sworn Constitu
tional function only to counsel and advise the 
sovereigns in the jury box, to whom they owe 
obeisance. 

The practice of giving "instructions," 
while ancient, is not quite as old as trial by 
jury itself. The juries of antiquity were pro
tected in several ways from judicial domina
tion; the courts were, for example, prohibited 

from commenting on law or evidence. But 
Since an independent jury challenges absolut
ism, no government can tolerate it. To defeat 
such a Challenge, the would-be sovereign/ 
judiciary tries to extend its control over the 
Constitutional sovereign by "instructing" or 
even "dictating" the law. The Constitutionally 

"If liberty, which depends upon a 
vigorous competition, is to survive, 
the jurors must understand their 
fundamental power. " 

illiterate jury yields its sovereignty to the 
usurping court. If liberty, which depends upon 
a vigorous competition, is to survive, the 
jurors must understand their fundamental 
power. 

The constitutions of all 50 states, as well 
as the federal Constitution, mandate jury 
nullification. It was declared as existent on 
July 4, 1776, because governments derive 
"their just powers from the consent of the 
governed,u who retain "the right ... to alter or 
abolish it." It follows logically that they have 
the right to alter any part of it by peaceable 
means through Constitutionally established 
procedures. If this were not so, pressure 
would build until the people would feel com
pelled to catalogue "a long train of abuses 
and usurpations" from which they could be 
freed only by violence--even revolution. 

The Tenth Amendment codifies this decla
ration by acknowledging that all powers not 
delegated to the government "are reserved •.• 
to the people." 

All of the 50 state constitutions reiterate 
the Tenth Amendment, or are more succinct: 
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"All political power is inherent in the people." exercising its sovereign power, there is abso
This is usually followed by an acknowledgment lutely nothing the judiciary can legally do. It 
of the right to "alter or abolish," except in doesn't even take an entire jury, but only a 
Florida. When Florida ratified its constitution single man or woman acting on conscience 
in the 1960s, this sentence was omitted on alone. 
the ground of redundancy. Since the people H 
retain "all political power," it follows that 
_____________________ istory is rife with examples of 

juries (or a single juror) blocking 
The greatest responsibility of the jury the tyranny of the government or 
is to audit the government in the its court. Neither the Declaration of Indepen-
matter before them. de nee nor the Constitution itself could have 

been written without juries who understood 

they have the right to alter or abolish. The 
states also include a declaration such as this, 
from the California state constitution (Article 
I, Section 26): "The provisions of this consti
tution are mandatory and prohibitory, unless 
by express words they are declared to be 
otherwise." There is no declaration in any 
constitution authorizing any judge to "in
struct" or IIdictate" to the people, who retain 
"all political power." There are no "express 
words." 

That the judiciary today assumes so domin
ant a power arises "not from any constitutional 
authority, but from ignorance of the people-
neglect, even laziness or fear. The black robe 
can be very intimidating and often is, but the 
basic fact remains--and every judge knows 
this--that when the jury knows, or senses by 
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the basic Constitutional philosophy that all 
persons "are endowed by their Creator" with 
unalienable rights. Juries have done this pri
marily by acquitting defendants brought to 
trial for violating "laws" that restricted 
liberty. 

The jury actually created itself by impos
ing its will upon otherwise tyrannical govern
ment, and in doing so has demonstrated it is 
stronger than the judicial, legislative, and 
administrative branches- -even when operating 
under otherwise absolute monarchy. 

Government, well aware of the challenge 
posed by knowledgeable jurors, conspires to 
strip the jury of its power. Intending to pre
clude this, our prescient Founding Parents 
devoted greater length in the Constitution to 
ensuring trial by jury than to any other right. 
Despite the conciseness and clarity of Article 
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III, Section 2, Clause 3 ("The trial of all 
crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall 
be by jury"), patriots like Patrick Henry found 
this "too vague and equivocal." They demand
ed both the Sixth and Seventh Amendments, 
along with indirect references such as the 
"due process of law" clauses in the Fifth and 
Fourteenth. 

"When sovereignty and government 
are embodied in the same entity, the 
inevitable result is oppression and 
tyranny . .. 

If the people would retain their role as 
sovereigns and audit a governmen t that would 
be sovereign, they must understand their Con
stitutional mandate: the judge has no legal 
authority of any kind to "instruct," but is 
limited to "counsel and advice." The decision 
whether to follow such counsel and advice 
rests entirely and exclusively with the jurors, 
individually and collectively. Together with 
the law, such counsel can be accepted or" 
rejected in part or in whole, at the sole dis
cretion of the jury. 

All litigants are entitled, as an inviolate 
right guaranteed forever, to trials by jury at 
their election. All jurors have only a single 
obligation. That obligation is to their indivi-

dual and collective consciences: to follow 
their own wills, without regard to any outside 
influence and least of all to the judge or the 
law. Each juror must forever afterward live 
with his conscience. He need act only to satis
fy that conscience; he has no other obligation 
and must not even consider any other. 

When the jury exercises such ultimate 
power tit assumes its true role as supervising 
sovereign. It is competitive, not docile; it 
confines the government behind the fireplace 
screen; it becomes truly "the grand bulwark 
of every citizen's liberties" and "the great 
glory of law," as defined in the eighteenth 
century by William Blackstone, Thomas Jef
ferson, James Madison, and other lovers of 
liberty. Consciously or otherwise, the jury 
fills the role assigned to it by Abraham Lin
coln: "The people of the United States are the 
rightful masters of both Congress and Courts, 
not to overthrow the Constitution, but to 
overthrow the men who would pervert the 
Constitution." 

Judges imposing their dictatorial "I am 
the Law" edicts would replace the people as 
masters of the courts to become masters over 
them. The tyranny that threatens the United 
States is not of the Sinclair Lewis "it can't 
happen here" style. It is a judicial oligarchy 
bluffed by black-robed intimidators by slow 
degrees upon the Constitutionally illiterate. 0 
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[Documents - Second Amendment Initiative Petition] 

[Compiler' s note , April 17 , 1994: The following documents ha ve been supplied by the Second Amendment Committee, P.O. Box 1776 , 
Hanford , CA 93232. This 1989-90 initiative did not quali fy for the ballot. Contact the Committee re their current efforts. ) 

THIS IS WHAT THE MEASURE DOES: 

• Reaffirmation of the Second Amendment of the United States Constitution: 
The first paragraph reaffirms our right which ~ exist as an individual right The 
common law, the Second Amendment of the Bill of Rights in the U.S. Constitution, and 
the state's Act of Admission to the Union n all three confirm our indiYidual rjght. All 
necessary activity, such as gun shows , practicing , sporting and hunting clubs, safety 
courses, etc. etc. are also protected so that expertness in the use of firearms is 
achievable. 

• Declaration of Interpretation of Right : 
This f..Q.rQ.e..s the~ and government officials to go back to the spirit in which the 
founding fathers wrote the Second Amendment. The history books and records will be 
reviewed for the true intent and purpose of the Second Amendment. This is a 
"declaration" to require adherence to the common law to and the true meaning of the 
Second Amendment and to reaffirm and clarify this historical barricade erected against 
tyranny and infringements. The den jal by goyernment that individuals have a constj· 
tutianal protection for their firearms is a prime example of the type af tyranny the 
founders meant to stop by drafting the amendment. 

• Intent of Section: 
The intent must cover a comprehenSive delineatjon of all aspects of the right since, as 
of necessity, we are forced to be prolix. Therefore, we have listed the purposes 
(reaffirm , clarify, and protect) in the section; the coverages (purchase, own, possess, 
advertise, sell , lease, loan, manufacture, transport , or use); and the objectives 
(defense of person , lamily, home, property, liberty, defense and safety of the state, 
sport and recreation); while we also list exclusions of those who haye been proVen to 
be a menace with firearms. We must end the brainwashing techniques designed to 
make us lose by default. 

• Restraints on Various Branches of Government. their Public Officials. Servants 
or Emplovees: 
The right 01 an individual (or collective rights) can not be denied, curtailed prohibited 
or taxed awayl Registration and confiscation are forbidden. What is called "assault 
weapons" is redefined as "weapons of defense n well-suited to protect us in an 
invasion". 
Other restraints are place against any branch of government. It bars and proscribes 
local ordinances, state acts , and various other legislation which includes federal 
legislation , treaties, executive orders. and martial rule , etc. (The last three are the 
hidden threats of which the public is unaware.) 

• Repeal of Conflicting Provisions: 
This measure has the power to roll back bad laws which infringe upon the people's right 
to keep and bear arms. The measure needs no other action as it is self-executing . 

• Severability: 
This is a protective clause which would D..Q1 be needed i!.the courts were enforcing the 
Constitutioo instead of deliberately misconstruing it. The severability clause will isolate 
further attempts to misconstrue and only those parts of the measure that are directly 
involved in a challenge by the courts could be held up. The clause prevents the courts 
from throwing out the whole measure because they have arguments in regard to a 
particular issue. The people are the ultimate authority (,James Madjson) 

BE AS GENEROUS AS YOU CAN WITH YOUR DONA TlONS 
TO HELP PUT THE HANFORD MEASURE ON THE BALLOT. 
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Second Amendment Committee 
P.o. Box 1776 • Hanford. CA 93232 • (209) 584-5209 

Dear California Gun Owner and 
Supporter of the Right to Keep and Bear Arms: 

In order for the law-abiding to avoid the degradation of having aU of 
their firearms taken away from them In the hysteria that has 
been created by both: the abuse of the right to keep and 

December 28, 1989 

bear arms by the criminal element of our society, and r-llliiii-------------------, 
the deliberate engineering to create an environ-
ment wherein the right to firearms would be 
villified. devalued. misunderstood. and unap
preciated. It is now Immediately necessary for the 
people to get as many qualified signatures on the 
enclosed petitions as they possibly can. It will be a 

In memory of 
the right to keep and bear arms. 

sad day in the history of the United States if all we have left of our firearms is just a picture on the wall. A memory 
on the wall won't stop a burglar in your hall! 

This measure will tear down the Berlin-type wall that has in recent times separated the gun owne9 from 
their ordained constitutional security in the people's Bill of Rights. It Is essential that we get the neces
sary 595,485 Signatures of registered voters to reaffirm this ordained right since It Is the highest law p:ossi
ble to protect the individual's right to keep and bear arms. Neither state, federal or treaty law can supersede the 
people's Second Amendment In the Bill of Rights, the right to keep and bear arms. I 

This measure will repeal the Roos-Roberti bill! Make no mistake about It-the Roos-Robertl bill Is epen
ended, and was written to support those In the legislature who intend to confiscate ALL of our clvilian-ownei:! fire
arms! The anti-gun nuts have gone so far as to empower a police commissioner In the city of Boston to enter homes 
and businesses and conduct a search for prohibited firearms. Such behavior, as well as the passing of the Roos
Roberti bill, is AGAINST THE LAW! Firearms are a necessary tool for the protection of ourselves and the secu
rity of our country! 

Thking away our guns is not going to "stop crime" which is the reason given for the actions by the gun con
trol group. Taking away the guns will increase the pool of unarmed victims! The real reason for taking 
away all the guns is to satisfy the objective in Public Law 87-297. That law is federal legislation, the objective of 
which is to achieve a totally disarmed nation." That would leave us with a police state and a despotic form of 
government against which we would be helpless and defenseless. 

We have a tremendous Job to do In counteracting the propaganda that has been presented to the people via 
the media, vlllifying our firearms, and making them synonymous with crime. This is our last chance tOr save 
our firearmsll If we fail , the state will say the people do not want firearms and will feel quite confident as they 
proceed to search for all of our guns, including hunting rifles! 

Even though we are underfunded, our committee realized that we had to file our enclosed Initiative meas
ure (for which there is no substitute and no equal). If we had not, you would have blamed us for not holding 
the door open, knowing that this Is the last chance! THEREFORE, WE DID FILE! Now we need your help with 
as generous a donation as you can afford and as many signatures that you can obtain on the 
petitions. Our deadline is coming early-March 15, 1990. We cannot win this battle without paid assistance. 
Each Individual must give his utmost in order to bring in a paid manager to handle the campaign. Remember. 
you cannot expect to reap a harvest unless you are willing to plow the ground! Please go into 
actionnowl 

'Documented in Public Law 87-297 
and in Siale Dept. Publication nn Bernadine Smith 
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INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief purpose and 
points of the proposed measure: 

OWNERSHIP OF FIREARMS.INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. Bars public officials, the 
Legislature or any public body from denying, curtailing, probibiting, or taxing the right to bear arms and 
enacting laws or ordinances constituting registration of firearms or ammunition. Prohibits confiscation of 
firearms or ammunition. Provides that the right to purchase, own, possess, advertise, sell, lease, loan, 
manufacture, transport, or use arms and ammunition for defense, sport, recreation or associated activities, 
does not apply to convicted violent felons or individuals legally declared mentally incompetent. Includes 
other provisions and statements of policy. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of 
Finance of fiscal impact on state and local governments: The fiscal impact on state and local governments 
by this measure is unknown. 

Circulator: Enter name of county wherein thl. petition I. being circulated. 
Alae enter name of county In grey-.haded box on reverse aide of thl. petition. 
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(CoonIy) 

I clroulated this sootlon of tho petition and saw oaoh of tho appendod signatures bolng wrltton. Each signature 
on this petition Is, to the bost of my Informa.tlon and bellot , tho genuine signature of the person whoso name It 
purports to boo All signatures on this doourTlont wore obtained bet\Noon tho dates of I 

mJ(;:::':::"::':: ';:\nJH¥!lU??m7~:lkf~@}(i':)!~\Nt}n:f::!:)}?::::::!::::i:e}::::::·· ,;.,:;::.;:::,.,:,:::,.:: .. : ':'::'::::::::: and ::t:::tIt~:::p:::-:t}::::::;::tV:::/:::;' ,:::i:":"':<:::?i(:::'/;::::!::::;::\::ttf:::){:t:/'::::::t::::::::r::;;;;uryn:{j \J:::':"'. -:.: . 
(AIon/h. day. yw) (Month, dIIy. YNF) I 

I declare undor penalty of perjury under tho laws of the State of California that tho foregoing Is true and correct." 

ALL SIGNATURES ARE 
INVALID IF THE DECLARATION 
OF CIRCULATOR IS NOT d-. 
COMPLETE AND SIGNED. ~ 

·············.·i)·..t.rI:;'j;·illll i.i§ 

(Cor7pIete SJgn&IHe 01 c;aJlalorj 

• An a1fidav;, tnIIy be sworn und8r oath mtNd 01 cer1110d by d6daratlal undM penaky 01 perjury. 

READ IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE 
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INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS 
Th.e Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief purpose and 
pomts of the proposed measure: 

OWNERSIllP OF FIREARMS. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. Bars public officials, the 
Legislature or any public body from denying, curtailing, prohibiting, or taxing the right to bear arms and 
enacting laws or ordinances constituting registration of firearms or ammunition. Prohibits confiscation of 
firearms or ammunition. Provides that the right to purchase, own, possess, advertise, sell, lease, loan, 
manufacture, transport, or use arms and ammunition for defense, sport, recreation or associated activities, 
does not apply to convicted violent felons or individuals legally declared mentally incompetent. Includes 
other provisions and statements of policy. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of 
Finance of fiscal impact on state and local governments: The fiscal impact on state and local governments 
by this measure is unknown. 

To The Honorable Secretary of State: 
We, the undersigned, registered, qualified voters of California, residents of County (or City and County), 

hereby propose an amendment to the Constitution of California and petition the Secretary of State to submit the same to thevoters 
of California for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding general election or at any special statewide election held prior 
to the general election or otherwise provided by law. The proposed constitutional amendment reads as follows: 

FULL TEXT Article I Section 1.5 California State Constitution 

[Roafflrmatlon of tho Second Amondmont of tho United Statos Constitution] 
Section 1.5. The right of the people to keep and bear anns, individually and collectively, is an inalienable, inherent, and 
natural right, acknowledged in the common law, confmned by the Second Amendment of the United States Constitution, 
and secured by California's Act of Admission into the Union. The full and necessary exercise, affJ.!iated activity, and benefIts 
of this right are herein reaffmned, guaranteed, and protected hereby from all infringements. 

[Doclaration of Intorpratstlon of Right] 
For purposes of clarification, and to prevent misconstruing, the right shall be inte!preted so as to coincide and adhere to ~e 
reasonings and discourses made in behalf of the Second Amendment by the nanon's founder:> .who ~uthored or othe~lse 
contributed to the formation of that amendment, and so as to conform to the defInmons 10 use at that I1me. 
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[Intent ol5ectJon] . . . 
The intent of this section is to reaffinn, to clarify, and to protect the right of the people of thIS state to, but not limIted to, 
purchase, own, possess, advertise, sell, lease, loan, manufacture, transport, or use arms and am~uniti~n for ,Purposes of 
defense of person, family, home, property, liberty, defense and safety of the state, sport and recreanon. ThIS section shall no! 
apply to convicted violent felons, or to an individual who has been adjudicated by a court to be a danger to others as a result 
of mental disorder or mental illness. 

[Rult.lnts on Various Branches 01 Gov.mm.n~ th.lr Public Olllcl.I., Sorv.nt. 01' Employ .. s] 
No public official, whether an elected or non-elected person, in this state, or its subdivisions, nor the legislature, nor any 
other public body, shall deny, cunail, prohibit, or tax. the right of the people to keep and bear arms; nor enact any law which 
in any style, form, or manner constitutes the registration of the people's flIearms or ammunition; nor take any action t 
promote, or to engage in, confiscation of ftrearms, which includes weapons of defense, well-suited to fend off invasion 

The right to keep and bear arms and ammunition is not subject to infringement or revocation by any branch of government, 
or from any other source, by reason of, but not limited to, ordinances, or other acts of local government, state acts, or any 
other legislation which subverts the intent of this section. The restraints in this section shall also apply to treaties and relate' 
legislation, to executive orders, and to martial rule. 

[R.poal 01 Conlllcting Provisions, Stat. Laws, .nd LOCBI OrdlnBnc.s] 
All constitutional provisions, state laws, and local government ordinances, which are inconsistent with the provisions hereof 
are hereby repealed. The provisions of this section shall be self-executing. 

[Sov".blllty] 
No pan of this section is unconstitutional, in view of the fact that it is in keeping with the intents, purposes, laws, historical 
records of the nation's founders, and subsequent laws; however, if any part, clause, or phrase is chaIged with being 
unconstitutional by any branch of the judicial system, or by any other source, the remaining portions of this section shall not 
be affected but shall remain in full force and effect. I 

Circulator: Follow these important instructions carefully. 

1. Write the name of the county on the top of both sides of this petition in the grey-shaded boxes provided. 
2. Only registered voters qualify as circulators. A circulator may collect signatures in any county of the state. 
3. All signers to a petition must be registered voters. residing within the same counIy. Do not cross mix voters from different 
counties 01\ the same petition. 
4. Use ball point pens. (No felt tip pens, no diuo marks, no abbreviations) Use middle initial or middle name if so registered. 
5. Do not hold up completed petitions. Mail in promptly so we may have ample processing time. 

SECOND AMENDMENT COMMmEE • P.O. BOX 1 n6 • HANFORD, CA 93232 • (209) 584-5209 
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SHOULD LAW-ABIDING CIVILIANS 
BE ALLOWED THE USE OF 

MILITARY WEAPONS? 

YE S ! Of course! 

George Washington. commander 
of the Revolutionary War Forces 
which fought for our national 
independence, participant in the 
drafting of the American Consti
tutional form of government, 
and first president of the United 
States made the foIIowing 
statement in his First Annual 
Presidential Address on January 8. 
1790, declaring: 

"Among the many interesting objects which will engage your attention,!!!!!! of 
providing for the common defense will merit particular regard. 

To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of preserving peace. 

A free people ought not only to be armed, but disciplined; to which end a uniform 
and well-digested plan is requisite; and their safety and interest require that they 
should promote such manufactories as tend to render them independent of others 
for essential, particularly military, supplies." 

.... George Washington 

The ReYolutionary War was fought by civilians. Those who owned. guns had military frrcarms. When the war nrst began, 
the people at large were not "'well disciplined". As president, George Washington. seeking to permanently remedy this 
situation, developed the 1790 Plan for the Militia in which he called (or "the great body of the people" . "every man of 
proper age and ability of body being bound by the social compact to perform. personally, some degree of military duty .. 
so that the people themselves would be a "perpetual barrier" against interference into their liberties. .. All men" were 
held thus responsible, whether uniformed and enlisted in the Army, or whether not uniformed and not a member of the Army. 
This plan became a Jaw in 1792. For a copy of the Plan and the Law, send $3.00 to: Second Amendment Committee P.O. 
Box 1776 Hanford. Ca. 93232 
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• Silver Spring. Maryland. lune 1971 : 
Four government agents in plain clothes 
broke down the back door of the apart· 
ment of Ken Ballew , who was in the 
bathtub at the time. Ballew armed him
self with a pistol and prepared to defend 
himself. He was shot by the agents and 
suffered permanent brain damage and 
paralysis as a result. 
• San Jose, California, June 1978: 
Twenty armed government agents raided 
a collectors' show. for two hours allowing 
no onc to leave. The agents photo
graphed exhibitors and bystanders and 
forced everyone present to sign "warning 
forms," 
• Charleston, South Carolina. January 
20. 1977: Agents entered the home of 
Patrick Mulca hey and confIscated all his 
collectors' items, valued at $15,000. In
cluded were a gift from his grandfather 
when he was 11, the first item he pur
chased for his collection when he was 15, 
and an engraved piece worth more than 
$1.000. 
• Kirkland, Washington, October 1978: 
In a paramilitary-style operation, gov
ernment agents invaded the neighbor
hood of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tungren. A 
four-block area was sealed off, the neigh
borhood evacuated, and the Tungren 
home surrounded . Some of the agents 
ransacked their home, while others stood 
over the Tungrens with automatic rifles. 

Hardened criminals? Not quite. 
Armed? Well, it's true that the govern
ment agents were after firearms-but 
consider what kind, and the circum
stances. The firearms of Ken Ballew, who 
assumed the intruders were criminals 
and so armed himself, were found to be 
properly registered and owned legally. 
The San Jose raid was at a gun collectors' 
show, where enthusiasts display and 
trade antique and choice firearms-not 
the kind used by criminals. Patrick Mul
cahey was charged by the government 
with illegal possession of firearms but 
was acquitted in court. (Yet the govern
ment still has not returned his collection, 
appropriated without compensation.) 
The agents found a few rifles and a .22-
caliber target pistol in the Tungrens' 
home-all properly registered . Yet those 
agents had come in "like a bunch of 
storm troopers," as Mr. Tungren de
scribed it afterwards to the press. 

And the agents involved? They belong 
to the federal government's Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. A part 
of the Internal Revenue Service, BATF 

has existed in various forms for many 
years. After passage of the Gun Control 
Act of 1968. the IRS'S Alcohol and 
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AMERICAN 
GESTAPO 

How the BATF is riding 
roughshod over 
civilliberties. 
By John D. Lewis. Jr. 

Tobacco Division was given, along with 
bureau status, responsibility for enforcing 
firearms laws. 

Some of the Bureau of Alcohol, To
bacco, and Firearms' zealous pursuit of 
gun owners can no doubt be laid at the 
feet of gun-control sentiments in the 
United States. Many people appear will
ing to put aside constitutional protection 
of the citizen's right to bear arms be
cause of worry about crime statistics 
showing that some SO percent of homi
cides are committed with handguns. 

But consider 1976, for example. In 
that year, according to FBI Uniform 
Crime Reports, 9.202 illegal homicides 
(49 percent of the total) were committed 
with handguns. Yet, of the estimated 40 
million in private hands, 9,202 is only 
.023 percent. (And gun-control advocates 
who put that estimate even higher, 
sometimes as high as 100 million, should 
note that the percentage of homicides 
committed with handguns is then even 
lower.) Moreover. BATF itself has repeat
edly pointed to cheap handguns-valued 
under $50. caliber .32 or les!J, barrel 3 
inches or less-as the weapon most often 
used by criminals. So why is it pursuing 
gun collectors and dealers, rather than 
individuals who have used firearms in a 
criminal manner? 

A good part of the explanation may 
well be that the Bureau has been placed 
in a very awkward position by a decline 
in moonshining. With sugar prices esca
lating rapidly since 1972. illegal brewing 
has fallen off dramatically. In 1972 BATF 

raided nearly 3.000 sl ill s; by 1978 the 
number had fallen to a mere J81. 
Clearly. the public-and Congress-
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would not find its alcohol-controlling 
functions very important any more. But 
if BATF could build up an impressive ar
rest record in the area of firearms ... And 
it looks like that is exactly what this gov
ernment agency proceeded to do during 
the 1970s. often using questionable and 
outright illegal tactics, often to carry out 
lengthy investigations, appropriate the 
property, and make highly publicized 
numbers of arrests-not of criminals or 
even would-be criminals, but of law
abiding citizens. 

Creating Crime 
Entrapment is but one of the meth

methods used by the Bureau in these 
operations. TV cop shows have made this 
technique familiar to millions of Amer
icans. Kojak's right-hand officer hits the 
streets as a lonely man in search of the 
attention of a street-walker or as a des
perate junkie after a fix; man / junkie 
meets prostitute/pusher and suggests 
transaction; the nod is given and a police 
badge quickly produced, followed by 
handcuffs; and so a law-breaker is 
caught in the act. 

Entrapment is in fact a centuries-old 
law-enforcement tactic and is also used 
to trip up criminals involved in the ex
change of stolen property, con artist 
schemes, and so on. In theory, it is a use
ful means of cornering people who are 
already engaging in or intending to en
gage in criminal activity_ In practice, it 
treads a thin line between offering the 
opportunity for a person to commit a 
crime and actually encouraging him to 
do so. 

Over the years, various forms of en-

trapment have been held legal by the 
courts. But the crucial test, the Supreme 
Court has declared, is the object of the 
ruse. "The first duties of the officers of 
the law are to prevent, not to punish, 
crime," said the Court in the case of 
Sorrels v_ the United States in 1932. "It is 
not their duty to incite crime .. _ . Decoys 
may be used to entrap criminals, and to 
present opportunity to one intending to 
commit crime. But decoys are not 
permissible to ensnare the innocent and 
the law-abiding into the commission of a 
crime_It 

Yet a look at the record of the Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms leads 
to the inescapable conclusion that it is 
making an art out of just such entrap
ment of innocent and law-abiding citi
zens. It was handed the opportunity to do 
so by the Gun Control Act of 1968, which 
is the major piece of control legislation 
on the books and is rife with vague lan
guage. It is left to the Bureau to come up 
with regulations to implement the intent 
of Congress_ In doing so, BATF has ex
ploited the very vagueness of the Gun 
Control Act. It is clear that the Bureau 
has purposely created and perpetuated 
ambiguities, allowing for citizens to be 
misled into violations of the law_ And 
that's where entrapment, of both licensed 
dealers and private citizens, enters the 
picture. 

I
n entrapment of dealers, BATF 

makes use of a scheme known as a 
"straw-man sale_" This sale hinges 
upon the fact that dealers may not 

sell to certain "prohibited persons"
nonresidents of their state, persons under 
a certain age, felons, and some others. At 
the same time, it is common for one indi
vidual legally to buy for another who 
might himself be prohibited from pur
chase. An adult, for example, purchases 
for a juvenile, or an out-of-state dealer 
makes a purchase so that a resident of 
his state may then purchase from him. 

BATF has often recognized the legality 
of such transactions. In its publication 
GUll Comrol Questions and Answers. the 
Bureau presents a dialogue for guidance 
on these matters: 

(34) Can a licensed dealer send or sell 
a gun to anyone? 

No, except for rifles and shotguns 
in contiguous State sales, a licensee 
may not make direct sales to a non
resident. What the dealer can do is 
ship the firearm to a licensed dealer of 
the purchaser's choice whose business 
is in the purchaser's state of residence. 
The individual could then pick up the 
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firearms after completing form 4473 
[the federal registration form}. 

{54} Since persons under 18 years of 
age cannot buy long guns or ammuni
tion from dealers, how can they ob
tain them? 

A parent or guardian may purchase 
firearms and ammunition for a juve
nile. [Gun Control Act] age restric
tions are intended only to prevent 
juveniles from acting without their 
parents' or guardians' knowledge. 

These are the Bureau's only public state
ments on this subject. BATF has avoided 
ever stating conditions under which such 
purchases may make the dealer subject 
to a felony prosecution. 

The straw-man case, however, makes 
it clear that just such transfers may in
deed bring one face-to-face with the law. 
In this form of entrapment an agent or 
informant who is a prohibited person ap
proaches a dealer to buy a firearm. The 
agent then produces out-of-state identifi
cation or indicates that he cannot sign 
the registration form (which contains a 
statement that he is not a prohibited per
son). The dealer invariably refuses to sell. 

The "prohibited person" then suggests 
that perhaps someone else (usually a 
local relative or friend) could purchase 
the gun for him. If the dealer takes the 
bait, he will respond that he can sell to a 
local person, provided that person can 
produce valid local identification and 
can legally filt out the purchase forms. 

The "prohibited person" then returns 
with a second agent, the "straw man." 
The straw man produces the required 
identification and signs the appropriate 
forms. The "prohibited person," how
ever, is the one who comes up with the 
money; at the end of the transaction, the 
straw man steps back and the "prohib
ited person" quickly steps in to pick up 
the firearm. And that's it for the dealer, 
who is arrested by BATF agents for selling 
to a prohibited person. 

(It is possible to sidestep the trap. In 
two reponed cases, the dealer refused to 
go through with the transaction unless 
the money was offered by the straw man; 
likewise, he handed the firearm to the 
straw man, in one case having to snatch 
it from the hands of the quickly grabbing 
"prohibited person." Although the Bur· 
eau nevertheless arrested both dealers, it 
prosecuted without success.) 

When BATF goes after dealers engag
ing in straw-man sales, is it merely im
plementing the Gun Control Act? To 
permit wide open sales of this type, under 
any conditions, would allow for extensive 
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A look at the record shows 
that BATF is making an 
art out of entrapment of 
innocent and law-abiding 
citizens. 
evasion of the act. Even so, if the intent 
of the law is to prohibit the transfer of 
firearms to certain persons, why should 
enforcement be aimed at the dealer, who 
nominally sells to the straw man, rather 
than the straw man himself, who makes 
the transfer to the "prohibited person"? 
In at least one case where a straw-man 
sale occurred-without BATF induce
ment-the Bureau prosecuted the woman 
who served as the straw man and did not 
bring charges against the dealer. 

If BATF believes that a straw-man sale 
constitutes violation of the law , it could 
easily prevent most future violations by 
simply informing dealers that it is a vio
lation. This has obviously not been its 
intent. It is far easier to build up its 
status with Congress by creating felons of 
those who are disinclined to crime than 
by taking the" time and risk to seek out 
real criminals. 

D
ealers arc not the only ones to 
have been caught in the Bur
eau's entrapment snare. A 
second scheme, equally de

pendent on BATF'S calculated ambigui
ties, involves the "implied dealership." It 
is used exclusively against those who do 
not hold federal firearms licenses. 

The Jaw requires that a license be ob
tained by anyone "engaged in the busi-
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ness" of dealing in firearms. The statute, 
however, does not define dealing, and 
BATF regulations make no attempt to do 
so, except to say that persons who sell but 
"four to six" guns a year-mostly collec
tors-do not need a license. In fact, such 
persons are actively discouraged from 
obtaining licenses. Yet, when nondealers 
sell weapons, fully complying with the 
standards set out by the Bureau, they are 
in danger of being arrested for dealing 
without a license. 

Entrapment proceeds in this way: One 
or two agents approach a collector at a 
gun show and make a purchase. The 
same happens at the next gun show, and 
so on, until the "implied dealer" his 
made four to six sales. At this point, the 
collector is booked on felony charges of 
dealing without a license. Legal defens1e 
costs can run as high as $20,000 (with the 
person's gun collection usually havin~ 
been seized by BATF). If convicted of a 
felony, the collector loses all right to pos'
sess any firearms in the United States. ! 

And the conviction is not difficult for 
BATF to come up with. In spite of its 
public position that sales of "four to six!' 
guns a year do not require a license, in 
court it has consistently been successful 
with an argument that conviction may tie 
based on very few sales by a private indio 
vidual, for no financial profit. The But 
eau thus appears to interpret "dealing

i
" 

in any way that seems likely to ensure the 
most arrests and then, on the opposite 
interpretation, the most convictions. It 
has uniformly failed to inform collectors 
or anyone else of its position, leaving its 
actual policy on dealing beyond the 
ascertainment of citizens interested in 
obeying the law. 

Why this two-handed BATF campaign 
to prosecute those selling only a few fire
arms a year, while at the same time in
sisting that one must make a significant 
quantity of sales per year to qualify for la 
license? It not only serves to make people 
more vulnerable to charges of deatin'g 
without a license; it also cuts down on tHe 
workload of the Bureau in regulating 
licensees, leaving it free to pursue more 
impressive tasks. 

Bureau officials have made no secret 
of their policies toward the small busi
nessmen who make up the majority of 
the nation's gun dealerships. Speaking to 
a police convention in Buffalo, Ncr 
York, in 1979, former BATF director Rex 
Davis told the group that he planned to 
"tighten BATF'S regulation of licensed 
firearms dealers," effectively reducing 
their number "from the present 159,000 
to about 30,000 .... The reduction will 
make their regulation more manageable 



for BATF'S outnumbered forces." The im
plication is clear: since it is difficult for 
BATF to regulate these businesses as re
lentlessly as it wishes to, it has under
taken to drive large numbers of them out 
of business. Is that the intent of 
Congress? 

Disregard for Property 
Entrapment of the law-abiding, how

ever, is only one appalling feature of 
BATF'S new campaign against gun own
ers. Its behavior during and after trial is 
curious for a supposedly law-enforcing 
agency of the government. 

The Bureau confiscates many fire
arms. According to a BATF press release, 
total conflScations for the years 1976-78 
numbered 25,936. The value of the 
nearly 9,000 firearms conflScated in 1978 
is conservatively estimated at S LOS mil
lion. And the odds of citizen getting his 
guns back are not gooo, even in the case 
of an acquittal. In a few reported cases, 
ftrearms have been seized but no arrest 
made. One gun collector provided docu
mentation of a chilling scenario: 

• BATF'S move against him, as docu
mented from the prosecution's nIes, be
gan with a 14-month investigation com
mencing in early 1976. 
• Fireanns were seized-without arrest 
or indictment-in March 1977. 
• Nearly a year passed as the Bureau 
made offers to forgo prosecution if the 
collector would permit BATF to keep his 
weapons (apparently a common BATF 
position). 
• On January 20, 1978, the collector 
sued for return of his collection. 
• On February I, 1978, less than two 
weeks after filing suit, the collector was 
indicted and was subsequently convicted. 

G
un collections are often the 
product of years of devoted 
effort, valued in tens of thou
sands of dollars. In virtually 

all cases, government confiscation rep
resents a major loss to the collector. 

In a number of cases, there is clear evi
dence of what can only appear to be vin
dictiveness in the treatment of firearms 
in the Bureau's custody, both at the time 
of arrest and later. Gus Cargyle is but 
one example. A collector in Corpus 
Christi, Texas, he had fireanns valued at 
SSS,OOO confIScated by BATF agents. Ac
cording to the local newspaper, the Cor
pus Christi Caller. agents deliberately 
dropped the guns on the concrete floor 
and stacked them outside "like cord
wood." Cargyle sucessfully sued for re
turn of the weapons (no charges were 

The history of BATF since 
the demise of its liquor 
enforcement functions is a 
classic tale of bureaucracy 
in search of ajob. 

ever filed) but discovered upon their re
turn that they had been stored in a damp 
warehouse and allowed to rust during the 
Bureau's custody. 

Not only does BATF seize weapons 
without making any arrest; it also 
continues to withhold collections even 
after acquittal of the defendant. As a tax 
agency, BATF argues, it is entitled to re
tain seized weapons (and the vehicles 
from which they were conflScated, if ap
plicable) to compensate the government 
for lost revenue. But in an implied 
dealership entrapment, the only lost rev
enue is the license fee-S10-which in 
many cases would have been paid to the 
government if the government had al
lowed the implied dealer to obtain a 
license in the ftrst place. 

In fact, many of the fireanns conflS
cated by the Bureau-about one-third, 
according to records obtained under the 
Freedom of Information Act-are not 
kept because of any "lost revenue" but 
are appropriated, without compensation, 
"for official use" or for the "reference 
collection" at BATF national headquar
ters. One ftrearm so retained was an In
gram MlO submachinegun with silencer. 
The Ingram with silencer is familiar to 
moviegoers as the weapon used by the 
contract killer in Three Days of the Con
dor. and the Bureau's listing of it as "de-
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sired for official use by this office" is 
surely ironic. Other weapons retained for 
official use include derringers, antiques, 
and deer-hunting rifles, weapons that 
would seem to be of little use to a law
enforcement agency. 

Disregard for Crime 
Since the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 

and Firearms is a law-enforcement agen
cy, one might expect that the guns it is 
taking out of circulation would be the 
types most often used in crime. But this 
is not the case at all. 

Freedom of Information requests for 
BATF data yielded an 18-inch-high stack 
of Reports of Property SUbject to J udiciol 
Forfeiture. The record shows that rifles 
and shotguns are confiscated more often 
than handguno-nearly 60 percent long 
arms, compared to 40 percent handguns. 
Guns that are used rather rarely in street 
crime, such as a S10,OOO silver-inlaid 
shotgun, were not only conflScated but 
"retained for official use," according to 
the property reports. "Saturday Night 
Specials"-the ubiquitous weapon of 
crime, according to the Bureau-account 
for only four percent of the confiscated 
guns listed in those reports. Compare all 
these facts to a December 1973 BATF 

press release claiming that small, con
cealable handguns accounted for 71 per
cent of the crime in four major US cities, 
and it becomes clear that if BATF is 
making any attempt to curtail the use of 
firearms in crime, it is failing dismally. 

O
ther BATF data make it highly 
questionable whether the 
Bureau is even expending 
much effort in that direction. 

Its own published breakdown of prosecu
tions by city show that in Washington, 
D.C. , for example, the Bureau conducted 
1,603 investigations during the period 
reported, and only 206 of them dealt with 
felon in possession of fireanns, only 58 
with stolen firearms, and only 20 with use 
of firearms in commission of a felony. 
Since numerous studies have shown that 
2S percent of the handguns used in crime 
are stolen, it is shocking that less than 
four percent OfBATP'S Washington inves
tigations zeroed in on firearms theft. 

The situation has moved some police 
officers to speak up, noting that in their 
experience BATF has shown not only ne
glect but a distinct lack of interest in 
pursuing those actually committing ftre
arms crimes. A. H. Pickles, chief of po
lice of Leavenworth, Kansas, reports that 
"on a few occasions I did call [BATF] on 
cases that were serious violations of fed
eral law. One was a criminal who com-
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pletely forged a federal form to purchase 
a pistol, and the other was a case of an il
legal alien who bought a pistol with 
which she shot her male companion .... 
There was never any action taken against 
these real criminals by [BATFJ." Chief 
Pickles issued an order to his department 
that they would henceforth not partici
pate in any joint operation with BATF 

unless no other federal agency could pro
vide assistance. 

Of course, catching thieves and mur
derers is far more dangerous and diffi
cult than entrapping citizens who are 
likely to abide by clearly stated laws and, 
believing themselves to be law-abiding, 
are unlikely to resist confiscation or ar
rest with violence. Evidence does indicate 
that in some cases individuals are picked 
out for criminal investigtion on the basis 
of the ease and safety with which they 
may be arrested or because of some 
special grudge. 

One Illinois dealer who regularly 
spoke out publicly against BATF was pur
sued by the Bureau for years. Attempting 
to build a case through the use of inform
ants and entrapment, BATF had amassed 
a file, obtained under Freedom of Infor
mation. in excess of 5,500 pages. The 
dealer's attorney related that there had 
been cleven separate attempts to entrap 
the dealer. One BATF agent had kept a 
notebook detailing these attempts, and 
the attorney estimated that the agent had 
spent over 1,000 hours in his efforts 
against the dealer. 

Yet for several years Bureau adminis
trators have been appearing before Con
gress complaining that they have neither 
the funds nor the manpower to do an 
adequate job of enforcing federal gun 
law. It is especially ironic that they em
phasize not having the resources to begin 
to move against gun thefts. 

T
he point of the investigations it 
does specialize in-and the re
sultant seizures and arrests
seems clear: to generate enough 

pUblicity to impress Congress and the 
public with the Bureau's enforcement 
record. Accordingly, BATF has developed 
an extensive press relations program, 
which includes using the press to in
crease its conviction rate. 

In his introduction to the BATF manual 
Public Affairs Guidelines. fonner direc
tor Rex Davis noted that an . 'effective 
public affairs program ... has a favorable 
impact on the attitudes of the court, jur
ors and prosecutors" (emphasis added). 
What goes under the name of press rela
tions might therefore be more accurately 
characterized as indirect jury tampering. 
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"Trial by press" is a popular method for 
those defendants against whom the Bur
eau has a weak case. 

The press is also used to create 
"newsworthy material." The strategy is 
to generate interest by escalating the 
most mundane record-keeping and ad
ministrative inspections into full-scale 
raids. 

In July 1974, for example. a number of 
BATF and customs agents surrounded 
Jensen Custom Ammunition, a large
scale gun dealer in Tucson, Arizona. 
Agents entered the store, leaving one 
agent. anned with an automatic weapon, 

Catching thieves and 
murderers is far more 
dangerous and difficult 
than entrapping citizens 
who are likely to abide by 
clearly stated laws. 

requests and lawsuits, indicates that pol
icy is as much to blame as any excesses 
on the part of individuals. 

Q
uite revealing, for example. is 
a Bureau manual entitled 
Raids arid Searches. In spite 
of hearings in federal courts, 

this manual is only available in a cen
sored fonn. 

David Caplan, a New York attorney 
long active in opposing gun control, filed 
suit in the Southern District of New 
York, asking Judge Whitman Knapp to 
compel BATF to release portions of the 
manual withheld when Caplan obtained 
it under the Freedom of Information Act. 
Judge Knapp chose the middle of the 
road, ruling that certain portions would 
have to be disclosed but others could 
remain secret. While the court agreed 
with the Bureau's arguments that disclo
sure of some sections could hinder inves
tigations or enable violators to avoid 
detection, it expressed reservations about 
some of the information it had discov-
ered during its inspection of the manual. 

"Some withheld sections describe en
to maintain order in the parking lot. forcement techniques which are of du
Employees were frisked, and all custo- bious legality under the Fourth Amend
mers had to show identification before ment," Knapp wrote. "Although we do 
they were allowed to leave. Administra- not decide whether any techniques are 
tive records and a few guns were taken. unconstitutional, we do note our grave 
No charges were ever filed. doubts with respect to some of them." 

An operation in June 1978, for the Armed with the knowledge that the 
mundane purpose of handing out infor- censored sections would probably show 
mation on federal firearms laws at a gun that many of BATF'S civil rights abuses 
show in San Jose. California, became no- are matters of official policy, Caplan 
torious after agents made what amount- turned to a higher court. In October 1978 
ed to a mass arrest of all attendees. The the appeals court affirmed Judge Knapp's 
result is a S2.1 million lawsuit, which the ruling. arguing that Caplan had "no 
Bureau has unsuccessfully attempted to standing to question the constitutionality 
settle out of court. Although its "educa- of any of the regulations simply because 
tional" activity could have been quietly he is writing a book on the subject. ... 
accomplished by two agents before the Our jurisdiction is constitutionally limit
show was even open to the public, BATF ed to 'cases and controversies' and there 
insisted upon escalating it into a para- is none presented here which would per
military operation, apparently for the mit a review in the abstract of the consti
benefit of the press. tutionality of procedures described in the 

Civil Rights Abuses 
Even if BATF'S raids never resulted in 

tragedies-and the case of Ken Ballew, 
paralyzed by BATF agents, confirms that 
tragedies do occur-it should be obvious 
that there is considerable danger to the 
public inherent in such operations. The 
Bureau has given us enough examples of 
what is known in law enforcement as a 
strike-force mentality to suggest either a 
general policy or an attitude among indi
vidual agents favoring overutilization of 
force and misdirection of resources. An 
examination of BATF publications, ob
tained through Freedom of Information 
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BATF manual." 
Despite the apparent impossibility of 

seeing an intact copy of Raids and 
Searches. the portions that have been re
leased reveal a mentality that is hardly 
appropriate to the administrative regula
tion of law-abiding citizens. On the con
trary, the term raid is defined as "the 
sudden appearance by officers for the 
purpose of arresting law violators and 
seizing contraband." These are obviously 
not the situations the Bureau has been 
focusing on, and the courts have declined 
to let the public see how it handles such 
cases when they do arise . 
(Continued on p. 44.) 



Lewis 
(Continued from p. 28.) 

A
nother questionable BATF 

technique has been criticized 
by the courts. The use of in· 
formants is a legally vague 

area of which the Bureau has taken 
liber.l advantage. But in the words of 
one judge, infonnants are often "totally 
lacking in scruples of any kind ." Given 
the slightest reason to do so, they have no 
compunction about lying to judge and 
jury. 

More importantly, BATF often presents 
them with a motive to lie: payment for 
their infonnation only if it results in ar
rest or conviction. While the American 
Bar Association holds it unethical for an 
attorney to acquiesce in such contin
gency-witness payments because they 
encourage frame-ups and are a substan
tial inducement' to perjury, this is what 
BATF resorts to in attempt to boost its 
conviction rate. 

In one instance in 1978, a New York 
judge threw the case of United States v. 
Brown out of court because of BATF 

practices: "BATF used an informer who 

was a wholly immoral individual; BA TF pro· 
vided him with an economic motive for pro
ducing arrests; BATF failed to take steps to 
insure the reliability of the informant's 
version of the events." Concluded the 
judge, "We believe th.t the criminal de· 
fendant is needlessly exposed to unac
ceptable risk of a serious miscarriage of 
justice and this trial should not be per
mitted to continue_" In another case, the 
court noted that such contingency fees 
are "essentially revolting to an ordered 
society." 

BATF'S use of informants-not unusual 
in law enforcement-is particularly dis
turbing when considered against the 
background of its record concerning the 
selection of individuals for criminal in
vestigation or prosecution. The evidence 
indicates that BATF does not focus its 
arsenal of law-enforcement tactics on 
those who have used firearms in violation 
of other citizens' rights or those who have 
obtained firearms in violation of others' 
rights . Instead, the objects of the Bu· 
reau 's dubious practices are more often 
citizens whose only "crime" has been a 
failure to be wary of BATF and its 
deliberately misleading regulations. 

To broaden Judge Knapp's comment 
about BATF' S manual on raids, grave 

doubt should be expressed toward all 
facets of the Bureau and its activities. 
The history of BATF since the demise of 
its liquor enforcement functions has been 
a classic tale of bureaucracy in search of 
ajob. Piling up arrests could only help at 
budget time. The victims of this legal 
fallout became statistics, proudly pa
raded before congressonal appropria
tions committees. 

The unethical and unconstitutional 
activities of the Bureau are not the aber
rations of individual, overzealous ·agents . 
The evidence is that they are a clearly 
laid out matter of BATF policy. But as one 
of its victims said to the press-after 
BATF agents had descended on his neigh
borhood and home "like a bunch of 
storm troopers"-" We don't need this in 
our country." [lI 

John D. Lewis, Jr., Is 
public affairs director 
of the Second 
Amendment Founda
tion . Soma of the 
material for this arti
c/e Is derived from 
the SAF study The 
BATF's War on Civil 
Liberties. 
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Darkness at Noon 
by Stephen Cox 

The Clinton era is christened with blood. There is plenty of blame to go 
around. 

I am writing on the forty-fifth day of the siege of the Branch Davidian sect J y 
agents of the federal government. Liberty is going to press, and I have no idea about how to 
wrap this story up. Things seem to have slipped out 01 my control. i 

I hope, however, that by the hme -- . --_.. . -. 
you read these words, everyone wIll When these arguments didn't their sockets and their skm dropp d 
know exactly why the government arouse the expected degree of public off like worthless newsprint. They are 
~urnn:aoned to Waco, !exns,. the l<lr~est enthusiilsm, we were darkly informed deild, slaughtered by i\ false Imd repul
InvaSIOn force of little tm soldiers thilt certain Australians were living sive religion rind by the viciolls banilli-
since the Tro)' an war - scores of . h h .. I ' ,I . .. f ff " I h Wit t e sect 11I VII) afum I~ J11l1l11gratwn ty II 0 ICla s sworn to protect t e 
plump ladies and gentlemen wearing laws . All of this, doubtless, provides liberty even of people so lost and 
quasi~military uniforms and brandish~ gmJd and sufficient reasons for a hopeless as to embrilce such a religioh. 
ing enormous guns, '''ree helicopters bloody assault . I mean: 
flapping around, tank. (naturally), The government's difficulty. at this Officials 'if tle,- Alcoleol, robacco, a"d 
and the large number of television stage, is that its half<ompleted assault Firearms Run-all 
cameras that a secret invasion usually 

I f d 
allows time for questions to be asked - who invaded the compound ilt 

requires, at east i it is expecte to re~ 
I 1 

about the ethics, or at least the pru- Waco on February 2S to serve a search 
su t in promotions or its organizers. 

Oh, we were informed that the dence, of some of its approaches to the warrant alleging the possession of 
Branch Davidians had guns (which problem of - guns, or sex, or cults, or guns, later "feared" to be legally pur
the government "feared" were pur- illegal immigrants, or whatever is sup- chased, and advancing second-hnnd 
chased legally). We were informed posed to be the problem. The media reports of "child ilbuse," nn offense 
that the Branch Dnvidians therefore may stnrt asking questions, at long that the A TF was not legally empow
constituted a threat to the nation, or at last, about the government's purpose, ered even to investigate; 
least to Waco. They constituted so as well as abuut its tactics. I look for- - whu used massive force to "sur-
large a threat, in fact, that the govern- ward to seeing who will still be alive prise" the compound, even though 
ment was very concerned about what when the questions get interesting. they knew thilt the inhabitnnts were 
they might do _ during the several aware of this coming "surprise" and 
years that passed while various gov- Judgment Day could be expected to resist; 
ernment agencies plotted busily This is the 52nd day, and they ilre - who invilded the compound, 
against them. And we were informed dead, burned to death: 17 children; 70 even though they knew thnt their 
that the leader of the sect might have men and women. The flames washed search w"rrant clluld have been pe"ce· 
"abused" "children," which meant, over their bodies; poisonous air flat- fully delivered on the many occ"sions 
apparently, that he might have m.:1r- tened their lungs; if they were lucky, when the leader of the Branch David
ried a number of underage women. they died before their eyes melted in ians went out jogging or visited the I 
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local Pizza Hut. 
Officials of lire Federal Bureaulif 

Inv£stigaticm 
- who for seven weeks prosecuted 

the sadistic business of the ATF, after 
the A 1F had proved to be incompetent 
as well as s.ldistic; 

- who claimed that their own cli
mactic invasion, on April 19, w as moti
vated by "intelligence reports" ilbuut 

The FBI claimed, simultane
ously, (1) that they were not 
trying to end the siege, but 
merely trying to "ratchet it 
Up," and (2) that they were 
trying to end the siege. 

the intentions of the compound's inhab
itants, but who, even after the death of 
their enemies, arrogantly rejected all re
quests to reveal the secret contents of 
this supposed "intelligence"; 

- who relied on "intelligence" that 
did not even include a consultation 
with officials of the local government 
th<lt had (unsuccessfully) prosecuted 
the Bmnch D<lvidi.m lender on a previ
ous occ<lsion, and who apparently pilid 
no heed to the first-hand observations 
of lawyers who spent over thirty hours 
inside the compound; 

- WhD intimated that they (1) at
~1cked the cDmpound in a way de
signed to prevent mass suicide, and (2) 
were shocked that the people in the 
compound committed mass suiCide; 

- who nsserted that they were pre
pared for illl eventualities, but who 
made no preparations for any humane 
response to any eventuality, including 
the summoning of fire engines in ilntici
pation 01 the possibility that lire might 
break out in the com pound when it was 
assaulted by t.,nks; who, 15 or 20 min
utes after a fire did break out, sum
moned two fire engines from il 
neighboring town, but stopped those 
engines a mile or more from the scene, 
alleging dilnger o f nttack from n build
ing that was already to tally engulfed in 
f]nmes; who shut o ff water from the 
compound, <lnd kept it shut off, nnd 
then made light 01 the notion that the 
fire could have been fought with water 
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drawn from a nenrby pond; 
- who imagined that the proper 

function of government was to send a 
tnnk cruising gaily around the outskirts 
of a residence, crushing the playthings 
of the children inside, thus undermin
ing their momle, ilnd then to knock 
down the wa lls 1.11 their house and de
luge them with tear gas from dawn 
until noon; 

- who announced to a wondering 
public that snipers, appointed to watch 
the Branch Dnvidinn compound from a 
mile and a hall away and to shoot any
one who nppenred in n w indow, ob
served il man crawling o ut of the 
compound, kneeling down, nnd cup
ping his hands, from within w hich a 
fire blossomed, which then burned 
down the compound; 

- who angrily rejected any sugges
tion by survivors that a fi re could possi
bly have been sta rted by a ~1nk 
punching holes in the walls 01 a dwell
ing in which there were s tockpiles of 
fuel nnd nmmunition; 

- who claimed, Simultaneously, (1) 
that they were not trying to end the 
siege, but merely trying to "ratchet it 
up," and (2) that they were trying to 
end the siege; 

- whose unflagging self
righteousness stilnds as a lesson to all 
o fficinl s everywhere. 

The AttC1r11CY Gcncral a/the United 
SIales 

- who "took lull responSibility" lor 
the invasion 01 April 19 but denied re
sponsibility lor anything th.1t might 
conceivnbly hilve gone wrong; 

- who claimed thnt the siege had to 
be ended on April 19 because o f reports 
of "child abuse" made months before; 

- who claimed that the siege had to 
be ended on April 19 because 01 reports 
of "unsanitary conditions" within the 
compound; 

- who c1ilimed that there was no in
tention of ending the siege on April 19; 

- who, like o fficials of the FBI, 
claimed thnt "all eventualities and op
tions were considered," but who, like 
officials of the FBI, claimed to be ilston
ished by what actually eventuated; 

- who, after these pathetic nttempts 
nt annlysis of her own actions, agreed 
with sympathetic interviewer Larry 
King thilt government control of "hand 
guns" would help to avert "trngedies" 
s imilnr tll the one she had helped to 
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engineer. 
TI .. Presidenl "f Ihe Uniled Slales 
- who on April 19 said that he took 

responsibility for the government's ac
tions - by giving lull responsibility to 
the Attorney General; 

- who on April 20 magnanimously 
took lull responSibility - meanwhile 
transferring this s.lme full responSibility 
to the leader of the Branch Davidians, 
who had conveniently died on the pre
ceding day. 

All these are guilty. Sharing in their 
guilt are two groups of co-conspirators: 

First, the national media, who on 
April 20 sta rted asking intelligent ques
tions about the events o f the previous 
seven weeks, having thus far assiduous
ly avoided any serious inquiry into the 
o rigin and justice of the government's 
action, biding the ir time until blood 
flowed and jerked them into a sem
blance of consciousness; 

And second, the silly, the willfully 
ignor<lnt, the unthinking members of 
the voting publiC, who h.1ppily ac
quiesce in every lie their government 
tells them, even when they know it is a 
lie; who care nothing for their heritage 

Bill Clinton magnanimously 
took full responsibility -
meanwhile transferring this 
same full responsibility to the 
Leader of the Branch Davidians, 
who had conveniently died on 
the preceding day. 

01 Ireedom and could not say, il their 
lives depended on it (which they do), 
what the glorious First Amendment or 
the precious Second Amendment or any 
o ther sublime provision of liberty says 
o r menns; who make up the "83' ... ," the 
"78%," <lnd every other conscientiously 
surveyed portion of the American henrt 
<lnd mind thnt accepts as gospel .my ex
plnnation of ·life thilt a "leader" may 
choose to give, so long as the explana
tion fails to threaten nnybody's week
end fun. 

But now let's come to some real ex
planations. Look at your hands. Can you 
see it?Tha t's blood on yourh..1nds. 0 



Expose 

Mass Murder, 
American-Sty Ie 

by R. W. Bradford 

This isn't just business as usual. The governrnent is not just lying. The gov
ernment is murdering its citizens. 

Janet Reno, the nation's top law enforcement agent, is a mass murderer. We know 
this because she confessed to it on national television on April 19, 1993. 

On April 18, by her own statement, ______ • 
she ordered the FBI to take what it 
chilracterized ilS " the next logici'll step 
in <l series of actions to bring this epi
sode [the standoff between the FBI and 
the Branch D"vidinn communityl to il 

conclusion," Thilt "logical step" was to 
send a Bradley M-728s "combat engi
neering vehicles" (i.e. tilnks) to PlU1Ch 
holes in the walls of the buildings in 
which the Dilvidians lived, ilnd to 
pump poisonous tear HilS into their 
homes at 15 second interv<lls, while 
FBI loudspe"kers proclaimed, "This is 
not an ilSSilUIt. " 

"I made the decision," Reno told re
porters thilt afternoon. "I'm <1CCuuntil
hie. The buck stops with me &lnd 
nobody ever ",ceused me of running 
from a decision that I milde bil~ed on 
the best informntion thilt I hild. The 
buck stops with me." 

Thilt evening, in iln interview with 
Ted Koppel, she elaborated: 

This was a judbrnltmt I mnd~. I invl"Sti
gnted it Ct1m plett:'! y. I did nil tilt" - I 
nsked the qUt.'$tions, I tnlkt."d to th,-, ex
perts when I hnd qUl .. '$tiuns, nnd I think 
the re$pons ibility li('S with m~ ... I 
mnde tht! bl"St judbrnll'nt I could 

. bnst."d em all th~ info rmntinn ti"mt we 
hnd nfter inquiry, nft~r tnlking with 
l'xperts, nfter trying to Weigh all tht' 
terrible pos...; ibilitit."S th.'1t Ct1uld tnke 
plnee now or InteT. I've madto' tht' 
judgment, it 's my j\ldb'lTl~nt, I stnnd 
by it. 

Whilt informiltion did Ms Reno get 
from the ex pert~ in her Federill Burenu 
of Investigiltion? According to ~tate

ments from the FBI ;'\Od from Ms Reno, 
the FBI believed the following : 

1. Thnt Dnvid K(l re~h, leader of the 
Branch Davidians, had been placed 
under seri ou~ stress by the events of 
the previous seven weeks. He had been 
~hot during the armed confront&ltion of 
February 28 and his infant daughter 
hOld been killed . He W&lS in &I terrible sit
uation, his home surrounded by heavi
ly armed men intent on c<lpturing or 
killing him and de~troying the religious 
community he he<lded . 

2. Thilt the stress on Koresh hOld 
gotten worse during the standoff, 
thanks to the deliberate policy of the 
FBI, which had blasted him and the 
other member~ of his community with 
ear-shattering noi~e ,lnd <limed power
ful electric spotlights into their win
dows at night to prevent them from 
sleeping, <lnd turned off the communi
ty's water supply and cut off its ~ewer~ . 

Apparently, their logic W<lS to drive the 
already crnzy Koresh even crOlzier, to 
"ratchet up the pressure," in the words 
of FBI spokesman Bob Ricks. 

3. ThO! Koresh had publicly ';'lid 
that in the event of a confront<ltion, the 
stnndoff would "end with people de
voured by fire ." 
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4. That the Davidians were likely to 
attempt mil~~ suicide if confronted. 
Even President Clinton was informeH 

I 
in ndvilnce of the high risk of mil~s sui-
cide, if we ar~ to b~lieve whnt he s<li~ 
at his Tuesd<lY morning press confer
ence, he s<lid they chose the tank-and
tenr-gas nssault ns, "the best Wily to get 
people out of th~ compound quickly 
before they could kill themselves." 

5. That the wooden buildings in the 
compound, filled with baled hay, in
flammable liquids, and explosive and 
incendiilry Olmmunition, were 0'1 terrible 
fire hawrd, especially once the FBI 
punched huge holes in their wall~ 
though which wind could blow and 
spread any fire quickly. I 

6. That there were 30 mile per hOllrl 
winds in the <lrea on the d<ly of the ilsl 
sault, which would quickly spre<ld anYiI 
fire very quickly. 

It is not difficult to predict the ef
fect of the "loJ.;ic<l1 next step" of <In ilS
snult on the compound: if several 
hours of tnnk~ firing pllisonous gas

l into the compound did not ignite the 
structures, the nmmunition or the fuel 
stored there, then the unst<lble leader 
of the Davidinns, m<lde more unst<lble 
by the FBI's "psychological" campaign 
to deny him sleep llT peace or quiet, 
who had predicted the standoff would 
end with "people devoured by fire" 
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and perhaps discussed and even 
planned a "mass suicide" in the event 
of an assault, would ignite the place 
himself. Given the high winds, the flom
mability of the buildings, the incendiary 
and explosive contents of the buildings, 
the fact thot the FBI had cut off woter to 
the area but not brought in fire-fighting 
equipment made the deaths of the near
ly 100 people 0 virtual certainty. 

By her own admission, janet Reno 
had "asked the questions lind investi
gated it completely," so she knew all 
this. She hod weighed "all the terrible 
possibilities thot could take place," in
cluding the virtual cer~linty thot the 
Davidians - including the dozens of 
children present - would be burned to 
death. 

Knowing all thiS, she ordered the as
sault. "I've made the judgment," jllnet 
Reno said. "It's my judgment. I stond 
by it . The responsibility lies with me." 
The ossault she ordered could only end 
with the deaths of nearly one hundred 
people, including a substantial number 
of people she knew to be innocent. 

There is a term for whllt janet Reno 
did. That term is mass murder. 

Jonet Reno and the FBI offered ex
cuses for their action. The assilult, they 
claimed, was intended "to incrense the 
pressure to bring about serious negotiil
lions." But early that morning, the FBI 
told neighbors "thot it would end 
today," and telephoned the compound, 
"At this point, we're not negotiating. 
We 5..1Y, come on out, come out with 
your hand's up. This matter is over." 

Janet Reno told Ted Koppel the 
night of the assault that she had or
dered the assault in order to protect the 
children from abuse. President Clinton 
backed up her claim the following 
morning at his informal press confer
ence: "I talked to her Uanet Reno) on 
Sunday, I said, now, I want you to tell 
me once more why you believe, not why 
they believe, why you believe, we 
should move now rilther than wait 
some more. And she said it's because of 
the children - they have evidence thllt 
those children are still being abused 
and that they're in increasingly unsnfe 
conditions and that they don't think it 
will get any easier with time, with the 
paS5.1ge of time." 

But when Ted Koppell confronted 
her with testimony from a witness who 
had been in the compound .md seen no 
signs of abuse (and who had reported 
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the same to the FBI), Janet Reno admit
ted that they had no recent evidence of 
abuse. But, she added, "The sanitation 
situation within the compound we were 
told wns beginning to deteriorate." 

This theme wns reiterated. by Bill 
Clinton ("The children ... being forced 
to live in unsanitary nnd unsnfe condi
tions") and FBI spokesman Jeff Jamar, 
who told reporters, "How would the 
federal government look, when we fi
nally get in the compound, there are 
cl1ildren dying of hunger or children 
dying of disellse because of the condi
tions? That was one of the overriding 
concerns." So the abuse that the FBI and 
Attorney Genernl accuse the Dnvidians 
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of consisted denying them proper fmxi, 
wnter, and snnitary conditions. Who cut 
off the water supply to the compound? 
Who cut it off from sewers? Who con
trolled the nccess of the compound to 
food? The nnswer to all three questions 
is the slime: the Federal Bureau of 
Investigntion. To the extent thllt the 
children were so abused, the nbuser 
was the FBI itself. 

Curiously, n week before the assault, 
the FBI said that it would not use tear 
gas on the com pound, becll use it feared. 
for the safety of the children. It had evi
dence that the adults had gas mnsks, 
but the children did not. Yet their oper
ationnl plnn was to pump in gas until 

Who Started the Fires? 
There are three plnusible possibilities. 

1. It wns mass suicide. 
Supporting evidence: The FBI snys th"t 

Koresh pl"IUled " mnss suicide from the 
start. FBI spokesman Jeff Jamar said, 
"This WllS his plan from the beginning. 
It's clear to us it would have h<lppened 
30 days ago if we hlld gone in there." 
The day of the ass.lult, FBI spokesman 
Bob Ricks s<lid, "nn FBI hostnge rescue 
tenm member observed n subject 
through a window in the second floor 
well ring a blnck uniform nnd a gns mask 
undergoing n throwing motion the per
son wns knelt down with his hnnds 
cupped from which n flnme erupted."· 

The FBI said that those who escaped 
the fl"mes snid that Koresh nnd other 
Davidians had started the fire . When 
nsked whnt thnt "very specific evi
dence" was, Jeff Jamar replied: 

At It!nst thrt!t! pt!ople observed n pt!rson 
sprt!ading s(1mething out in this motion. 
[bt.'nds owr and holds his hnnds togeth
er] This wns rt.'portoo yesterdilY, bent 
down with n cuplX'd hilnd, nnd then 
was 'I flnsh of fire. We hnve nefinl obser
vntions of multiple fires. So tht! person 
snying that there wns one in..<;tnnce of 
whert! tht! CEVs may howe bopped 
:-oomdhing. This L .. not so. We howe nn
oth!;:'r pt!rson tt.'lHng u.. .. the (inaudible) 

• Tht' "hl':otagt' r~ue teOlm membt'r" wa:o in 
fact nil FBI :oniper viewing the cum pound 
through tht' lel~Cllpic :oiShi uf a high pow
t!red riflt'. Although the FBI called i~ squOld 
uf agents a HHo:olnge Re:ocue TeOlm," nil 
available evidence i:o that the compound 
held neither "hu:otages" nor nnyune who 
wnllh.>d tll be "re:ocul:'d," except pO::""ibly 
frum thl:' thn.·al pu:oed by the FBI. 
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W<lS r~portoo to YOli yesterdOlY thOlt th~ 
fire was started with lantern hl~l. Tht'rt' 
has been hlei contOllnerS found at tht' 
scene. Thert!'s no qut!stion in ow mind 
th.1t that's how the fire started. 
Evidence agail'lst: Immediately lifter 

the conflngrntion, FBI spokesmen said 
thnt the fire wns n complete surprise to 
them, <lnd they hnd no indication th<lt 
Koresh or the D<lvidians might commit 
mass suicide. The escapees nil denied 
hnving slIid th"t Koresh or other 
Davidinns st<lrted the fire, and nil 
claimed the FBI had started it by knock
ing over I"nterns within the compound . 

Other information : In nddition, a 
team hended by Pnui Gray, "n nrsun in
vestigator from Houston, concluded 
that the fires were set in "at lenst two 
different locntions." Grny said that nil 
the investiglltors "were independent of 
any federal lnw enforcement ngency." 
However, the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tob"cco lind Firellrms, Clmfirmed thnt 
Groy had worked as part of a federal 
task force with A TF and that Gray's 
wife was on employee of A TF. 

2. The fire started by nccident, when 
the FBI knocked over lanterns inside the 
compound . 

Evidence for: The survivors of the fire 
have stnted at I:!very opportunity thnt 
this is how the fire wns ignited, and thnt 
it spread quickly, thanks to the flamma
bility of the building nnd its contents, 
the high Winds, and the fact that the FBI 
had knocked holes in the walls.This hy
pothesis is consistent with the fact thllt 
the buildings were illuminnted with \nn
terns, since the FBI hnd turned off elec
tric power to the compound. 
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the masks failed - which would re
quire eight hours of continuolls gassing. 
What did they think would be happen
ing to the people without milsks (i.e., the 
children)? 

Furthermore, child abuse is not a vi
olation of federal law, let .lione viola
tion of any law that fillls under the 
jurisdiction of the A IF, the FBI or 
Justice Depilrtment. And the chilrges of 
child abuse had been thoroughly inves
tigated a year earlier by stilte authori
ties, under whose jurisdiction child 
abuse lies, and the Branch Davidiilns 
were exonerated. It is apparent that the 
whole "child abuse" issue was brought 
up only to persuade the judge who is-

Evidence against: The FBI clilimed. 
shortly after the arrest of the suvivors 
th.1t the survivors stated thilt the fires 
were ignited by members of the group, 

3, The FBI stilrted the fire, intention
ally or quasi-intentionally. 

Evidellce for: The FBI took numerous 
actions that insured that a fire would 
spreild very quickly ilnd could not be 
stopped once it started. It chose il dry 
day with high winds fc.n its ilttilck -
conditions that are terrible for flushing 
out people with tear gils but excellent 
for burning down a building. It cut off 
water that might be used to put out 
fires. It did not have fire-fighting equip
ment on hand. If kept fire fighters away 
from the scene, and delayed their ilrri
val once they h.,d been called: "The rea
son the fire trucks were not allowed to 
go in immediately was the firemiln'!' 
safety. It's that simple. There were peo
ple there with automiltic weilpons 
ready to fire." Jamar did no t explain 
why, despite omple opportunity, the 
Davidians never used the ilutomatic 
weapons whose possession rendered 
the situiltion too d.mgerous for fire 
fighters. Nor did he explain why the 
FBI ollowed the press within 1.5 miles 
of the assault, but kept fire fighters and 
their equipment miles aWilY in WilCO, 
Nor did he explain why the sophisticat
ed aerial fire-fighting techniques of the 
military were neither employed nor 
reody for use, or why the FBI intercept
ed and halted fire fighters and equip
ment who were coming to the scene, 

The FBI was frustrated at the inabili
ty to flush out the members of the com
munity with teilf gas. FBI spokesm<ln 
Jeff Jamar told reporters the next day 
that at the time of the fire, "We were of 

sued the wil rr.mt and to gain the sympa
thy and complicity of the American 
people. 

The grinding of politicill ilxes milY 
prevent any sort of fair-minded, open 
investigation, The Waco holocaust is 
widely perceived as a threat to the 
Clinton presidency, and many partis;m 
Democmts ilre rilllying to his side. And 
milny on the politicill right see the epi
sode as il threilt to the credibility ilnd 
prestige of their old communist-hunter 
friends in the FBI. Congressmiln Henry 
Hyde has already opined that the epi
!mde illustrates why we need to give 
more money and power to the FBI. 

Lost in illl the commotion is the fact 

the opinion thilt deep ins ide the com
pound - yuu've seen your pictures 
where there's il concrete structure stilnd
ing there - we were of the opinion thilt 
they were inside that structure and thilt 
they were ilhle to survive in there even 
with the gilS because maybe it would 
protect them from the gilS maybe it WilS 
sea led ." Presumobly, if the FBI's tonk 
ilnd te.1f gilS ,lssClult failed, the FBI 
wuuld be even more embilrrassed , 

Furthermore, the mnss annihililtion 
of the Dilvidiilns could serve ilS iln ob
ject lesson to other individuills ilnd 
groups who might ilttempt to defy the 
federal au thori ties, As President 
Clinton s<lid during his press confer
ence on April 23, "I hope very much 
thilt o thers who will be tempted to join 
cults ilnd to become involved wi th peo
ple like David Koresh will be deterred 
by the horrible scenes they have seen ." 

El1idl'llCt' asaius t: The FBI ilfe good 
guys, who would never do ilnything 
bad . 

But whether the truth will ever 
come out is dubious. There w ill certilin
Iy be investigiltions. Even President 
Clinton hilS sanctioned. them : "That's 
up to the Congress, they ciln do wh .. tev
£If they want ... if any congress ion<1 ' 
committees wilnt ill look in it we wi ll 
fully cooperate. There's nothing to hide 
here, uh, this WilS probilbly the most 
well-covered operiltion of its kind in the 
history of the country." Of course, the 
superb coverilge the president spoke 
ilbout took place from a mile ilnd il hillf 
ilway, ilnd consisted mostly of news 
spoon-fed by FBI spokepeople, substan
tiil l portions of whose stiltements were 
obViously eontrildietory ilnd piltently 
false . - R. W. Bradford 
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thilt the cll use of the stilndoff, the 
Februnry 28 invasion of the Davidian 
compound by the ATF, wns unjustified. 
In the aftermilth of the ho locaust in 
WilCO, the secret search wnrrant thil t the 
A IF served with its army of llXl heavily 
ilrmed men was made public. There 
were two charges brought to the judge 
who hi\d issued thil t warrnnt: thilt the 
group had abused children and that the 
group possessed wen pons wi thou the 
required license. 

The child nbllse charge, ilS I ha e 1I1-

relldy pointed ou t, is nn ObViOUS! red 
herring. It is nlso milnifest that the s~~ 
and charge lilcked lIny f .. ctuill baSIS. 
The A IF accused the Davidiilns of pos
sessing fully il utomatic we"pons, \that 
they had ilhered from semi-automatic 
rifles, without obtilining the .. pprdpri
nte government licenses. Yet in two 
pi tched bilttles, one with the AlFj on 
Februilry 28 the other with the FB~ on 
April 19, there hilS not been .. Singlet re
port o f the use of illitomatic we .. pon:; by 
the Davidiilns. Nor hilve there been .. ny 
reports thilt the Davidians used "rock
ets" or ilny of the other illegal wei\plms 
that the FBI alleged they had in theirlat
tempt to defend themselves from the 
FBI's tilnk ilssault on April 19. 

Almost certainly, whn t upset feeler .. 1 
iluthori ties w .. s the fact thilt the 
Davidiilns "resisted ilrrest" on February 
28. Leilving ilside the fa ct thilt the ~ITF 
Wi\S not attempting arrest, but to serve a 
seilrch wil rrnnt to gilther evidence for a 
vio lil tion of a licensing lilW, ilnd the 
common-lilw right to resist unlilwful ar
rest, it is cert.,inly true thil t the 
Davidians acted imprudently. Fedefal 
ilgen ts h':l.Ve il long history of going bal~ 
Iistic when met with resistilnee. 

But whether the Davidians had any 
choice in the miltter is dubious. The 
seilrch warrilnt was served by a virtu1al 
ilrmy of more th.,n llXJ henvily armed 
men clnd in body .. rmor, breaking win
dows and kicking down doors. This 
Gest,'po-like i\pproilch to serving a 
seilreh warrnnt WilS likely to trigger a 
defensive response, even jf the ilgents 
were wearing shirts thilt silid " ATF." \ 

There is considerilble evidence that 
the A IF (which Runald Reagan d~
nounced .. s il " rogue ilgency," when he 
ca lled for its ilbolition 1I decilde ilSO) 
hoped to provoke iI violent response 
from inside the compound , It could 
hilve served the warrant to Koresh 
when he WilS aWilY from the compound, 
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perhaps while he visited his favorite 
h.mgout, the local PiZZ.1 Hut, but it 
chose a military aSSc1ult in. .. tend. 
Although AlF maintained from the 
start ~1t the response to their assault 
came as a complete surprise to them, an 
AlF agent filed an affidavit "'ying th.1t 
those inside the compound were aware 
of it in advance, which is h.1rdly sur
prising, since the A IF h.1d leaked the 
story . to IOCe11 television stations, who 
the AlF invited to videotape its original 
assault. 

Of course, the AlF did not intend to 
lose the pitched battle they started, or to 
kill some of its own agents in the cross
fire. Presumably, AlF's plan was to kill 
a large number of Davidians, thereby 
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providing the "deterrence" against peo
ple joining the Davidians or similar 
groups that President Clinton had 
hoped for. ("I hope very much that oth
ers who will be tempted to join cults 
and to become involved with people 
like David Koresh will be deterred by 
the horrible scenes they have seen.") 

Although it is impossible to know 
for sure, the hypothesis thalt the Bmnch 
Davidi;ms violated no laws at .. 11 is en
tirely consistent with what is known. 

Given the extent of the conflagra
tion, "nd the fact that press sources are 
being kept .. way from the scene before, 
during and nfter the aSs.lult, we may 
never know how the fire was set. But 
even jf Koresh or a disciple lit the fire, 

the FBI and the Attorney General can
not esc<lpe bl<lme for the de<lths - espe
cially the deaths of the children - any 
more th<ln the N<lzis could esc<lpe 
blame for the deaths of the poor souls 
they brut<llized and tortured in concen
tr<ltion c<lmps until they took their own 
lives, or the Communists could escape 
culpability for the brutalized prisoners 
in their POW camps who died by their 
own hand. 

"The State is the coldest of all cold 
monsters," Nietzsche told us. Whether 
Bill Clintlln, Janet Reno, the FBI, and the 
A IF murdered the Branch Davidians 
directly or by driving them to suicide, 
the case illustrates just how right 
Nietzsche was . 0 
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The Ideological Origins of the 
Second Amendment 

Robert E. Shalhope 

A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the 
security of a free State, the right of the people to 

keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed. 

Since its ratification in 1791 the Second Amendment has remained in relative 
obscurity. Virtually ignored by the Supreme Court, the amendment has been 
termed uobsolete," IIdefunct/' and an "unused provision" with no meaning for 
the twentieth century by scholars dealing with the Bill of Rights.' And yet, 
many Americans consider this amendment as vital to their liberties today as 
did the founders nearly two hundred years ago . Their sense of urgency arises 
from the current debate over gun control. 

Disagreements over gun legislation reveal disparate perceptions of American 
society that rest "pon, or inspire, dissimilar interpretations of the Second 
Amendment. Opponents of restrictive measures emphasize the free in
dividual' s rights "lid privileges and adamantly contend that the "right to bear 
arms" phr;lse constitutes the essence of the amendment. Their bumper 
stickers-mud ern day cockades-declare: "When guns are outlawed only out
laws will have guns," or "Hitler got his start registering guns." These sim
plistic ideas, symbolic of much deeper and more complex ideological beliefs, 
gain sustenance from a wide variety of popular sources. It is the National Rifle 
Association INRAJ, however, that transforms this popular impulse into one of 
the most powerful and active lobbies in Washington. Its magazine, TheAmer
iean Rifleman, clearly states the issue: "The NRA, the foremost guardian of 
the traditional American right to 'keep and bear arms,' believes that every law
abiding citizen is entitled to the ownership and legal use of firearms.'" 

For their part, advocates of restrictive gun legislation emphasize collective 
rights and communal responsibilities. In order to protect society from the vio
lence they associate with armed individuals, these people stress the' 'well reg

Robert E. Shalhope is professor of history at the University of Oklahoma. 
I Edward Dumbauld, The Bill 0/ Rights: And Wharff Means Today (Norman, Okla., 1957), 60, 

62; Robert Allen Rutland, The Birth of the Bill of Righcs, 1776-1791 IChapel Hill, 19551. 229. 
1 This message appears on the title page of each issue of the magazine . 
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ulated Militia" phrase within the Second Amendment. Irving Brant's The 
Bill of Rights typifies their position. Claimiog that the Second Amendment, 
"popularly misread, comes to life chiefly on the parade floats of rifle associa
tions," Brant contends that the amendment's true purpose was "to forbid 
Congress to prohibit the maintenance of a state militia." Therefore, by its very 
nature, "that amendment cannot be transformed ioto a personal right to bear 
arms, enforceable by federal compulsion upon the states. "3 The President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice 119671 reiter
ated this belief even more forcefully: "The U.S. Supreme Court and lower Fed
eral courts have consistently interpreted this Amendment only as a prohibi
tion against Federal interference with State militia and not as a guarantee of an 
individual's right to keep or carry firearms." Therefore, the commission con
cluded: "The argument that the Second Amendment prohibits State or Federal 
regulation of citizen ownership of firearms has no validity whatsoever . ". 

This bifurcation of the Second Amendment ioto its two separate phrases in
variably rests upon appeals to history . Advocates of both sides draw upon the 
same historical data but interpret them differently io light of their present-day 
beliefs' Opponents of gun control keep emphasiziog the individualistic 
character of the founders whereas supporters of restrictive legislation keep io
sistiog that these men were far more concerned with the collective behavior of 
Americans. Given this impasse, an attempt to understand the origins of the 
amendment within the perspective of the late eighteenth, rather than that of 
the late twentieth, century should provide useful insights into both the beliefs 
of the founders and the intent of the amendment. 

J Irving Brant, The Bill of Rights: Iu Origin and Meaning (Indianapolis, 19651. 486-87 . 
• The Challenge 0/ Crime in a Free Society: A Report by the President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement and Administration of Justice {Washington, 1967), 242. Sen. Edward Kennedy, tOO, 

claims that tbe "Supreme Court bas repeatedly said tbat this amendment has nothing to do with 
the right to personal ownership of guns but only with the right of a state to establish a militia ." Ed
ward M. Kennedy, "The Need for Gun Control Legislation/' Current History, 71 (July/Aug . 
1976), 27. These observations state the case more definitively than the evidence warrants. The 
Supreme Court has touched upon the Second Amendment in four cases: United States v. 
Cruikshank 11876}; Presser v . lllinois 11886}; Miller v. Texas 11894); and United Stotes v. Miller 
(1939) . In only one of these cases , United States v . Miller, did the court relate gun ownership to 
the militia . Lower federal court and state court decisions regarding the Second Amendment are 
simply a labyrinth of judicial interpretation . For detailed analyses of tbese cases, see Robert A. 
Sprecher, "The Lost Amendment," American Bar Association ,ourna!, 51 (June 1965),554-57; 
ibid. Ouly, 1965), 665-69; Stuart R. Hays, "The Right to Bear Arms, a Study in Judicial Misinter
pretation," William and Mary Law Review, 2 !no. 2,19601,381-406; Ronald B. Levine and David 
B. Saxe , "The Second Amendment: The Right to Bear Arms," HouslOn Law Review, 7 (Sept. 
19691, 1-19; and Ralph J. Rohner, "The Right to Bear Arms: A Phenomenon of Constitutional 
History," Catholic Universityo! America Law Review, 16 (Sept . 1966), 53-84 . 

5 The following essays deal with identical material (English Bill of Rights, Sir William 
Blackstone , colonial declarations, and state bills of rightS) and yet reach diametrically opposed 
conclusions . Peter Buck Feller and Karl L. Gotting, "The Second Amendment: A Second Look," 
Northwestern University Law Review, 61 (March-April 1966), 46-70; Lucilius A. Emery, "The 
Constitutional Right to Keep and Bear Arms, " Harvard Law Review, 28 (March 1915), 473-77; and 
Rohner, "Right to Bear Arms," argue that the amendment supports the collective right of state 
militias to bear arms. However, Sprecher, "Lost Amendment"; Hays, "Right to Bear Arms"; 
Levine and Saxe, "Second Amendment"; and Nicholas Olds, "The Second Amendment and the 
Right to Keep and Bear Arms ," Michigan State Bar 'oumal, 46jOct. 1967), 15-25, contend that it 
protects individual rights to keep arms . 
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During the last several decades many scholars dealing with the Revolution 
have labored to reconstruct the participants' view of their era as a primary 
means of understanding the period.' As a result we now recognize the impor
tance of "republicanism," a distinctive universe of ideas and beliefs, in shap
ing contemporary perceptions of late-eighteenth-century American society. 
Within such a political culture thoughts regarding government were integrated 
into a much larger configuration of beliefs about human behavior and the 
social process. Drawing heavily upon the libertarian thought of the English 
commonwealthmen, colonial Americans believed that a republic's very ex
istence depended upon the character and spirit of its citizens . A .people noted 
for their frugality, industry, independence, and courage were good republican 
stock. Those intent upon luxury lost first their desire and then their ability to 
protect and maintain a republican society. Republics survived only through 
the constant protection of the realm of Liberty from the ceaselessly aggressive 
forces of Power. America would remain a bastion of Liberty, in stark contrast 
to the decadent and corrupt societies of Europe, only so long as its people re
tained their virility and their virtue . 

The historical literature devoted to explicating American republicanism has 
grown immense. Among the strands of thought most commonly discussed as 
central to this persuasion two are immediately relevant to understanding the 
Second Amendment . These are the fear of standing armies and the exaltation 
of militias composed of ordinary citizens. There is, however, an equally vital 
theme contained in libertarian literature which, except in the work of J. G. A. 
Pocock, has been largely ignored in the recent literature dealing with republi
canism. This is the dynamic relationship that libertarian writers believed 
existed between arms, the individual, and society. To gain a fuller comprehen
sion of the origins of the Second Amendment it is essential therefore to under
stand the place of the armed citizen in libertarian thought and'the manner in 
which this theme became an integral part of American republicanism. 

In order to delineate libertarian beliefs regarding the relationship between 
arms and society it is necessary to start with the Florentine tradition upon 
which republican thought drew so heavily.' This tradition, articulated most 
clearly by Niccolo Machiavelli, idealized the citizen-warrior as the staunchest 
bulwark of a republic. For Machiavelli the most dependable protection against 
corruption was the economic independence of the citizen and his ability and 
willingness to become a warrior. From this developed a SOCiology of liberty 
that rested upon the role of arms in society: political conditions must allow 
the arming of all citizens; moral conditions must be such that all citizens 
would willingly fight for the republic; and economic conditions must provide 
the citizen-soldier a home and occupation outside the army, This theme, 

6 This literatwe is reviewed in Robert E. Sbalbope, "Toward a Republican Synthesis: The 
Emergence of an Understanding of Republicanism in American Historiography," William an~ 
Mary Quarterly, 29 {Jan. 19721 , 49-80, and Robert E. Shalhope, " Republicanism and Early 
American Historiography," ibid., 39 (April 19821, 334-56. 

7 The following discussion of Niccolo Machiavelli is drawn from J. C . A. Pocock, The 
Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought and we Atlantic Republican Tradition 
(Princeton, 1975), esp . 199-213, 290-92. 
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relating arms and CIVIC virtue, runs throughout Machiavelli, and from it 
emerged the belief that arms and a full array of civic rights were inseparable. 
To deny arms to some men while allowing them to others was an intolerable 
denial of freedom . Machiavelli's belief that arms were essential to liberty-in 
order for the individual citizen to protect himself, to hunt, to defend his state 
against foreign invasion, to keep his rulers honest, and to maintain his repub
lican character-provided an important foundation upon which subsequent 
republican writers could build. 

With the passage of time the essential character of Florentine thought, 
which emphasized a connection between the distribution of arms within a so
ciety and the prevalence of aristocracy or republicanism, liberty or cortuption, 
remained vital to many writers. Both Sir Walter Raleigh and Jean Bodin 
stressed the relationship between arms and the form of government and soci
ety that emerged within a nation . Indeed Raleigh enunciated several 
"sophisms" of the tyrant. Among these were: " To unarm his people of 
weapons, money, and all means whereby they may resist his power." The 
more subtle tyrant followed this rule: ' 'To unarm his people, and store up their 
weapons, under pretence of keeping them safe, and having them ready when 
service requireth, and then to arm them with such, and as many as he shall 
think meet, and to commit them to such as are sure men. " 8 For his part, 
Bodin, philosopher of the French monarchy, emphasized the essential dif
ference between democratic societies and monarchies regarding arms. He 
believed that monarchs courted disaster by arming the common people for "it 
is to be feared they will attempt to change the state, to have a part in the 
government ." In a monarchy " the most usual I way to prevent sedition, is to 
take away the subjects armes." Where democracy was the rule the general 
populace could be and should be armed. ' 

The English libertarian writers in the latter half of the seventeenth century 
amplified and shaped the Florentine tradition in response to changing circum
stances . Marchamont Nedham declared that a republican society and govern
ment rested upon the popular possession of arms as well as on the regular elec
tion of magistrates and representatives. Convinced that free states could 
survive and remain virtuous only if their citizens were familiar with the use of 
arms, Nedham claimed that arms should not, however, be " in the hands of 
any, but such as had an Interest in the Publick."lo The idea that only 
freemen-responsible citizens-should bear arms soon became a standard 
theme among libertarians. 

Of all the commonwealthmen James Harrington made the most significant 
contribution to English libertarian attitudes toward arms, the individual, and 
society. " Harrington offered a crucial innovation to Machiavellian theory 

• The Works of Sir Walter Raiegh, Kl., Now First Collected: To Which Are Prefixed the Lives of 
the Author, by Oldys and Birch 18 vols., Oxford, Eng., 1829), vm, 22,25 . 

g Jean Bodin, The Six Baokes of a Commonwealth, ed. Kenneth Douglas McRae !Cambridge, 
Mass. , 1962) , 605,542,599-614 . 

10 Mercurius Politicus, 103 (May 20 to May 27, 16521, 1609-13. 
II The following discussion of James Harrington draws upon Pocock, Machiavellian Moment, 

383-400. 
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Iperhaps the crucial innovation in light of later American attitudes). Accepting 
entirely the Machiavellian theory of the possession of arms as necessary to 
political personality, he grounded this basic idea upon the ownership of land. 
Like Machiavelli, Harrington considered the bearing of arms to be the primary 
means by which individuals affirmed their social power and political participa
tion as responsible moral agents . But now landownership became the essential 
basis for the bearing of arms . Civic virtue came to be defined as the freeholder 
bearing arms in defense of his property and of his state. 

Harrington's work provided an intellectual foundation for subsequent 
writers who linked the subject of arms to the basic themes of power and op
pression which permeated libertarian thought. Andrew Fletcher's warning, 
"he that is armed, is always master of the purse of him that is unarmed," 
blended nicely with the libertarian's deep suspicion of authority.Il The in
dividual's need to protect himself from vicious fellow citizens and corrupt 
authorities-both banes of any republican society-also became clear. To ac
complish this the responsible citizen must be armed. 

John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon also integrated the idea of the armed 
citizen with the constant struggle libertarians perceived between Power and 
Liberty. Their Cato 's Letters exclaimed: "The Exercise of despotick Power is 
the umelenting War of an armed Tyrant upon his unarmed Subjects: It is a War 
of one Side, and in it there is neither Peace nor Truce." Rulers must always be 
restrained. An unarmed populace merely encouraged their natural tendency to
ward oppression: "Men that are above all Fear, soon grow above all Shame."Il 

Trenchard also collaborated with Walter Moyle in an attack upon standing 
armies which elaborated on the theme that citizens must jealously guard their 
liberties. Nations that remained free, warned Trenchard and Moyle, never 
maintained' 'any Souldiers in constant Pay within their Cities, or ever suffered 
any of their Subjects to make War their Profession." Those nations knew 
"that the Sword and Sovareignty always march hand in hand, and therefore 
they trained their own Citizens and the Territories about them perpetually in 
Arms, and their whole Commonwealths by this means became so many 
several formed Militias." Further, "a general Exercise of the best of their Peo
ple in the use of Arms, was the only Bulwark of their Liberties; this was 
reckon'd the surest way to preserve them both at home and abroad, the People 
being secured thereby as well against the Domestick Affronts of any of their 
own Citizens, as against the Foreign Invasions of ambitious and umuly 
Neighbours." Arms were, however, "never lodg'd in the hands of any who had 
not an Interest in preserving the publick Peace . . .. In those days there was no 
difference between the Citizen, the Souldier, and the Husbandman." I. 

Throughout their essay Trenchard and Moyle reiterated the idea that 
citizens must be able to defend themselves against their rulers or they would 

11 Andrew Fletcher, The Political Works of Andrew Fletcb er, Esq. (London, 17371,9. 
13 [John Trenchard and Thomas Gordonl . Cato 's Letters: Or. Essays on Liberty, Civil and 

Religious, and Other Important Subjec ts (4 vals., London, 17551. I, 189,255. 
14 [John Trenchard and Walter Moyle], An Argument Shewing, That a Standing Army Is Incon

sistent with a Free Government . and Absolutely Destructive to the Constitution of the English 
Monorchy(London, 16971.7 . 
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lose their liberties and live in tyranny. "It's the misfortune of all Countries, 
that they sometimes lie under a unhappy necessity to defend themselves by 
Arms against the Ambition of their Governours, and to fight for what's their 
own. " If those in government were heedless of reason, the people " must pa
tiently submit to Itheir] Bondage, or stand upon Itheir] own Defence; which if 
Ithey] are enabled to do, Ithey] shall never be put upon it, but Itheir] Swords 
may grow rusty in Itheir] hands; for that Nation is surest to live in Peace, that 
is most capable of making War; and a Man that hath a Sword by his Side, shall 
have least occasion to make use of it." IS 

The essays of Trenchard, Gordon, and Moyle subtly blended several distinct, 
yet related, ideas: opposition to standing armies, dependence upon militias, 
and support of the armed citizen. Thus, while the concept of the armed citizen 
was sometimes linked with that of the militia, libertarians just as often 
stressed this idea as an independent theme or joined it to other issues. 

This latter tendency is evident in the writing of James Burgh, the libertarian 
most attractive to Americans . His Political Disquisitions ptovided a grab bag 
of ideas which Americans integrated into their vision of republicanism. Stress
ing the relationship between arms and power in a society, Burgh declared: 
" Those, who have the command of the arms in a countty, says Aristotle, are 
masters of the state, and have it in their power to make what revolutions they 
please." Thus, "there is no end to observations on the difference between the 
measures likely to be pursued by a minister backed by a standing army, and 
those of a court awed by the fear of an armed people." For Burgh the very na
ture of society was related to whether or not its citizens had arms and were vig
orous in their use . "No kingdom can be secured otherwise than by arming the 
people. The possession of arms is the distinction between a freeman and a 
slave. He, who has nothing, and who himself belongs to another, must be de
fended by him, whose property he is, and needs no arms. But he, who thinks 
he is his own master, and has what he can call his own, ought to have arms to 
defend himself, and what he possesses; else he lives precariously, and at discre
tion ." 16 

A number of significant ideas came together in Burgh's Disquisitions. Like 
all libertarians he opposed a standing army and praised the militia as the bul
wark of liberty. Then, going beyond these stock ideas, he clearly articulated 
the idea that the very character of the people-the cornerstone and strength of 
a republican society-was related to the individual's ability and desire to arm 
and defend himself against threats to his person, his property, and his state . An 
integral relationship existed between the possession of arms and the spirit and 
character of the people. For this reason Burgh lamented the state to which 
English society had fallen . Having become a people interested only in luxury 
and commerce, Englishmen had surrendered their arms . Lauding the Scots 
("bred up in hardy, active, and abstemious courses of life, they were always 

15 Ibid ., 12 . 
16 IJames Burghl, Pojirical Disquisitions: Or, an Enquiry into Public Errors. Defecls. and Abuses 

13 vols., London, 1774- 17751, n, 345, 476, 390. 
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prepared to march") Burgh lamented that "the common people of England, on 
the other hand, having been long used to pay an army for fighting for them, had 
at this time forgot all the military virtues of their ancestors." 17 

Burgh's distress over the loss of virility and virtue in English society echoed 
that of his fellow libertarians since Harrington. These men related the down
fall of English society to an increasingly luxury-loving people who freely chose 
to yield their military responsibilities to a professional army. Once armies 
were paid for by taxes, taxes were collected by armies, and the liberties of the 
English were at an end. True virtue sprang from the agrarian world of self-suf
ficient warriors. This was gone from England and with it all opportunity for a 
virtuous republic. There was, however, still some hope in the libertarians' 
minds: America was an agrarian society of self-sufficient husbandmen trained 
in arms. There the lamp of liberty might still burn brightly. 

Richard Price drew the clearest contrast between the perceived decadence of 
England and the virtuous strength of America in his Observations on the Im
portance of the American Revolution. In that pamphlet he extolled the virtues 
of republican America, including the prevalence of the armed citizen, which 
he considered an integral part of America's strength. "Free States ought to be 
bodies of armed citizens, well regulated, and well disciplined, and always 
ready to turn out, when properly called upon, to execute the laws, to quell 
riots, and to keep the peace. Such, if I am rightly informed, are the citizens of 
America." In his view, "The happiest state of man is the middle state between 
the savage and the refined, or between the wild and the luxurious state . Such is 
the state of society in CONNECTICUT, and in some others of the American 
provinces; where the inhabitants consist, if I am rightly informed, of an inde
pendent and hardy YEOMANRY, all nearly on a level-trained to arms,-in
structed in their rights-cloathed in home-spun-of simple manners
strangers to luxury-drawing plenty from the ground-and that plenty, 
gathered easily by the hand of industry." By contrast, "Britain, indeed, con
sisting as it does of unarmed inhabitants, and threatened as it is by ambitious 
and powerful neighlbjours, cannot hope to maintain its existence long after 
becoming open to invasion by losing its naval superiority."I. 

The conviction that Americans were a virtuous republican people-particu
larly when contrasted with decadent European populations-became a com
mon theme in pamphlet literature on both sides of the Atlantic. George Mason 
boasted that "North America is the only great nursery of freemen now left 
upon the face of the earth." Matthew Robinson-Morris Rokeby, too, contended 
that while the flame of liberty in England was little more than "the last snuff of 
an expiring lamp," Americans were a "new and uncorrupted people." In addi
tion, however, Rokeby linked the libertarian belief in a dynamic relationship 
between arms and a free society to his observations. Arguing that monarchs 
purposely kept their people unarmed, Rokeby exclaimed that the American 

11 Ibid. , 415. 
L8 Richard Price, Observations on the Importance of the American Revolution. and the Means of 
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colonies were" all democratical governments, where the power is in the hands 
of the people and where there is not the least difficulty or jealousy about put
ting arms into the hands of every man in the country." Europeans should be 
aware of the consequences of this and not' 'be ignorant of the strength and the 
force of such a form of government and how strenuously and almost wonder
fully people living under one have sometimes exerted themselves in defence of 
their rights and liberties and how fatally it has ended with many a man and 
many a state who have entered into quarrels, war and contests with them." I. 

The vision of their nation as a virile and uncorrupted society permeated the 
writings of Americans during and after the Revolution. And, like Machiavelli 
and Harrington before them, these American writers perceived a vital relation
ship between vigorous republican husbandmen and the possession of arms. 
Under the pseudonym "A British Bostonian," the Baptist preacher John Allen 
warned the British what would happen if they attempted' 'to make the Ameri
cans subject to their slavery." "This bloody scene can never be executed but at 
the expence of the destruction of England, and you will find, my Lord, that the 
Americans will not submit to be SLAVES, they know the use of the gun, and 
the military art, as well as any of his Majesty's troops at St. James's, and where 
his Majesty has one soldier, who art in general the refuse of the earth, America 
can produce fifty, free men, and all volunteers, and raise a more potent army of 
men in three weeks, than England can in three years. "10 Even Charles Lee, a 
British military man, observed in a widely circulated pamphlet that "the 
Yeomanry of America ... are accustomed from their infancy to fire arms; they 
are expert in the use of them:-Whereas the lower and middle people of 
England are, by the tyranny of certain laws almost as ignorant in the use of a 
musket, as they are of the ancient Catepulta."'l The Continental Congress 
echoed this theme in its declaration of July 1775. "On the sword, therefore, we 
are compelled to rely for protection. Should victory declare in your favour, yet 
men trained to arms from their inlancy, and animated by the love of liberty, 
will afford neither a cheap or easy conquest ." Further, "in Britain, where the 
maxims of freedom were still known, but where luxury and dissipation had di
minished the wonted reverence for them, the attack [of tyranny[ has been car
ried on in a more secret and indirect manner: Corruption has been employed to 
undermine them. The Americans are not enervated by effeminacy, like the in
habitants of India; nor debauched by luxury, like those of Great-Britain. "22 In 
writing the Federalist Papers James Madison drew a similar contrast. Noting 
"the advantage of being armed, which the Americans possess over the people 

19 George Mason, "Remarks on Annual Elec tions for the Fairfax Independent Company, I. in The 
Papers of George Mason, 1725-1792, ed . Roben A. Rutland f3 vois., Chapel Hill , 1970), I, 231 ; 
Matthew Robinson-Morris Rokeby, Con siderations on the Measures Carrying on with Respect to 
the British Colonies in North America (London, 1774), 133-35, 57. 

10 !John Allen]. An Oration , upon the BtUluties of LibeIlY, or the Essential Rights of the 
Americans (Boston, 1773) . xiii- xiv . 

21 ICharles Lee]. Stric tures on a Pamphlet Emir/ed. a "Friendly Address to All Reasonable 
Americans. on the Subiect of Our Political Confusjons . .. Addressed to the People of America 
IPhiladelphia, 1774), 12. 

II Journals of Congress (1 3 vols., Philadelphia, 1800-1 80 I J, I, 148, 163. 
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of almost every other nation," he observed that in Europe "the governments 
are afraid to trust the people with arms."" Years later Timothy Dwight testi
fied to the strength and durability of this belief when he wrote that "to trust 
arms in the hands of the people at large has, in Europe, been believed ... to be 
an experiment fraught only with danger. Here by a long trial it has been proved 
to be perfectly harmless .... If the government be equitable; if it be reasonable 
in its exactions; if proper attention be paid to the education of children in 
knowledge and religion, few men will be disposed to use arms, unless for their 
amusement, and for the defence ofthemselves and their country."" 

It was Joel Barlow, however, who most eloquently articulated the vital role 
of arms in American republican thought. Barlow firmly believed that one of 
America's greatest strengths rested in "making every citizen a soldier, and 
every soldier a citizen; not only permitting every man to arm, but obliging him 
to arm." Whereas in Europe this "would have gained little credit; or at least it 
would have been regarded as a mark of an uncivilized people, extremely 
dangerous to a well ordered society," Barlow insisted that in America "it is 
because the people are civilized, that they are with safety armed." He exulted 
that it was because of "their conscious dignity, as citizens enjoying equal 
rights, that they wish not to invade the rights of others. The danger (where 
there is any) from armed citizens, is only to the government, not to the 
society; and as long as they have nothing to revenge in the government (which 
they cannot have while it is in their own hands) there are many advantages in 
their being accustomed to the use of arms, and no possible disadvantage." In 
contrast, Barlow continued, European societies employed professional soldiers 
"who know no other God but their king; who lose all ideas of themselves, in 
contemplating their officers; and who forget the duties of a man, to practise 
those of a soldier,-this is but half the operation: an essential part of the 
military system is to disarm the people, to hold all the functions of war, as 
well the arm that executes, as the will that declares it, equally above their 
reach." Then, by integrating libertarian orthodoxy with Adam Smith's more 
recent observation that a people who lost their martial spirit suffered "that 
sort of mental mutilation, deformity and wretchedness which cowardice 
necessarily involves in it," Barlow revealed the essence of the role of arms in 
American republican thought: Any government that disarmed its people 
, 'palSies the hand and brutalizes the mind: an habitual disuse of physical forces 
totally destroys the moral; and men lose at once the power of protecting them
selves, and of discerning the cause of their oppression." A man capable of 
defending himself with arms if necessary was prerequisite for maintaining the 
moral character to be a good republican. Barlow then deduced that in a 
democratic society with equal representation "the people will be universally 
armed: they will assume those weapons for security, which the art of war has 

23 James Madison, "The Federalist No. 46 [451," in The Federalist, ed. Jacob E. Cooke (Mid· 
dletown, Conn ., 1961),321-22. This essay, Originally published as number 45, appears as number 
46 in the Cooke edition. For an explanation, see ibid., xviii - xix . 

24 Timothy Dwight, Travels in New-England and New- York (4 vols ., London, 1823), I, xiv. 
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invented for destruction." Only tyrannical governments disarmed their peo
ple. A republican society needed armed citizens and might remain vigorous 
and uncorrupted only so long as it had them ." 

When Madison wrote the amendments to the Constitution that formed the 
basis of the Bill of Rights, he did not do so within a vacuum. Instead, he com
posed them in an environment permeated by the emergent republican ideology 
and with the aid of innumerable suggestions from his countrymen. These 
came most commonly from the state bills of rights and the hundreds of amend
ments suggested by the state conventions that ratified the Constitution. These 
sources continually reiterated four beliefs relative to the issues eventually in
corporated into the Second Amendment: the right of the individual to possess 
arms, the fear of a professional army, the reliance on militias controlled by the 
individual states, and the subordination of the military to civilian control. 

The various state bills of rights dealt with these four issues in different ways. 
Some considered them as separate rights, others combined them. New Hamp
shire, for example, included four distinct articles to deal with the militia, 
standing armies, military subordination, and individual bearing of arms. For 
its part, Pennsylvania offered a Single inclusive article: "That the people have 
a right to bear arms for the defence of themselves and the state; and as standing 
armies in the time of peace are dangerous to liberty, they ought not to be kept 
up; And that the military should be kept under strict subordination to, and 
governed by, the civil power." Virginia, too, presented an inclusive statement: 
"That a well-regulated militia, composed of the body of the people, trained to 

arms, is the proper, natural, and safe defence of a free State; that standing ar
mies, in time of peace, should be avoided, as dangerous to liberty; and that in 
all cases the military should be under strict subordination to, and governed by, 
the civil power. 1/26 

The amendments suggested by the various state ratifying conventions were 
of a similar nature.2' Examples include New Hampshire, which did not men
tion the militia but did state "that no standing Army shall be Kept up in time 
of Peace unless with the consent of three fourths of the Members of each 
branch of Congress, nor shall Soldiers in Time of Peace be quartered upon pri
vate Houses without the consent of the Owners." Then in a separate amend
ment: "Congress shall never disarm any Citizen unless such as are or have 
been in Actual Rebellion . "28 Maryland's convention offered five separate 
amendments dealing with these issues while Virginia's integrated them by 

15 Joel Barlow, Advice [0 the Privileged Orders in the Several States of Europe: Resulting from 
the Necessity and Propriety of a General Revolution in the Principle 0/ Government (Ithaca, N . Y " 
1956) 16-17,45-46; Adam Smith, An Inquiry into th e Nature and Causes 0/ the Wealth of Nations 
(2 vals ., London, 17761. II, 373 . For an excellent discussion of Adam Smith's attitudes toward the 
relationship between martial spirit and the public character, see Donald Winch, Adam Smith's 
Politics: An Essay in Historiographic Revision (Cambridge, Eng., 1978), esp. 103-20. 

16 Francis Newton Thorpe, ed ., The Federal and Stale Constitutions. Colonial Charters. and 
Other Organic Laws of the States. Territories and Colonies Now or Heretofore Forming the United 
States of America (7 vols. , Washington, 1909), IV, 2455-56, V, 3083, Vll, 3814. All of the state 
bills of rights appear in this collection. 

17 These amendments are conveniently grouped together in Dumbauld, Bill of Rights, 173-205. 
18 Ibid ., 182 . 
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stating: "That the people have a right to keep and bear arms; that a well regu
lated Militia composed of the body of the people trained to arms is the proper, 
natural and safe defence of a free State. That standing armies in time of peace 
are dangerous to liberty, and therefore ought to be avoided, as far as the cir
cumstances and protection of the Community will admit; and that in all cases 
the military should be under strict subordination to and governed by the Civil 
power."" The New York convention, which offered over fifty amendments, 
observed: "That the People have a right to keep and bear Arms; that a well 
regulated Militia, including the body of the People capable of bearing Arms, is 
the proper, natural and safe defence of a free state."'O The minority report of 
the Pennsylvania convention, which became a widely publicized Anti
federalis t tract, was the most specific: "That the people have a right to bear 
arms for the defence of themselves and their own State, or the United States, 
or for the purpose of killing game; and no law shall be passed for disarming the 
people or any of them, unless for crimes committed, or real danger of public in
jury from individuals; and as standing armies in the time of peace are 
dangerous to liberty, they ought not to be kept up; and that the military shall 
be kept under strict subordination to and be governed by the civil power." 31 

On the specific right of individuals to keep arms, Madison could also draw 
upon the observations of Samuel Adams, then governor of Massachusetts, and 
his close friend and confidant Thomas Jefferson . For his part, Adams offered an 
amendment in the Massachusetts convention that read: "And that the said 
Constitution be never construed to authorize Congress to infringe the just 
liberty of the press or the rights of conscience; or to prevent the people of the 
United Sta~es who are peaceable citizens from keeping their own arms; or to 
raise standing armies, unless when necessary for the defence of the United 
States, or of some one or more of them. "32 In his initial draft of a proposed con
stitution for the state of Virginia Jefferson did J:ot mention a militia but did 
state that no standing army should exist except in time of actual war. Then, in 
a separate phrase, he wrote: "No freeman shall ever be debarred the use of 
arms. " He amended this statement in his next two drafts to read: "No freeman 
shall be debarred the use of arms within his own lands or tenements."33 

Madison and his colleagues on the select committee charged with creating a 
bill of rights were anxious to capture the essence uf the rights demanded by so 
many Americans in so many different forms. To do this they eliminated many 
suggestions, reworded others, and consolidated as many as possible in order to 

19 Ibid" 178-79, 185 . The Maryland amendments include minority proposals. 
30 Ibid" 189. New York's was the on ly state amendment to distinguish between keeping and 

benring arms . It allowed aU citizens to possess arms, but only those wi th the capability to bear 
them were asked to do so . 

Jl Ibid ., 174. For an excellent analys is of this report , see Merrill JenseD, ed ., The Documentary 
History of the Rat.ification of the Constirution (3 Yols ., Madison, 1976-1978), n, 617-40. 

31 William V. Wells, Life and Public Services of Samuel Adams, Being a Narrative of His Acts 
and Opinions, and of His Agency in Producing and Forwarding the American Revolution ,3 vols ., 
Boston, 18651, 1lI, 267 . 

JJ The Papers of Thomas Jefferson , ed . Julian P. Boyd et al. (19 vols ., Princeton, 1950- 19741. I, 
344,353,363 . 
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come up with a reasonable number of amendments 3 ' What became the Sec
ond Amendment resulted from this last process. The committee took the two 
distinct, yet related rights-the individual possession of arms and the need for 
a militia made up of ordinary citizens-and merged them into a single amend
ment. As with other amendments that combined various essential rights, it 
was the intent of the committee neither to subordinate one right to the other 
nor to have one clause serve as subordinate to the other." This became ob
vious in the discussion of the amendment that took place on the floor of Con
gress. 

Although brief, the discussion occasioned by the Second Amendment is in
structive for its indication of congressional intent to protect two separate 
rights: the individual's right to possess arms and the right of the states to form 
their own militia. Elbridge Gerry made this clear when he attacked the phrase 
dealing with conscientious objectors, those "scrupulous of bearing arms," 
that appeared in the original amendment. Manifesting the standard libertarian 
distrust of government, Gerry claimed that the amendment under discussion 
"was intended to secure the people against the mal-administration of the 
Government; if we could suppose that, in all cases, the rights of the people 
would be attended to, the occasion for guards of this kind would be removed." 
However, Gerry was suspicious that the federal government might employ 
this phrase "to destroy the constitution itself. They can declare who are those 
religiously scrupulous, and prevent them from bearing arms."" This would be 
a return to European-style governments in which those in authority systemat
ically disarmed the populace. Thomas Scott of Pennsylvania also objected to 
this phrase for fear that it "would lead to the violation of another article in the 
constitution, which secures to the people the right of keeping arms. "37 The en
tire thrust of this discussion, as well as one related to a militia bill also under 
consideration, was that congressmen distinguished not only between the 
militia and the right of the individual to possess arms but between the in
dividual's possession of arms and his bearing of them. That is, they believed 
that all should have the right to possess arms but that all should not necessar
ily be responsible for bearing them in defense of the state. In the discussion 
over the militia bill, for example, one representative declared: "As far as the 
whole body of the people are necessary to the general defence, they ought to be 
armed; but the law ought not to require more than is necessary; for that would 
be a just cause of complaint." Another believed that "the people of America 

34 For an excellent analysis of this process, see Bernard Schwartz, The Gret1t Rights of Mankind: 
A HislOry of the American Bill of Rights (New York, 19771. 160-91. 

35 In their interpretations of the Second Amendment various authors have stressed tbe wording 
of the amendment. ISee Dote 5 above. , It is clear, however, that James Madison and tbe committee 
worked toward succinctness . Indeed, Madison's original suggestion read: "The right of the people 
to keep and bear arms shall DOt be infringed; a weU armed and well regulated militia being the best 
seewity of a free country: but no person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms shall be compelled 
to render military service in person ." Dumbauld, Bill 01 Rights, 207 . 

36lbjd.; Annals 01 the Congress, 1 Cong., 1 sess., Aug. 17, 1789, p. 778 . 
3 7 Annals 01 the Congress, 1 Cong., 1 sess ., Aug. 20, 1789, p. 796 . 
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would never consent to be deprived of the privilege of carrying arms." Others 
even argued that those Americans who did not possess arms should have them 
supplied by the states. 38 This discussion clearly indicated that the problem 
perceived by the representatives was how to get arms into the hands of all 
American males between the ages of eighteen and forty-five, not how to re
strict such possession to those in militia service. 3. 

It is apparent from such discussions that Americans of the Revolutionary 
generation distinguished between the individual's right to keep arms and the 
need for a militia in which to bear them. Yet it is equally clear that more often 
than not they considered these rights inseparable . This raises the question of 
why so many Americans so often fused these rights as to make it logical to 
combine them in the Second Amendment . Here comments by Madison, 
George Washington, Dwight, and Joseph Story provide excellent insight. 

In his forty-fifth number of the Federalist Papers Madison drew the usual 
contrast between the American states, where citizens were armed, and Euro
pean nations, where governments feared to trust their citizens with arms. 
Then he observed that "it is not certain that with this aid alone ipossession of 
arms], they would not be able to shake off their yokes. But were the people to 
possess the additional advantages of local governments chosen by themselves, 
who could collect the national will, and direct the national force; and of offi
cers appointed out of the militia, by these governments and attached both to 
them and to the militia, it may be affirmed with the greatest assurance, that 
the throne of every tyranny in Europe would be speedily overturned, in spite of 
the legions which surround it ."'o Washington, in his first substantive speech 
to Congress, declared: " To be prepared for war, is one of the most effectual 
means of preserving peace. A free people ought not only to be armed, but disci
plined; to which end, a uniform and well digested plan is requisite . "41 Writing 
early in the nineteenth century, Dwight celebrated the right of individuals to 
possess arms as the hallmark of a democratic society. Then, he concluded: 
''The difficulty here has been to persuade the citizens to keep arms, not to pre
vent them from being employed for violent purposes. "42 This same lament 

38 Ibid ., 1 Cong., 3 sess., Dec . 16, 1790, pp. 1806-07. 
39 This is the opinion of St. George Tucker, one of the leading jurists of the day. When he edited 

Blackstone'S Commentaries, Tucker noted the master's observation that the right of the people to 
bear arms constituted one of the essential rights necessary to protect life, liberty, and property. His 
footnote to this sect ion read: "The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed. 
Amendments to C.U .S. [Constitution of the United States] Art. 4, and this without any Qualifica
tion as to their condition or degree as is the case in the British government." In another note 
Tucker observed that' 'whosoever examines the fores t, and game laws in the British code, will 
readily perceive that the right of keeping arms is effectually taken away hom the people of 
England." Blackstone himself informs us "that the prevention of popular insurrections and re
sistance to government by disarming the bulk of the people, is a reason oftener meant than avowed 
by the makers of the forest and game laws. " St. George Tucker, ed., Blackstone's Commentaries: 
With Notes of Reference to the Constitu tion and Laws, of th e Federal Government of the United 
Stales; and of the Commonwealth of Virginia (5 vols., Philadelphia, 1803), I, 144, n, 412 . 

• 0 Madison, "Federalist No. 46 1451," 321-22. 
41 Annals of the Congress, 1 Cong., 2sess., Jan. 8, 1790, p. 969. 
U Dwight, Travels in New-England, I, xiv-xv. 
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coursed through the observations of Story, whose Commentaries summed up 
the relationship between armed citizens and the militia as clearly as it was 
ever stated. In his discussion of the Second Amendment, Story wrote: 

The right of the citizens to keep and bear arms has justly been considered, as the 
palladium of the liberties of a republic; since it offers a strong moral check against the 
usurpation and arbitrary power of rulers; and will generally, even if these are successful 
in the first instance, enable the people to resist and triumph over them . And yet, 
though this tfuth would seem so clear, and the importance of a well regulated militia 
would seem so undeniable, it cannot be disguised, that among the American people 
there is a growing indifference to any system of militia discipline, and a strong disposi· 
tion, from a sense of its burthens, to be rid of all regulations. How it is practicable to 
keep the people duly armed without some organization, it is difficult to see. There is 
certainly no small danger, that indifference may lead to disgust, and disgust to con
tempt; and thus gradually undermine all the protection intended by this clause of OUf 

national bill of rights . 43 

The observations of Madison, Washington, Dwight, and Story reveal an in
teresting relationship between the armed citizen and the militia. These men 
firmly believed that the character and spirit of the republic rested on the free
man's possession of arms as well as his ability and willingness to defend him
self and his society. This was the bedrock, the "palladium," of republican 
liberty . The militia was equally important in their minds. Militia laws insured 
that freemen would remain armed, and thus vigorous republican citizens. In 
addition the militia served as the means whereby the collective force of in
dividually armed citizens became effective. It was this that would cause those 
in power to respect the liberties of the people and would eliminate the need to 
create professional armies, that greatest single threat to a republican society. 
Thus, the armed citizen and the militia existed as distinct, yet interrelated, 
elements within American republican thought . 

With the passage of time, however, American republicanism placed an in
creasing emphasis upon the image of the armed citizen. Caught up within a di
alectic between virtue and commerce, Americans struggled to preserve their 
Revolutionary commitment to escape from corruption. Following Harring
ton's reasoning that commerce could not corrupt so long as it did not over
whelm agrarian interests, Americans believed that in order to accommodate 
both virtue and commerce a republic must be as energetic in its search for 
land as it was in its search for commerce. A vast supply of land, to be occupied 
by an armed and self-directing yeomanry, might nurture an endless reservoir of 
virtue. If American virtue was threatened by the increase in commercial activ
ity following the Constitution of 1787, it could revitalize itself on the frontier 
by means of the armed husbandman. 44 

'3 Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States; With a PreJjminary 
Review of the Constitutional History of the Colonies and States before the Adoption of the Con 
stitution (3 vols., Boston, 1833), Ill, 746-47 . 

'4 This theme is developed in a wide range of literature . Outstanding examples include : Richard 
Slatkin, Regeneration through Violence: The Mythology of the American Frontier, 1600-1860 
(Middletown, Conn ., 1973Ji Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American West as Sym bol and 
Myth {Cambridge, Mass., 19501; John William Ward, Andrew lackson: Symbol for an Age (New 
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This belief is what gave point to Jefferson's observation that "our govern
ments will remain virtuous for many centuries; as long as they are chiefly agri
cultural; and this will be as long as there shall be vacant lands in any part of 
America." Coupled with this, however, was Jefferson's libertarian inheri
tance: "What country can preserve it's liberties if their rulers are not warned 
from time to time that their people preserve the spirit of resistance. Let them 
take arms. 1/45 

In the nearly two hundred years since the ratification of the Bill of Rights 
American society has undergone great transformations. As a consequence the 
number of people enjoying expanded civic rights and responsibilities, in
cluding the ownership of firearms, which Jefferson and others felt should be re
stricted to "freemen," has vastly increased. This has become the source of 
much controversy. Speaking for those alarmed by the presence of so many 
armed citizens, Sen. Edward Kennedy believes that "our complex society re
quires a rethinking of the proper role of firearms in modern America. Our fore
fathers used firearms as an integral part of their struggle for survival. But today 
firearms are not appropriate for daily life in the United States."" For his part, 
Edward Abbey, eloquent spokesman for individualism, fears that the measures 
suggested by Senator Kennedy to cope with today's "complex society" may be 
taking America in the direction of a worldwide drift toward totalitarianism . In 
his mind, throughout history whenever tyrannical governments existed and 
where the few ruled the many, citizens have been disarmed. "The tank, the 
B-S2, the fighter-bomber , the state-controlled police and military are the 
weapons of dictatorship . The rifle is the weapon of democracy." Then, "If 
guns are outlawed, only the government will have guns . Only the police, the 
secret police, the military . The hired servants of our rulers. Only the 
government-and a few outlaws . I intend to be among the outlaws ."" 

Whether the armed citizen is relevant to late-twentieth-century American 
life is something that only the American people-through the Supreme Court, 
their state legislatures, and Congress-can decide. Those who advocate some 
measure of gun control are not without powerful arguments to advance on be
half of their position. The appalliog and unforeseen destructive capability of 
modern weapons, the dissolving of the connection between an armed citizenry 
and the agrarian setting that figured so importantly in the thought of the revo
lutionary generation, the distinction between the right to keep arms and such 
measures as "registration," the general recognition of the responsibility of 

York , 1955); and Pocock, Machiavellian Momenr , esp. 506-52 . For an excelleD[ analys is of the 
changing attitudes to ward the militia and professional armies , see Charles Royster, A Revolu
tionary People al War: The Continental Army and American Character, 1775-1783 (Chapel Hill , 
19791· 

H Thomas Jefferson to James Madison, Dec . 20, 1787 , in Papers of Jefferson , ed . Boyd et a1. , Xli, 
442; Jefferson to William Stephens Smith , Nov . 13, 1787, ibid" XlJ , 356 . 

• 6 Kennedy , "Need for Gun Control Legislation ," 26 . 
• , For Edward Abbey's thoughts regarding the drift toward totalit:lIianism, see Edward Abbey, 

Desert SoJUaire: A Season in the Wilderness !New York , 1968). 149-51. The quotations :lIe drawn 
from Edward Abbey, "The Right to Arms," Edward Abbey, Abbey's Road !New York, 19791, 
130-32. 
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succeeding generations to modify the constitutional inheritance to meet new 
conditions-all will be serviceable in the ongoing debate . But advocates of the 
control of firearms should not argue that the Second Amendment did not in
tend for Americans of the late eighteenth century to possess arms for their own 
personal defense, for the defense of their states and their nation, and for the 
purpose of keeping their rulers sensitive to the rights of the people. 

[46] 



THE SECOND AMENDMENT AND THE 
IDEOLOGY OF SELF-PROTECTION 

Don B. Kates, Jr. * 

From the enactment of the Bill of Rights through most of the 
twentieth century, the second amendment seems to have been un
derstood to guarantee to every law-abiding responsible adult the 
right to possess most ordinary firearms. Until the mid-twentieth 
century courts and commentaries (the two earliest having been 
before Congress when it voted on the second amendment) deemed 
that the amendment "confirmed [the people] in their right to keep 
and bear their private arms," or "their own arms."1 In a 1939 case 
which is its only full treatment, the Supreme Court accepted that 
private persons may invoke the second amendment, but held that it 
confines their freedom of choice to militia-type weapons, i.e., high 
quality handguns and rilles, but not "gangster weapons" such as 
sawed-off shotguns, switchblade knives and (arguably) "Saturday 
Night Specials. "2 

In the 1960s this individual right view was challenged by schol
ars who argued that the second amendment guarantee extends only 
to the states' right to arm formal military unitS.3 This states' right 
view attained predominance, and was endorsed by the ABA, the 
ACLU and such texts as Lawrence Tribe's American Constitutional 
Law. During the 1980s, however, a large literature on the amend-

• Attorney, Novato, California. 
I. In addition to the cases and earlier commentaries quoted and discussed in Don B. 

Kates, Handgun Prohibition and the Original Meaning 0/ the Second Amel1dmenl, 82 Mich. 
L. Re .... 204, 224, 241-51 ( 1983). see John N. Pomeroy, An Introduction 10 the Constitutional 
Law a/the United Stales 152-3 (Hurd and Houghton, 1868); Hennann E. von Holst,S The 
Constitu/ional and Political History 0/ the United S tales 307 (John J. Lalor, trans., Callaghan 
& Co., 1885); Henry C. Black, Handbook 0/ Amen'con Constitutional Law 543 (West, 3d ed . 
1910); James Schouler. Conslilulional Studies: State and Federal (Dodd, Mead, & Co., 1897); 
John Randolph Tucker, 2 The Constitulion 0/ the United States 671 (Henry Tucker, ed., 
Callaghan & Co., 1899); Albert H. Putney, United S tates Constitutional History and Law 363 
(Illinois Book Exch., 1908); Comment, Is the Pis/ol Responsible l or Crime?, 1 J. of Crim. L., 
Crimin. & Pol. Sci. 793,794 (19 11). 

2. United Slales Y. Miller, 307 U.S. 174 ( 1939). 
3. See, e.g., John Levin, The RighI 10 Bear Arm.s: The Development 0/ the American 

Experience, 48 Chi·Kent L. Rev. 148 ( 1971 ); Roy G. Weatherup, Standing Armies and 
Armed Citizens: An Historical Analysis o/the Second Amendment, 2 Hast. Const. L.Q. 961 
( 1975). 
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ment appeared, much of it rejecting the states' right view as incon
sistent with the text and with new research findings on the 
legislative history, the attitudes of the authors, the meaning of the 
right to bear arms in antecedent American and English legal 
thought, and the role that an armed citizenry played in classical 
liberal political philosophy from Aristotle through Machiavelli and 
Harrington to Sidney, Locke, Rousseau and their various disciples.4 

Indicative of the current Supreme Court's probable view is a 1990 
decision which, though focussing on the fourth amendment, cites 
the first and second as well in concluding that the phrase "right of 
the people" is a term of art used throughout the Bill of Rights to 
designate rights pertaining to individual citizens (rather than to the 
states).> 

Sanford Levinson speculates that the indifference of academics, 
and the legal profession generally, to the second amendment reflects 

a mixture of sheer opposition to the idea of private ownership of 
guns and the perhaps subconscious fear that altogether plausible, 
perhaps even "winning," interpretations of the Second Amend
ment would present real hurdles to those of us supporting pro
hibitory regulation.6 

But Levinson and others who reluctantly embrace the individual 
right view are not always sympathetic to gun ownership, and cer
tainly not to the gun lobby's obnoxious pretension that the amend
ment bars any gun control it happens to oppose, however moderate 
or rational. 7 This may help account for the fact that, though the 
availability of guns for self-defense is of great import to the gun 
lobby, that issue plays little part in modem academic exposition of 
the individual right position. In contrast, proponents of the state's 

4. See, e.g. Robert E. Shalhope, The Ideological Ongins of the Second Amendment, 69 
1. Am. Hist. 599 (1982); Kates. 82 Mich. L. Rev. at 230-35 (cited in note I); Joyce Lee 
Malcolm. The RighI of the People 10 Keep and Bear Arms: The Common Law Tradition . 10 
Hast. Canst. L.Q. 285 (1983); Stephen P. Halbrook, "That Every Man Be Armed':' The 
EWJiulion of a Cons/ilituliano! RighI CU. N.M. Press, 1984); Sanford Levinson, The Embar
rassing Second Amendment, 99 Yale L.l. 637 (1989); Don B. Kates, Minimalist Interpretation 
a/the Second Amendment ("Minimalist Interpretation") in Eugene W. Hickok. ed., The Bill 
of Rights: Original Understanding and Current Meaning at 130 (U. Pro of Va., 1991)("Bill of 
Rights"); Akhil Reed Amar, The Bill of Rights as a Constitution. 100 Yale L.J. 1131, 1162-73 
(1991); Robert J. Cottrol & Raymond T. Diamond. The Second Amendment: Towards an 
Afro-Amen'canist Reconsideration, 80 Georgetown L.J. 309 (1991). 

5. United States Y. Verdugo-Urquidez, 110 S.Ct. 1056 (1990). 
6. Levinson, 99 Yale L.J. at 642 (cited in note 4). 
7. For a debate between the NRA's primary exponent of the amendment and myself as 

to the extent to which various moderate. sensible gun controls are allowable under the indi
vidual right view we both endorse, see Stephen P. Halbrook. What the Framers Intended: A 
Linguistic Analysis of the Right to "Bear Arms", 49 Law & Contemp. Probs. 151 (Winter 
1986). and Don B. Kates, The Second Amendment: A Dialogue, 49 Law & Contemp. Probs. 
143 (Winter 1986). 
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right view do focus on the issue of self-protection, straight-for
wardly denying the existence of historical evidence that self-protec
tion was one of the concerns underlying the second amendment. 8 

The purpose of this article is to explore the numerous and pro
tean ways in which the concept of self-protection related to the 
amendment in the minds of its authors. Indeed, self-defense is at 
the core of the second amendment and was an element in the Foun
ders' political thought generally. At the same time, it is important 
to recognize that the Founders' view of self-protection was not only 
stronger but also more inclusive than the concept described by 
many modern thinkers. To the Founders and their intellectual 
progenitors, being prepared for self-defense was a moral imperative 
as well as a pragmatic necessity; moreover, its pragmatic value lay 
less in repelling usurpation than in deterring it before it occurred. 

The underpinnings of the classical liberal belief in an armed 
people are obscure to us because we are not accustomed to thinking 
about political issues in criminological terms. But the classical lib
eral worldview was criminological, for lack of a better word. It held 
that good citizens must always be prepared to defend themselves 
and their society against criminal usurpation-a characterization 
no less applicable to tyrannical ministers or pillaging foreign or do
mestic soldiery (who were, in point of fact, largely composed of 
criminals inducted from gaols)' than to apolitical outlaws. 

To natural law philosophers, self-defense was "the primary law 
of nature," the primary reason for man entering society. to Indeed, 
it was viewed as not just a right but a positive duty: God gives Man 
both life and the means to defend it so that the refusal to do so 
reviles God's gift. A refusal to engage in self-defense is a Judeo
Christian form of hubris. Indicative of the intellectual gulf between 
that era and our own is that when Montesquieu asked, "Who does 
not see that self-defence is a duty superior to every precept?"11 he 
was posing the question rhetorically rather than meaningfully. 

8. See. e.g., George D. Newton & Franklin E. Zimring, Firearms and Violence in 
American Life 259 (Nat. Com'n on Causes & Prevention of Violence, 1970) (characteriz.ing 
the second amendment "as a scheme dealing with military service, not individual defense."). 

9. Russell F. Weighley, History of the United Slales Army 19 (Macmillan Co., 1967). 
See note 45 for discussion of the billeting of criminous troops on the king's enemies as a 
punishment and means of surveillance. Throughout the eighteenth century, criminal offenses 
by English soldiers and sailors in the colonies were a constant occurrence, and a subject of 
constant antagonism between Americans and the English military which refused either to 
punish their men or to tum them over to local justice. See generally Pauline Maier. From 
Resistance to Revolution: Colonial Radicals and the Development of American Opposition to 
Britain. 1765·1776 (Alfred A. Knopf. 1972) ("From Resistance to Revolution"). 

10. William Blackstone. 3 Commentaries ·4; see generally Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan 
ch. XIII (1651, rep. George Routledge & Sons, 1894). 

11 . Montesquieu, The Spirit o/the Laws, in Mortimer Adler, ed. 35 Great Books o/the 
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Radiating out directly from this core belief in self-defense as 
the most self-evident of rights came the multiple chains of reasoning 
by which contemporary thinkers sought to resolve a multitude of 
diverse questions. For instance, seventeenth and eighteenth century 
treatises on international law were addicted to long disquisitions on 
individual self-protection from which they attempted to deduce a 
law of nations.l2 More important for present purposes, John Locke 
adduced from the right of individual self-protection his justification 
of the right(s) of individuals to resist tyranical officials and, if neces
sary, to band together with other good citizens in overthrowing tyr
anny. Slavers, robbers and other outlaws who would deprive honest 
citizens of their rights may be resisted even to the death because 
their attempted usurpation places them in a "state of war" against 
honest men. Likewise, when a King and/or his officials attempt to 
divest a subject of life, liberty or property they dissolve the compact 
by which he has agreed to their governance and enter into a state of 
war with him-wherefore they may be resisted the same as any 
other usurper. 13 Similarly, Algernon Sidney declared: "Swords 
were given to men, that none might be Slaves, but such as know not 
how to use them."l4 "Nay, all Laws must fall, human Societies that 
subsist by them be dissolved, and all innocent persons be exposed to 
the violence of the most wicked, if men might not justly defend · 
themselves against injustice .... "IS 

From these premises it followed, as Thomas Paine wrote, that 
"the good man" had both right and need for arms; moreover, no 
law would dissuade "the invader and the plunderer" from having 
them. So, "since some will not, others dare not lay them aside." 
"Horrid mischief would ensue were [the law-abiding] deprived of 
the use of them; ... the weak will become a prey to the strong."l. 
Cesare Beccaria assailed arms bans as a paradigm of simplistic legis
lation reflecting "False Ideas of Utility." His discussion deserves 
quotation in full, in part because Thomas Jefferson laboriously cop
ied it in long-hand into his personal compilation of great quotations: 

Western World 217 (Thomas Nugent. tr., Encyclopedia Britannica, 2d ed. 1990) ("Spirit of 
the Lows"). 

12. See, e.g. J.J. Burlamqui. The Pn"nciples of Natural and Politic Law 112-13. 119. 121 
(Nugent. tr., Cambridge U. Press, 5th ed. 1807); de Vattel, The Law of Nations.' Principles of 
the Law of Nature 22 (Joseph Chitty, tr., T. & I,W. Johnson, 1854). 

13. John Locke. An Essay Concerning the True Original. Extent and End 0/ Civil Gov
tTl/ment (Second Treatise of Government) (1694), in Thomas I. Cook, ed., Two Treatises 0/ 
Government 119. 129-30 (Haffner Pub., 1947). 

14. Algernon Sidney, Discourses Concerning Government 270 (1698), 
IS. Id. at 266-67. 
16, Moncure Conway, ed" 1 Wn'ringsoJThomas Paine 56 (putnam, 1894) (emphasis in 

original) (" Writings"), 
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False is the idea of utility that sacrifices a thousand real advan
tages for one imaginary or trifling inconvenience; that would take 
fire from men because it burns. and water because one may 
drown in it; that has no remedy for evils. except destruction. 
The laws that forbid the carrying of arms are laws of such a na
ture. They disarm those only who are neither inclined nor deter
mined to commit crimes. Can it be supposed that those who 
have the courage to violate the most sacred laws of humanity. the 
most important of the code. will respect the less important and 
arbitrary ones. which can be violated with ease and impunity. 
and which. if strictly obeyed. would put an end to personal lib
erty-so dear to men. so dear to the enlightened legislator-and 
subject innocent persons to all the vexations that the guilty alone 
ought to suffer? Such laws make things worse for the assaulted 
and better for the assailants; they serve rather to encourage than 
to prevent homicides. for an unarmed man may be attacked with 
greater confidence than an armed man. They ought to be desig
nated as laws not preventive but fearful of crimes. produced by 
the tumultuous impression of a few isolated facts. and not by 
thoughtful consideration of the inconveniences and advantages of 
a universal decree. I7 

91 

Likewise. Montesquieu condemned laws against firearms as in
fringing the natural law of self defense." As inheritors of these 
ideas. the Founders believed that the right to arms was a necessary 
ingredient of the moral duty of self-defense. The ideas underlying 
the second amendment are further obscured to us by the distinction 
we tend to draw between self-protection as a purely private and per
sonal value. and defense of the community which we tend to con
ceptualize as a function and value of the police. Modem Americans 
tend to see incidents in which a violent criminal is thwarted by a 
police officer as very different from similar incidents in which the 
defender is a civilian. When the police defend citizens it is seen 
(and lauded) as defense of the community. In contrast. when civil
ians defend themselves and their families the tendency is to regard 
them as exercising what is. at best. a purely personal privilege serv
ing only the particular interests of those defended. not those of the 
community at large. Such influential and progressive voices in 
American life as Garry Wills. Ramsey Clark and the Washington 
Post go further yet. labelling those who own firearms for family de
fense as "anti-citizens," and "traitors, enemies of their own patria" 

17. Ceasare Beccaria, An Essay on Crimes and Punishments 87-8 (Henry Paolucci, tr., 
Bobbs-Merrill, 1963). 

18. Montesquieu, Spirit o/the Laws at 224-25 (cited in note 11). 
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who arm "against their own neighbors,"'. and denouncing "the 
need that some homeowners and shopkeepers believe they have for 
weapons to defend themselves" as representing "the worst instincts 
in the human character," a return to barbarism and to "anarchy, 
not order under law-a jungle where each relies on himself for 
survival. "20 

The notion that the truly civilized person eschews self-defense, 
relying On the police instead, or that private self-protection dis
serves the public interest, would never have occurred to the Foun
ders since there were no police in eighteenth century America and 
England.2I In the tradition from which the second amendment de
rives it was not only the unquestioned right, but a crucial element in 
the moral character of every free man that he be armed and willing 
to defend his family and the community against crime. This duty 
included both individual acts and joining with his fellows in hunting 
criminals down when the hue and cry went up, as well as the more 
formal posse and militia patrol duties, under the control of justices 
of the peace or sheriffs.22 In this milieu, individuals who thwarted a 
crime against themselves or their families were seen as serving the 
community as well." 

This failure to distinguish between the value of self-protection 
to individuals and to the community helps account for what mod
ern readers may deem a remarkable myopia in seventeenth to nine
teenth century discourse on crime, self-protection, and community 
interest. Without apparent consciousness of any difference, that 
discourse addressed issues of community defense as if it were only 
individual self-protection writ large. Thus, Montesquieu confi
dently asserted that "[t]he life of governments is like that of man. 
The latter has a right to kill in case of natural defence: the former 
have a right to wage war for their own preservation. "24 Likewise, 
Thomas Paine cited the indubitable right and need for "the good 
man" to be armed against "the vile and abandoned" as irrefutable 
evidence of the right and need of nations to arm for defense against 

19. Quoted in Don B. Kates, The Value a/ Civilian Handgun Possession as a Deterrent 
to Crime or a Defense Against Crime. 18 Am. 1. Crim. L. 11 3, 119 (1991). 

20. Guns and the Civilizing Process, Washington Post A16, col. I (Sept. 26, 1972); Ram· 
say Clark, Crime in America 107 (Simon & Schuster, 1970). 

21. See Kates, 82 Mich. L. Rev. at 214-16 (cited in note I); Frank Mom, Firearms Use 
and Police: A Historic Evolution in American Values ("Firearms Use") . in Don B. Kates, ed., 
Firearms and Violence 489 (Ballinger, 1984). 

22. Kates. 82 Mich. L. Rev. at 2 14-16 (cited in note I); Malcolm. 10 Hast. Canst. L.Q. 
at 290-92 (cited in note 4). 

23. See generally Kates, 82 Mich. L. Rev. at 214-16 (cited in note I); Mom , Firearms 
Use, in Kates, ed. , Firearms and Violence at 4 89 (cited in note 21). 

24. Montesquieu, Spirit of the Laws at 61 (cited in note 11). 
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"the invader and plunderer"; for, if deprived of anns, "the weak 
will become a prey to the strong. "2' As we have seen, Algernon 
Sydney and John Locke adduced from the right of individual self
defense their justification of the right(s) of individuals to resist 
tyranical officials and, if necessary, to band together with other 
good citizens to overthrow tyranny. 

Thus a crucial point for understanding the second amendment 
is that it emerged from a tradition which viewed general possession 
of arms as a positive social good, as well as an indispensable adjunct 
to the individual right of self-defense. Moreover, arms were deemed 
to protect against every species of criminal usurpation, including 
"political crime," a phrase which the Founders would have under
stood in its most literal sense. Whether murder, rape, and theft be 
committed by gangs of assassins, tyrannous officials and judges or 
pillaging soldiery was a mere detail; the criminality of the "invader 
and plunderer" lay in his violation of natural law and rights, re
gardless of the guise in which he violated them. The right to resist 
and to possess arms therefore remained the same, as did the com
munity benefit. 

These notions of community benefit from individuals armed 
and ready to exercise their natural right of self-defense come to
gether in the thought of Sir William Blackstone. Significantly, the 
way in which he described the right to arms emphasizes both the 
individual self-protection rationale and the criminological premises, 
which are so foreign to the terms of the modem debate over the 
second amendment. 

Blackstone placed the right to arms among the "absolute rights 
of individuals at common law," those rights he saw as preserving to 
England its free government and to Englishmen their liberties. Yet, 
unquestionably, what Blackstone was referring to was individuals' 
rights to have and use personal arms for self-protection. He de
scribes the right to bear arms as being "for self-preservation and 
defense," and self-defense as being "the primary law of nature 
[which cannot be] taken away by the law of society"26.-the "natu
ral right of resistance and self-preservation, when the sanctions of 
society and laws are found insufficient to restrain the violence of 
oppression. "27 

But Blackstone's analysis also demonstrates a final distinction 
between our world view and that of the Founders. For Blackstone 
saw the right to personal arms for personal self-defense as a political 

25. Conway, ed., 1 Writings at 56 (cited in note 16). 
26. William Blackstone, 3 Commentaries -4. 
27. William Blackstone, 1 Commentaries -144. 
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right of fundamental importance. His discussion of the "absolute 
rights of individuals" ends with the following: 

In these several rights consist the rights, or, as they are fre
quently termed, the liberties of Englishmen. . . . So long as these 
remain inviolate, the subject is perfectly free; for every species of 
compulsive tyranny and oppression must act in opposition to one 
or [an]other of these rights, having no other object upon which it 
can possible be employed. . . . And, lastly, to vindicate these 
rights, when actually violated or attacked, the subjects of Eng
land are entitled, in the first place, to the regular and free course 
of justice in the courts of law; next, to the right of petitioning the 
King and parliament for redress of grievances; and, lastly, to the 
right of having and using arms for self-preservation and defense. 2• 

To readers with modern sensibilities this inevitably raises two 
questions to which the remainder of this article is devoted: Why did 
Blackstone regard the right to possess arms for self-protection as a 
political matter? How could he have grouped (what we at least con
ceive as no more than) a privilege to have the means of repelling a 
robber, rapist or cutthroat with such political rights as access to the 
courts and to petition for redress of grievances? 

To answer these questions is to come to a fuller understanding 
of the moral and symbolic significance of the right to bear arms in 
the classical world view. Arms possession for protection of self, 
family and polity was both the hallmark of the individual's freedom 
and one of the two primary factors in his developing the independ
ent, self-reliant, responsible character which classical political phi
losophers deemed necessary to the citizenry of a free state. The 
symbolic significance of arms as epitomizing the status of the free 
citizen represented ancient law. From Anglo-Saxon times "the cer
emony of freeing a slave included the placing in his hands of" arms 
"as a symbol of his new rank. "29 Anglo-Saxon law forbade anyone 
to disarm a free man and Henry I's laws applied this even to the 
man's own lord.30 Such precedents were particularly important to 
theorists like Blackstone and Jefferson, to whom the concept of 
"natural rights" had a strongly juridical tinge relating to the Eng
lish legal heritage. 

The Anglo-American legal distinction between free/armed and 
unfree/disarmed flowed naturally into the classical republican view 
that the survival of free and popular government required citizens 

28. Id. (emphasis added). 
29. A.V.B. Nonnan, The Medieval Soldier 73 (Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1971) 
30. The Assize of Arms ( 11 81), reprinted in David C. Douglas & George W. Greenaway, 

eds., 2 English His/orical Documents at 416 (Eyre & Spottiswoode. 1953). 
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of a special character-and that the possession of arms was one of 
two keys in the development of that character. From Machiavelli 
and Harrington classical republican philosophy derived the idea 
that arms possession and property ownership were the keys to civic 
virtue. In the Greek and Roman republics from whose example 
they took so many lessons, every free man had been armed so as to 
be prepared both to defend his family against outlaws and to man 
the city walls in immediate response to the tocsin warning of ap
proaching enemies. Thus did each citizen commit himself to the 
fulfillment of both his private and his public responsibilities.3I 

The very survival of republican institutions depended upon this 
moral (as well as physical) commitment-upon the moral and phys
ical strength of the armed freeholder: sturdy, independent, scrupu
lous, and upright, the self-reliant defender of his life, liberty, family, 
and polity from outlaws, oppressive officials, despotic government, 
and foreign invasion alike. That the freeholder might never have to 
use his arms in such protection mattered naught. Indeed, one basic 
tenet classical political theory took from its criminological premises 
was that of deterrence: if armed and ready the free man would be 
least likely ever to actually have to defend. 

Commitment, duty, and responsibility are also viewed as posi
tive rights because to the virtuous citizen the carrying out of respon
sibilities to family and duties to country are a right. The right of 
arms is one of the first to be taken away by tyrants, not only for the 
physical security despotism gains in monopolizing armed power in 
the hands of the state, but also for its moral effects. The tyrant 
disarms his citizens in order to degrade them; he knows that being 
unarmed 

palsies the hand and brutalizes the mind: an habitual disuse of 
physical forces totally destroys the moral; and men lose at once 
the power of protecting themselves, and of discerning the cause 
of their oppression. 32 

Thus, when Machiavelli said that "to be disarmed is to be con
temptible," he meant not simply to be held in contempt, but to de
serve it; by disarming men tyrants render them at once brutish and 
pusillanimous. 

It was in this tradition of civic virtue through armament that 
Thomas Jefferson (who believed that every boy of ten should be 
given a gun as he had been) advised his fifteen year old nephew: 

31. Kates, 82 Mich. L. Rev. at 230-2 (cited in note I). 
32. Joel Barlow, Advice to the Privileged Orders in 'he Several States of Europe: Result

ing From the Necessity and Propriety of a General Revolution in the Principle oj Government. 
ParI I 45 (1792, reprinted by Cornell U. Pr., 1956) ("Advice to the Privileged"). 
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A strong body makes the mind strong. As to the species of exer
cises, I advise the gun. While this gives a moderate exercise to 
the body, it gives boldness, enterprize and independance to the 
mind. Games played with the ball and others of that nature, are 
too violent for the body and stamp no character on the mind. 
Let your gun therefore be the constant companion of your 
walks.33 

Of course the basis for the Founders' belief in the possession of 
arms was not limited to purely moral premises. Indeed, the Foun
ders and their inteIlectuai progenitors had an almost boundless faith 
in the pragmatic, as well as the moral, impact of widespread arms 
possession. They believed in the efficacy of civilian arms possession 
as deterrent and defense against outlaws, tyrants, and foreign invad
ers alike. Madison confidently assured his feIlow-countrymen that 
a free people need not fear government because of "the advantage of 
being armed, which the Americans possess over the people of al
most every other nation."34 Arming the people is, according to 
Locke's followers Trenchard and Moyle, 

the surest way to preserve [their liberties] both at home and 
abroad, the People being secured thereby as well against the 
Domestick Affronts of any of their own [fellow] Citizens, as 
against the Foreign Invasions of ambitious and unruly 
Neighbours." 

This faith in the possession of arms buoyed up Locke and his 
English and American foIlowers against their opponents' charge 
that their advocacy of a right to resistance and even revolution 
would lead to sanguinary and internecine disorders. To the con
trary, they replied, that is what will come from disarming the peo
ple. Unchecked by the salubrious fear of its armed populace, 
government wi\1 foIlow its natural tendency to despotism. Tyran
nous ministers wi\1 push their usurpations to the point that even an 
unarmed people wi\1 rise en masse to take their rights back into 
their bloody hands regardless of casualties.3• But where the people 
are armed it would rarely, if ever, come to this for, as Thomas Paine 
asserted, "arms like laws discourage and keep the invader and plun-

33 . Thomas Jefferson to Peter Carr, August 19, 1785. in Julian P. Boyd. ed., g The 
Papers 0/ Thomas Jefferson 405, 407 (Princeton U. Press, 1953). 

34. Federalist 46 (Madison), in The Federalist Papers at 294, 299 (Arlington House. 
1966). 

35. John Trenchard & Walter Moyle, An Argument Shewing. That a Standing Army is 
Inconsistent With a Free Go~·ernmen t. and Absolutely Destructive 10 the Constitution of the 
English Monarchy 7 ( 1697) ("An Argument"). 

36. Kates, Minima/isl [nrerpretation, in Hickok, Bill 0/ Rights al 132 (cited in note 4), 
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derer in awe and preserve order in the world as well as property."37 
To avoid domestic tyranny, wrote Trenchard and Moyle, the people 
must be armed to 

stand upon [their] own Defence; which if [they] are enabled to 
do, [they] shall never be put upon it, but [their] Swords may 
grow rusty in [their] hands; for that Nation is surest to live in 
Peace, that is most capable of making War; and a Man that hath 
a Sword by his side, shall have least occasion to make use of iPS 

Whatever the merits of this deterrence theory, in other respects the 
Founders also carried their belief in the right to arms to absurdly 
utopian extremes. Writers like Timothy Dwight and Joel Barlow 
airily dismissed the dangers inherent in widespread possession of 
arms: 

[T]heir conscious dignity, as citizens enjoying equal rights, [pre
cludes armed citizens having any desire] to invade the rights of 
others. The danger (where there is any) from armed citizens, is 
only to the government, not to the society; and as long as they 
have nothing to revenge in the government (which they cannot 
have while it is in their own hands) there are many advantages in 
their being accustomed to the use of arms, and no possible 
disadvantage.39 

Even more outlandish to modern eyes is the explanation which the 
early English liberal Francis Place gave of how hatred and violence 
against the Jews were erased in eighteenth century England: 

Dogs could not be used in the streets in the manner many Jews 
were treated. One circumstance among others put an end to the 
ill-usage of the Jews ... . About the year 1787 Daniel Mendoza, a 
Jew, became a celebrated boxer and set up a school to teach the 
art of boxing as a science, the art soon spread among the young 
Jews and they became generally expert at it. The consequence 
was in a very few years seen and felt too. It was no longer safe to 
insult a Jew unless he was an old man and alone .... But even if 
the Jews were unable to defend themselves, the few who would 
now be disposed to insult them merely because they are Jews, 
would be in danger of chastisement from the passers-by and of 
punishment from the police.40 

37. Conway, ed., I Writings at S6 (cited in nOle 16). 
38. Trenchard & Moyle, An Argument at 12 (cited in note 35). 
39. Barlow, Advice to the Privileged at 17 (cited in note 32). See also Timothy Dwight, 

I Travels in New England and New York xiv (Charles Wood, London ed. IS23). 
40. Francis Place, Improvement of the Working Classes (1834), as quoted in R.K. 

Webb, Modern England: From the Eighteenth Century to the Present 115 n.14 (Dodd, Mead, 
1970) ("Modern England"). 
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The Founders' reasons for guaranteeing a right to anns for in
dividual self-protection were not limited to abstract moral precepts 
or even a utopian belief in the potential efficacy of an anned popu
lace against tyranny and mayhem. The second amendment reflects 
concrete historical circumstances which help explain why the right 
to anns in our Bill of Rights follows immediately upon the first 
amendment and precedes the third and fourth . 

Probably the most obvious political ramification of the right to 
defensive anns is the deterrent effect of the power to disann dissent
ers in a violence-ridden society. Until the early nineteenth century 
England was an enonnously violent country overrun with cut
throats, cutpurses, burglars, and highwaymen, and in which rioting 
over social and political matters was endemic. Moreover, until 
1829 it had no police. So when the seventeenth century Stuart 
Kings began selectively disarming their enemies the effect was not 
simply to safeguard the throne, but to severely penalize dissent. 
Those who had opposed the King were left helpless against either 
felons or rioters-who, by the very fact, were encouraged to attack 
them. The in terrorrem effect upon dissent of knowing that to speak 
out might render one's family defenseless while targeting them for 
every felon, and every enemy who might want to whip up riotous 
public sentiment against them, is obvious. 

Many readers in well-policed modern America may find it diffi
cult to see riot either as a socio-political phenomenon or as some
thing to which personal self-protection is relevant. Yet over many 
years riot and nightrider attacks-perpetrated while police stand 
by- have served to undercut or destroy civil rights gains, strike 
back at racial and ethnic minorities, and exclude blacks from white 
neighborhoods. It has been suggested that the availability of fire
anns for protection against private, retaliatory violence was a key to 
the Civil Rights Movement's survival in the southern United States 
of the 1950s and 1960s.41 Comparison might be made to South Af
rica where blacks, though an overwhelming majority, are subject to 
one of the world's most effective gun control campaigns.42 

The disanning of minorities or dissenters in a climate in which 
they may be subject to private violence (often encouraged by gov
ernment) has been a well-established policy in many countries in
cluding Nazi Gennany and the Soviet Union. The leading example 

41. John R. Salter and Don B. Kates. The Necessity of Access 10 Firearms by Dissenters 
Whom Government is Unwilling or Unable to Protecl, in Don B. Kates. ed., Restn"cling Hand· 
guns: The Liberal Skeptics Speak Out )85 (North River Press, 1979) ("Restricting Hand
guns"); Cottrol & Diamond, 80 Gee. L.l . at 355 (cited in note 4). 

42. See Raymond G. Kessler, Gun Control and Political Power,S Law & Policy Q. 38 1, 
399·391 (1983). 
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is the Kristallnacht, in which thousands of Jews were beaten, raped 
and/or murdered and a billion reichsmarks of Jewish property was 
looted or destroyed in nationwide riots orchestrated by the Nazi 
Party after the Jews had been excluded from gun ownership under 
German law." It is unlikely that many German Jews wanted to 
own arms, or that it would have made any difference to their even
tual fate. But it is an item of faith in Israel that one reason the Jews 
persevered and triumphed in the Middle East-where they were 
during the 1930s a far smaller minority than in Europe, and subject 
to similar violence-was because they took steps to obtain and use 
arms.44 

Rioters and vigilantes are not the only kinds of villains against 
whom the necessity of protection may be less clearly perceived to
day than it was in the age of Blackstone. No less a menace than 
rioters or outlaws was the pillaging soldier, loosed not only on for
eign populations but in his own country for political, religious, or 
social reasons or because of the King's inability to pay and thus to 
control him. Generally speaking, there was no difference in charac
ter among rioters, felons and soldiers-who were often one and ihe 
same. Often the soldier was a common criminal inducted directly 
out of jail and unleashed on the King's enemies, whether foreign or 
domestic. The perpetration of such outrages upon his critics by 
Charles I engendered the Petition of Right of 1628 and helped even
tually to bring him to the headsman. But of innumerable such ex
amples that might be cited from European history in this period, 
probably the one most remembered by eighteenth century English
men and Americans would have been the persecution that drove the 
Huguenots to their shores by the thousands. As a modem historian 
has noted, among the numerous tribulations visited in the 1690s 
upon the Huguenots in order to compel them to convert, 

the most atrocious-and effective-were the dragonnades, or bil
leting of dragoons on Huguenot families with encouragement to 
behave as viciously as they wished. Notoriously rough and un
disciplined, the enlisted troops of the dragoons spread carnage, 
beating and robbing the householders, raping the women, smash
ing and wrecking and leaving filth ... " 

43. Kates, Res/ricting Handguns at 185 (quoting official commentary on the Gennan 
Firearms Act of 1937 which explicitly excluded gun permit applications by Jews) (cited in 
note 41). See id. at 188 (statement by Hermann Goering, then head of the Gennan police: 
"Certainly I shall use the police-and most ruthlessly-whenever the Gennan people are 
hurt; but I refuse the notion that the police are protective troops for Jewish stores. The police 
protect whoever comes into Germany legitimately. but not Jewish usurers.") 

44. Personal communication with Abraham N. Tennenbaum, Israeli attorney and p<>
lice lieutenant. 

45. Barbara W. Tuchman, The March of Folly 21 (Alfred A. Knopf, I 984). 
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As Englishmen and Americans were well aware from their reading 
of Bodin, Beccaria and Montesquieu, the Huguenots had been ren
dered incapable of resisting either individually or as a group by the 
Continental policy of disarming all but the Catholic nobility. 

The need to be armed for individual protection had been 
brought home to late eighteenth century Americans by their own 
experience with the "licentious and outrageous behavior of the mili
tary" Britain sent among them during the decade of protest and 
turmoil that preceded the Revolution." As in England itself, the 
people's unwillingness to enforce smuggling laws required the state 
to use soldiers to perform the duties of the non-existent police. 
Committed to the folly of "asserting a right [to tax the colonists] 
you know you cannot exert,"47 during the 1760s and early 17705 
England dispatched ever-increasing numbers of troops as the Stamp 
Tax was added to the Navigation Acts and then succeeded by the 
Townshend Acts, the Tea Tax, etc. These soldiers (eventually oper
ating under a specially appointed British Customs Board) executed 
both ordinary warrants and the notorious Writs of Assistance under 
which they made wholesale searches of vessels, homes, vehicles, and 
warehouses, perusing goods, documents and records, all in a tumul
tuous process in which even those things not seized were often de
stroyed along with the surrounding furnishings.'s 

By 1768 the people of Massachusetts, the most radical and im
patient of the colonies, had had enough. Rendered over-confident 
by military reinforcements, the Customs Board had seized John 
Hancock's ship Liberty and then fled to a British warship for safety 
in the resulting tumult. The Customs Board's intention to continue 
the searches was evident and General Gage was calling in troops for 
that purpose from all over the colonies and Canada. Seven years of 
protest had resulted in the colonies feeling the yoke of ever-in
creased military occupation and Massachusetts' latest protest (a cir
cular letter to the other colonial legislatures urging non-payment of 
the taxes) had been met by an official demand that the letter be 
repudiated on pain of dissolution of the Massachusetts Assembly. 

So leading figures in Boston, and the town officially, advised 
the citizens that their only resource was to arm themselves for the 

46. This description is taken from A Journal of the Times (March 17, 1769), a Boston 
publication expressing the Whig point of view that was reprinted throughout the colonies and 
in England. excerpted in Oliver Dickerson. ed., BasIon Under Military Rule 79 (Chapman & 
Grimes. 1936). 

47. Lord Chesterfield. quoted in Tuchman, March of Folly at 158 (cited in note 45). 
48. For a detailed discussion of the events detailed in this and the following paragraphs. 

see Stephen P. Halbrook, Encroachments of the Crown on the Liberty of the Subject: Pre· 
Revolutionary Origins althe Second Amendment, IS U. Dayton L. Rev. 91 (1989). 
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protection of their liberty and property. An article reprinted in 
newspapers throughout the colonies alleged abuses by the soldiers 
carrying out searches "of such nature" and "carried to such 
lengths" that for " the inhabitants to provide themselves with arms 
for their defence, was a measure as prudent as it was legal .... " As 
to the legality of personal armament, the article went on to invoke 
Blackstone himself in terms that emphasize both the political nature 
of the right and its relationship to the right of self-defense: 

It is a natural right which the people have reserved to them
selves, confirmed by the [English] Bill of Rights, to keep arms for 
their own defence; and as Mr. Blackstone observes, it is to be 
made use of when the sanctions of society and law are found 
insufficient to restrain the violence of oppression.49 

The denouement, of course, was an ever-escalating series of in
cidents between the colonists and troops attempting to enforce the 
taxes and customs duties and to suppress protest of them. The Bos
ton Massacre, General Gage's confiscation of the arms stored at 
Lexington and Concord, and his subsequent attempt to disarm the 
entire populace of Boston are among the most important of the inci
dents that propelled the colonies into revolution. 

The desirability of citizens arming themselves against illegal 
search may seem doubtful to modem Americans enjoying the bene
fits of a vigilant judiciary and police of a character far better than 
the soldiery known to our forefathers. But to eighteenth century 
Americans, the course of pre-Revolution British policy only con
firmed the necessity of every free citizen having access to arms: "to 
disarm the people" said George Mason later, "was the best and ef
fectual way to enslave them.">o This imagery of "enslavement" and 
the possession of arms as the guarantee against it appears through
out the writings of Sidney, Locke and their disciples up to and in
cluding the Founders, forming a consistent theme consisting of the 
following propositions: every free man has an inalienable right to 
defend himself against robbery and murder-or enslavement, which 
partakes of both; the difference between a slave and a free man is 
the latter's possession of arms which allows him to exercise his right 
of self-defense; for government to disarm the citizen is not just to 
rob him of his property and liberty, it is the first step toward "en
slaving" him, by robbing him of all his property and all his liberties. 
In America from the immediate pre-Revolutionary period through 

49. From A Journal a/the Times (March 17, 1769), excerpted in Dickerson, ed. , Boslon 
Under Military Rule at 79 (cited in note 46). 

50. Jonathan Elliott, 3 Debates in the Se l1eraJ State Conllentions 380 (J.B. Lippincott, 2d 
ed. 1836). 
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the debates over the Constitution, this equation of personal self-pro
tection with resistance to tyranny--{)f self-protection against the 
slave trader to self-protection against "enslavement" by govern
ment-recurs again and again." 

In evaluating how such statements relate to the concept of self
protection it is also essential to remember that the imagery of a man 
defending himself against abduction by a slaver was not the mere 
figure of speech it might seem to us. Locke, Sidney and their con
temporaries lived in a world in which human slavery was a gro
tesque reality; the Founders lived among, and upon the labor of, a 
people many of whom were being held under duress. At least some 
of the Founders were acutely conscious of the inconsistency be
tween their noble declamations about their own freedom and their 
actual conduct regarding the enslavement of others. In invoking 
the right to resist "enslavement" they were analogizing to a situa
tion conceived quite literally in terms of a right and need for direct 
personal self-defense. 

This background suggests why Blackstone saw political over
tones in the right to arms, coupling his discussion of it to rights that 
are plainly political in nature. It helps explain why in the Bill of 
Rights arms follows religion, expression, press and petition-and is 
followed by the third amendment guarantee against quartering of 
soldiers and the fourth against unreasonable searches and seizures. 
In view of this background, two other connections between the 
fourth, third, and second amendments merit mention: First, in both 
French and English experience, searches and seizures would gener
ally have been carried out by soldiery rather than by civil authori
ties; second, the castle doctrine which the fourth amendment 
enunciates ("a man's home is his castle and his defense") originated 
in caselaw exonerating freeholders who had killed intruders.s2 In 
short, not only are these rights phrased in substantially identical 
terms (the first, second, and fourth amendments all speak in terms 
of rights "of the people"), but their roots, and the situations in 
which they were visualized as operating, are closely identified. 

The self-defense origins of the second amendment are thus 
many and complex. Natural law philosophers saw self-defense as 
the primary natural right. From it they adduced a variety of other 
rights (for both individuals and collectivities), the most obvious and 
closely related being the right to arms. These connections were par
ticularly important to Lockeans and their progeny down to and in-

51. See Maier, From Resistance to Reyoiulion (cited in note 9). 
52. See Kates, 82 Mich. L. Rev. at 205 (cited in note I), and cases cited therein at note 

s. 
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cluding the Founders. They saw killings, maimings, assaults, 
despoilation and raping as equally criminal whether the perpetra
tors were apolitical outlaws or "lewd Villains" serving a "wicked 
Magistrate." Viewing despotic impositions and terrorization of the 
people as a species of criminal usurpation, the Founders saw the 
rights of individual arms possession and resistance, and of collective 
revolution where necessary, as aspects of the right to self-defense. 
At the same time the Lockeans believed widespread popular posses
sion of arms to be a powerful deterrent to political and apolitical 
crime alike. 

No less important in shaping the amendment was the Anglo
American legal tradition (as the Founders understood it) which was 
influential both in its own right and as support for the view of the 
right to arms which the Founders took from classical political phi
losophy. In that tradition there were no police and the very idea of 
empowering government to place an armed force in constant watch 
over the populace was vehemently rejected as a paradigm of abhor
rent French despotism.>3 Notwithstanding the evident need for 
municipal police, it would be another forty-fifty years before police 
were commissioned in either English or American cities. Even then 
they were specifically forbidden arms, under the view that if these 
were needed they could call armed citizens to their aid. (Ironically, 
the only gun control in nineteenth century England was the policy 
forbidding police to have arms while on duty.)" 

In the absence of a police, the American legal tradition was for 
responsible, law abiding citizens to be armed and to see to their own 
defense, and for most military age males to chase down criminals in 
response to the hue and cry and to perform the more formal police 
duties associated with their membership in the posse comitatus and 
the militia. It was the possession of arms in these contexts which 
the second amendment constitutionalized. "The right" to arms re
fers to that which pre-existed in American common and statutory 
law, i.e., the legal right to possess arms which was enjoyed by all 
responsible, law-abiding individuals, including both militiamen and 
those exempt from militia service (the clergy, women, conscientious 
objectors and men over the age of militia service). 

53. See Tuchman, March of Folly at 148 (cited in note 44); see a1so Webb, Modem 
England at 184 (cited in note 40). 

54. The British tradition of unarmed policing persists to this day because crime, partie· 
ularly violent crime. fell rapidly throughout nineteenth century England; in contrast, as 
American violence increased police seized the right to be anned by refusing to patrol un
aone(!. Colin Greenwood. Firearms Control: A Study of Armed Crime and Fireanns Centrol 
in England and Wales, ch. I (Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1971); Mom, Firearms Use, in Kates, 
Firearms and Violence at 496-500 (cited in note 21). 
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Nor should it be thought that the Founders would necessarily 
have repudiated their belief in the right of self-defense---and of indi
viduals to be anned for self-defense---if they had anticipated the re
placement of the militia and posse comitatus by modem police 
agencies. They knew of the Stuarts' attempts to penalize dissent by 
disarming their opponents in an era of rampant crime and violence. 
Nor would it have seemed prudent to rely on the state as protector 
(rather than exploiter) of its unarmed citizens, given the examples 
of the Customs Board, and of General Gage's troops and the sol
diery generally, in eighteenth century America or Stuart England 
and Bourbon France. Rather those examples confirmed both the 
criminologically based worldview of classical philosophy and its 
foundation in the even more ancient dictum that just and popular 
governments rest upon widespread popular possession of arms. Ba
sic to tyrants is the "habit of distrusting the masses, and the policy, 
consequent upon it, of depriving them of arms. "s> 

55. Ernest Barker. ed. & tr., The Politics of Aristotle 237 (Oxford U. Press. 1972). 
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Assault Rifle Legislation: Unwise 
and Unconstitutional 

In the wake of tragic shooting incidents involving semiautomatic 
rifles, the media has discovered an "assault weapon" problem in the 
United States. Time magazine subtitled its February 6, 1989 cover 
story "America' s streets become free-fire zones as police, criminals, 
and terrified citizens wield more and ever deadlier guns.'" The story 
included pictures of the coffins of the victims of the Stockton "mas
sacre," as well as a timeline chart entitled, "Calendar of senseless 
shootings." As a dramatic climax, the article reproduced a photograph 
of a police officer holding up the "assault rifle" used by Patrick Purdy 
to fire into the yard of a Stockton, California schoo!.' The Time 
reporters, caught in the emotion of the Stockton shootings, promptly 
set out their agenda of "what should be done" about the "assault 
weapon" problem. Their first proposal was, of course, that "[t]he 
Federal Government should ban outright the import or sale of 
paramilitary weapons to civilians.'" 

Reporters covering the Stockton shootings placed the blame for 
this tragic event on the semiautomatic weapons misused during the 
course of the shootings. Patrick Purdy killed himself, and it remains 
far easier to damn the inanimate objects that he left behind than to 
cope with the general social problems surrounding such incidents or 
the more specific criminality of a disturbed individual. However, un
derstandable media and public sympathies have generated an unwise 
legislative response to the alleged "assault weapon" problem. On the 
federal, state, and local levels, legislators have hastily drafted and 
passed bills concerning "assault weapons," particularly when such ef
forts have been cast as being "anti-drug.'~ 

t . Church. The Other Arms Race. TIME. Feb. 6. 1989. al 20. 
2. {d. aI 20, 22-23. 
3. {d. at 26. 

4. See, e.g. , The Antidrug. Assault Weapons Limitati on Act of 1989, S. REP. No. 160. IOlst. 
Cong., 151. Sess. 6·8 (1989) (hereinafter SENATE REPORT] (introduced by Senator DeConcini to reduce 
semiautomatic fireanns abuse by drug traffickers and violent criminals); Roben.i -Roos Assault Weapons 
Control Act of 1989. CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 12275-12290 (West 1990) (hereinarter Roberti-Roos]; MD. 
ANN. CODE an. 27 §§ 442. 481 E (1989) (placing greater restrictions on 17 varieties or" assault weapons," 
and providing punishments for failure 10 comply orancmpls 10 evade); COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 16· 11 · 103. 
-11 -303. -13-309 (1989) (finding that aClion was necessary for the immediate preservation of the public 
peace, health. and safety, and prov iding mandatory sentencing for use of an "assault weapon" during 
the commission of violent crimes, such as drive by shootings); 1989 Aa. Sess. Law Serv o 89-306 (West 
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It is the purpose of this note to show that, first, legislation of this 
"anti-assault weapon" genre is unnecessary and will be ineffective. 
Second, this note will argue that, even if legislatures choose to pass 
such unwise legislation, the results of their efforts will be unconsti
tutional. Third, this note will propose solutions to the problems as
sociated with the criminal misuse of semiautomatic firearms. 

I. THE UNWISE LEGISLATIVE REsPONSE 

A. Federal, State, and Local Legislation 

Several members of Congress have sponsored bills to correct the 
perceived "assault weapon" problem.' Senator DeConcini's proposed 
"Anti-Drug Assault Weapons Limitation Act of 1989," ("S. 747"), 
is fairly typical of many legislative efforts. S. 747 would ban transfer, 
importation, or possession of any "assault weapon." "Assault weapon" 
is defined as any of nine types of semiautomatic firearms, including 
"all models" of the Avotomat Kalishnikovs, commonly referred to as 
"AK-47's.'" This prohibition does not apply to any lawful possession 
of such a weapon before the effective date of the law so long as the 
owner complies with a further registration requirement.' Knowing 
failure to register such an "assault weapon" is punishable by a $1,000 
fine and/or six months in prison.' Use of an "assault weapon," as 
defined in the bill, in the commission of a crime of violence or a drug 

1989) (creating a Florida Commission on Assault Weapons 10 "combat the unlawful use of assault 
weapons in the state" ). 

On February 7. 1989, only three weeks after the January 17. 1989. Stockton schoolyard incident. 
Los Angeles passed an "emergency ordinance" that outlawed the sale or possession of assau lt weapons 
within cily limilS. "Assault weapon" was defined as "a weapon with a magazine of twenty rounds or 
more that is able to fire single rounds rapidly with each pull of the trigger." Owners of these fircanns 
were given IS days from the effective dale of February 8. 1989.10 render thei r guns inoperable or tum 
them overta police for destruction. L.A. Times. Feb. 8, 1989. at 120. col. I. 

5. See Assault Weapon Control Act of 1989. S. 386. IOl st Cong .. 1st Sess .. 135 CONGo REC. 
S1361-62 (daily ed. Feb. 8. 1989) (introduced by Senalor Mctzenbaum); "Assault Weapon Imparl 
Control ACl o/ 1989," 1989: Hearings all H.R. 1154 Be/ore the Sllhcomm. on Trade a/the HOllse Comm. 
on Ways and Means. IOlst Cong .. 1st Sess. 4-10 (1989) (hereinafter Hearings! (H.R. 1154 was 
introduced by Representative Gibbons). For a helpful chan summarizing the provisions of several 
currently proposed federal "Assaul! Weapon" statutes, see Bea. Semiautomatic Military-Style Firearms: 
Proposed Statutory Defillitions, CRS REPORT FOR CONGRESS 89-4 15 GOY (July II . 1989). 

6. SENATE REPORT. supra note 4, at 6. 
7. Id. at 7. 
8. Id. 
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trafficking crime carries a ten year punishment in addition to the 
punishment for the commission of the underlying offense.' 

Other legislation on the federal and state level has attempted to 
define "assault weapon" by magazine capacity, military styling, or, as 
in S. 747, by the brand name." State and local efforts have been passed 
more hastily. For example , California now has both state and 
municipal ordinances in place to address the alleged "assault weapon" 
problem." Even so, little evidence exists that state legislation, or Con
gressional action on bills like S. 747, is necessary or will be effective. 

B. The Problem of Definition 

Current legislation includes incorrect and misleading definitions 
of the "assault weapons" that it targets. Indeed, definitional problems 
in bills such as S. 747 are so serious that they would result in the 
failure to remove any particularly dangerous class of weapons from 
the public sphere. 

Semiautomatic weapons require that the shooter pull the trigger 
for each shot fired. After each shot, the gasses produced by the ignition 
of a cartridge cycle the action and chamber another cartridge. When 
the shooter pulls the trigger again, the same "self-loading" occurs, and 
the firearm is again ready for firing. I' Semiautomatic rifles were 
prevalent in the early 1900's, and until the Second World War were 

9. Id.at 6-7 . 

10. See Assault Weapon Control Act or 1989. S. 386. lOlst. Cong .. 1st Scss., 135 CONGo REC. 

51362 (daily ed. Feb. 8. 1989) (listing approximately eight brands of firearms considered "assau ll 

weapons" and then including in the defi nition "any other semiautomatic firearm with a fi xed magazine 

capacity exceeding ten rounds ... and ... any other shotgun with a fixed magazine. cylinder. or drum 

capacity exceeding six rounds. "); Roberti-Roos. supra nOle 4. at § 12276 (defining "assault weapons" 

by trade names in thrcecategories ofrines . pistols. and shotgu ns, and including in the definition similar 

firearms that have military-style mod ifications such as folding stocks or bayonet mounts, or that have 

other alterations in such features as barrel or clip size): COLO. REv. STAT. § 16- 11 -103 (1989) (defining 

"assault weapon" as "any semiautomatic cente r fire fireann that is equipped with a detachable magazine 

with a capacity of twenty or more rounds of ammu nition ... "): SENATE REPORT. supra note 4. at 6 (S. 

747 defines "assault weapon" with nine categories of weapons listed by brand names including, for 

example. the Norinco AK-47 copy. and the Colt AR- 15.). 

II . See, e.g., Roberti-Roos. mpra note 4, at § 12276. For an in depth look at the dynamics of the 

legislative process in passing Californi a state restrict ions. see LA. Times. May 5. 1989, at II . cols. 5-6. 

It is interesting to note that this new piece of legislation was in place on ly a few mOnl hs after the January 

17. 1989 Stockton Schoolyard shootings. Foradiscussion of the Los Angelescmergcncy ban on "assault 

weapons" that was passed only three weeks after the Stock ton shootings, see supra note 4. 

12. Hearings, supra note 5. at 10, 114-15. 
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usually chambered for large cartridges that were effective at long 
ranges but generated tremendous recoil. \3 

Fully automatic weapons, or "machine guns," employ the same 
sort of self-loading action as semiautomatic weapons, but they do not 
require a pull of the trigger for each shot. Machine guns will discharge 
every round in the magazine as long as the trigger is depressed. Until 
the 1950's, hand-held machine guns were primarily chambered for 
small pistol cartridges that were effective at short ranges and generated 
controllable amounts of recoil at high cyclic rates of fue. 14 

During the Second World War, strategists envisioned a new type 
of rifle that would have the advantages of both semiautomatic and fully 
automatic designs. Firearms engineers realized that such a weapon 
would have to use a medium-sized cartridge that would have longer 
effective ranges than the traditional machinegun cartridge but would 
still generate controllable levels of recoil." The Germans won the race 
to introduce this new "assault rifle." In 1942, as Soviet troops sur
rounded the crack unit Kamp!gruppe Scherer, German aircraft dropped 
in crates of the new Maschinerkarabiner 42 (Mkb 42)." These rifles 
chambered the mid-size 7.92 x 33 millimeter cartridge and had a selec
tor switch that allowed soldiers to use them either as fully automatic 
or semiautomatic weapons." The Kamp!gruppe shot its way out of 
the trap with the new Mkb 42' s, and military experts around the world 
began to note the merits of selective fire assault rifles. IS In 1947, the 
Soviet Union accepted Colonel Mikhail Kalashnikov' s design for an 
assault rifle. This Avotomat Kalashnikova of 1947 (AK-47) chambered 
the medium-sized 7.62 x 39 millimeter cartridge. This weapon, at the 
flip of a selector switch, operated in either a fully or semiautomatic 

13 . Edward Ezell, a curator at the Smithsonian. provides a detailed history of the development of 
the assault rifl e. One of the motivations for designing the new rifle was that "most standard infanuy 
rifles of the 1939-1945 era were capable of delivering a lethal projectile to ranges greater than twelve 
hundred meters . .. and ... the recoil forces (" kick") from such weapon/ammunition combinations 
were generally heavy." E. EzELL. THE AK-47 STORY 98·99 (1986). Ezell notes that rapid fire with 
these cartridges was virtually unmanageable. See also I. Hooo. THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
FIREARMS 314 (1987) (slaling Ihat"the standard military cartridge . .. was capable of delivering accurate 
fire to ranges of up to 2000 yards"). 

14 . See generally. E. EZElL, supra note 13, at 94- 124 (Ezell notes that "[tJhe submachinegun 
possessed a high rate of fire .. .. but it fired relatively low-powered pistol cartridges. Such ammunition 
had very limited striking power and was generally good only for very c1ose-quaner combat"). Id. at 
96-9S. 

IS . Id. at 99. 
16. /d. at 95. 
17. Id. 
IS. Id. 
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mode. I' Many other nations, including the United States, rushed to 
produce assault weapons that also employed medium-sized cartridges 
that had this selective fire capability .20 

Private citizens in the United States cannot purchase any of these 
assault weapons because they are capable of fully automatic fire. 
Weapons capable of fully automatic machine gun fire have been regu
lated heavily in the United States since 1934 and private sale or pos
session of these weapons has been completely banned since May, 
1986." 

Many firearms manufacturers have offered semiautomatic-only 
copies of military rifles for civilian use." These rifles provide civilian 
owners with all of the benefits of new, highly-reliable designs without 
illegal, fully automatic capability." These military-style semi
automatics have been mislabeled as "assault weapons" by legislators 
attempting to bring about greater regulation of the ownership of semi
automatic firearms" For example, Senator DeConcini included a sec
tion in S. 747 defining nine base types or patterns of semiautomatic 
firearms as "assault weapons."" Seven of the categories of weapons 
include rifles, two of the categories include pistols, and one category 
includes shotguns." In labeling any of these firearms "assault 
weapons" the bill's definitional section is misleading. 

19. Id." 112. 

20. See id. at 94-124. 

21. 18 U.S.c. § 922(b)(4) (Supp. v 1987). 

22. See, e.g., GUNS & AMMO 1990 ANN. ISSUE [hereinafter GUNS & A MMO]. This issue includes a 
complete fi rearms catalog and manufacturer's directory for 1990. The section entitled Sem;aulomtllic 

Centerfire includes 33 military·style. semiautomatic rifles. 

23. These weapons are very difficult to comcn to fully automatic fire . For example, B.A.T.F. 
testimony has indicate-d thai it requires additional pans and special tools to alter an AKS copy of the 
AK-47 to full-auto. See infra note 29. Not suprisingly, Los Angeles police offi cers testified that they 
have neverconfisc8tcd an Vzi or AK-47 copy Ihal had been converted to fully-automatic fire. Hearings, 
supra note 5, at 67-68. 

24. SENATE REPORT, supra note 4, at 16. 

25. S. 747 defines "assault weapon" in section 3 as "(A) Norinco. Mitchell. Poly Technologies 
Avtomat Kalashnikovs (all mode ls). (B) Action Arms Israeli Military Industries UZI and Galil. (C) 
Beretta AR-70.(SC-70), (D) Colt AR-15 and Car-15, (E) Fabrique Nationale FN/FAL, FNILAR, and 
FNC. (F) MAC 10 and MAC I I, (G) Steyer AUG. (H) INTRATECTEC-9, and (1) Street Sweepcrand 
Striker 12. Id. at 6. Section 3 further provides that "(tJhe Secretary. in consultation with the Attorney 
General. may, when appropriate. recommend to the Congress the addition or deletion of firearms to be 

designated as assau lt weapons." /d. 
26. S. 747 assaull weapon categories (A),(B),(C),(D),(E), and (G) include rifles. calegories (F) and 

(H) include pistols, and category (t) includes shotguns). See S/lpra note 25; for descriptions and current 
market information, see generally GUNS & AMMO, supra note 22. Since rifles like the AK-471ook-alikes 
have been the focus of much of the "assault weapon" debate, this note will primarily focus on the 
legitimacy of "assault rifle" restrictions. However, much of the discussion is equally applicable to the 
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Senator DeConcini 's nine types of assault weapons are not assault 
weapons at all; these weapons are only capable of semiautomatic frre. 27 

-"' This definitional problem is more than a semantic quibble because it 
can limit any possibility that the so-called "assault weapon" legislation 
will alleviate the problems targeted in its passage. Legislating against 
semiautomatic firearms that happen to look like military weapons does 
not draw any meaningful distinctions between those firearms that are 
banned as "assault weapons" and those that are not." 

1. The Lack of Functional Distinctions-Little functional dif
ference exists between military look-alike semiautomatic frrearms and 
semiautomatic frrearms of a more traditional design." Both styles of 
weapons are self-loading and capable of firing simi lar types of 
cartridges.3

• Some bills, such as Senator Howard Metzenbaum's S.386, 
have tried to use magazine capacity in distinguishing between accept
able semiautomatics and "assault weapons."" However, a distinction 

shotgun and pistol categories that are lumped together with rifles under the catch-all label "assault 
weapons." 

n. See id. For an concrete example of the mislabeling. nole the controversy surrounding the 
AK-47 assault rifle. The Soviet madeAK-47. as discussed above, was designed as a true military assault 
rifle with selective fire capability. Since it can func tion as a fu lly-automatic weapon, the private 
purchase of an AK-47 has been banned since May of 1986. The weapons repeatedly called AK-47's 
by a confused press and legislil tors are not AK-47's at all . but are semiautomatic-only look-alikes of 
the true Soviet military rifles. Patrick Purdy did not use an AK-47. He used a Chinese, semiautomatic 
copy of the AKA7 known as the AKM-56S. See 135 CONGo REc. S I870 (daily ed .. Feb. 28. 1989) 
(Purdy used a semiautomalic copy of an AK-47 design that is not functionally distingu ishable from 
other semiautomatic hunting riOes.). For a blatant example ofthe confusion about the AK-47. see infra 
lext accompanying notes 99-102. Some have speculated that those attempting to pass legislation like 
S. 747 are nol eager to correct the misperceptions. See infra text accompanying note 103. 

28. Several senators noted. "TIle Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco. and Fireanns has no definition of 
' assault weapon.' The military definition-a selective fire weapon capable of firi ng in either an 
automatic or a semiautomatic modo-is inapplicable to the commercial arena." See SENATE REPORT. 

supra note 4 . at 16. The senators also stated that the definition was inapplicable because mili tary-style 
semiautomatics are not distinguishable in function or in dangerousness from other more traditional 
semiautomatic designs. rd. at 17. 

29. Accordi ng 10 the testimony of B.A.T,F. before the Senate. 

{tIhe AK-47 is a select fire weapon capable of firing 600 rou nds per minute on full 
automatic and 40 rounds per minute on semi automatic. The AKS and AK-47 are 
similar in appearance. The AK-47 is an NFA type weapon. hav ing been manufactured 
as a machine gun. The AKS is difficult to convert. requiring additional parts and some 
machinery . .. The AKS is a semiautomatic that. except for its deadly military ap
pearance. is no different from other semiautomatic rifl es. As a mailer of faCI, the 
identical fireann w ith a sport stock is available and. in appearance. no di fferen t than 
other so-called sporting weapons. 

Hearings. supra note 5. at 70; see also Milek . Shooting Bench. GUNS & AMMO. November. 1989. al 16 
(stating that, for example, the military-style HK-91 is just a like-chambered variant of the HK-770 
Sporter, and that there are no real differences between weapons labeled as "assauil weapons" and 
sponing rifles such as the semiautomatic Remington ModeJ 7400 Sporter). 

30. See Milek, supra nole 29, at 16. 
3 1. See supra note 10. 
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based on the ability of a weapon to accept a large magazine is pointless 
because any weapon capable of accepting a box magazine can utilize 
a magazine of indeterminate capacity." A distinction based on the size 
of magazines commonly used in a firearm is also meaningless.33 Since 
it requires only about 1.5 seconds to change a magazine, no reason 
exists to believe that, for example, a weapon with two fifteen round 
magazines is functionally distinguishable from one equipped with three 
ten round magazines. J4 

2. Not Distinguishable in Dangerousness-Firearms deemed "as
sault weapons" in current bills are no more dangerous than many other 
firearms that these bills do not regulate." As Congressional testimony 
indicated, common hunting shotguns that are not even semiautomatic 
are potentially more lethal when misused than military-style semi
automatics." The Winchester Model Twelve "pump" shotgun can fire 
six "00 buckshot" shells, containing large, .33 caliber shotgun bullets, 
in three seconds." Since each "buckshot" shell contains twelve of 
these .33 caliber bullets, the non-semiautomatic Winchester shotgun 
can fire seventy-two potentially lethal bullets in three seconds.38 The 
Remington Model 1100 l2-gauge shotgun is a popular semiautomatic 
duck hunting gun," and it can dispatch 72 buckshot bullets in two and 
one half seconds.'· The rate of fire of a semiautomatic copy of the 
AK-47 is forty shots per minute" Either the Model 12 or the Model 

32 . Hearings, SlIpra nOlc 5, al 68. 
33. 135 CONGo REC. S 1870 (da;ly cd. Feb. 28. 1989). 
34. One witness testified that magazine limits are inherently futile because criminals would either 

disregard them and employ larger magazines or tape smaller ones end to end to achieve the same effect. 
The witness concluded that "it would make almost as much sense to prohibit tape as 10 limit thcquantities 
of these magazines." Hearings. supra note 5, at 62. 

35. 135 CONGo Roc. Sl873 (da;ly cd. Feb. 28.1989). 
36. [d. 
37 . Id. Set! also Steele. GunsforToday's Deleer;",!s . PETERSON'S HANDGUNS, October 1989. at 56, 

60 (stating that Fede ral Witness protection teams have choscn Remington Model 870 pump shotguns 
because "the shotgun at close range comes closer in achieving total stopping efficiency than anything 
else"). 

38. 135 CONGo RE<. S l 873 (daHy cd. Feb. 28. 1989). 
39. Handgun Control Inc. co-chairman Nelson Shields uses this shotgun for hunting. /d. 
40. [d . 
4 t. See supra note 29. See also E. EzELL. supra nOle 13. aI 164 (giving a complete table of rates 

of fire for the AK-47 and AKM designs in full and semiautomatic modes). 
11 is also interesting 10 note thai the bullets fired by lhe AK-47 look-alikes are designed 10 avoid 

lethal wounds and are consequently less deadly than many fired by sporting-style weapons. Col. Martin 
L. Fackler. M.D .. Director of the United Stales Marine Corps Wound Ballistics Lab, stated that 

Imlilitary bullets are designed to limit ti ssue di sruption-to wound rather than kill. The 
full -metal-jacketed bullet is actu ally more effective for most warfare; it removes the 
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1100 shotguns, neither of which is currently considered an "assault 
weapon," is potentially more dangerous than the proscribed weapons 
that have a more evil-looking "military" styling." As Los Angeles 
County Sheriff Sherman Block stated, "Semiautomatic assault weapons 
in their present legal incarnations are not inherently more deadly than 
their more conventional hunting-style cousins.'~3 Current legislation 
that attempts to ban these improperly defined classes of "assault 
weapons" will not remove any unusually dangerous weapons from the 
public sphere. 

C. Anti-Assault Rifle Statutes are Unnecessary 

Legislatures have expressed several common motivations in pass
ing statutes restricting military "look-alike" semiautomatic rifles. 
Senator DeConcini, in introducing S. 747, claimed that assault weapons 
were the "weapons of choice" of gangs and drug dealers, and suggested 
that his bill would reduce the "carnage" created by individuals engaged 
in the illegal drug trade" Indeed, the stated purpose of S. 747 is to 
"reduce the number of deaths and injuries attributable to assault-type 
semi-automatic firearms abuse by drug traffickers and violent 
criminals.'~' With a similar flourish, the California legislature passed 
the "Roberti-Roos Assault Weapons Control Act of 1989," a more ex
tensive ban than S. 747, after finding that rapid-fire assault weapons 

one hit and those needed to care for him . .. newspaper descriptions comparing their 
effects with a grenade exploding in the abdomen . .. must cause lhe thinking individual 
to ask: ... how is it possible that 29 children and one tcacher out of 35 hit in the 
Stockton schoolyard survi ved . .. ., If producers of assault rifles had advertised their 
effects as depicted by the media, they would be liable to prosecution under truth-in
advertising laws. 

Wall S1. J .• April 10. 1989, at A13. col. 1 (leiter to lIle editor); see also Maddox. Facts Don', Seem 10 

Malter in AK-47 Debate. Charlotte Observer. Oct. 29. 1989. at B I, col s. 2-4 (noting that the pUl}X)st of 
military-style AK-47 fire is: "to wound rather than kill"). 

42. 135 CONGo REc. S1873·74 (daily cd. Feb. 28. 1989). 

43. L.A. Times. Feb. 24. 1989. at V6. col. 3. Block also stated that Patrick Purdy could have 
"wreaked equal havoc" in Stockton with a number of other more common semiautomatics. and that "a 
semiautomatic rifle is a semiautomatic rifle, whether it was designed for military or other purposes. and 
the reality is that semiautomatic military weapons have been available for many years. certainly since 
World War n." [d. 

44. 135 CONGo REc. S3634 (daily cd. April II, 1989). Other witnesses have testified to Congress 
last year, when the Brady Bill was under consideration. that the "Saturday night special" was the weapon 
of choice of drug dealers. Hearings, supra note 6. at 62. 

45. SENATE REPoRT. supra note 4. at 1-2. TIle title of S. 747 is '''The Antidrug. Assault Weapons 
Limitation Act of 1989." 
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Washington's Inspector General, Baron Von Steuben, proposed a 
"select militia" of 21,000 that would be given government issue arms 
and special government training.' " When the proposed Constitution 
was presented for debate, anti-Federalists complained that it would 
allow for the withering of the citizen militia in favor of the virtual 
standing army of a "select militia.,,132 Richard Henry Lee, in his wide
ly-read Letters from the Federal Farmer to the Republican, warned 
ratifiers that a select militia had the same potential to deprive civil 
liberties as a standing army. He believed that a constitution must in
sure that a general militia of the able-bodied citizenry guards the "solid 
interest of the community." Lee stated, "[T]o preserve liberty, it is 
essential that the whole body of the people always possess arms .... ,,133 

Federalists promoting the new Constitution allayed fears of select 
militias and Congresses' broad powers to "raise armies" under Article 
I, section 8. They claimed that Americans would have nothing to fear 
from either type of army since American citizens were universally 
armed. "4 Noah Webster, in the first major Federalist pamphlet, at
tempted to calm Pennsylvania anti-Federalists with this argument: 

Before a standing army can rule, the people must be disarmed; as 
they are in almost every kingdom in Europe. The supreme power 
in America cannot enforce unjust laws by the sword; because the 
whole body of the people are armed, and constitute a force 
superior to any bands of regular troops that can be, on any 
pretence, raised in the United States. '" 

James Madison, who later drafted the second amendment, noted 
in Federalist 46 "the advantage of being armed, which the Americans 
possess over the people of almost every other nation .... ,,'36 He then 
chided the nations of Europe for being "afraid to trust their people 
with anns,,,137 

Many convention delegates that ratified the Constitution expressed 
discontent over the Federalists' assurances about existing protection of 
the right to possess arms.'" New Hampshire delegates passed the key 
ninth vote that ratified the Constitution after an assurance that a Bill 
of Rights would be drafted with a protection for the right of individuals 

131. /d. at 600. 
132. {d. al6OQ.15. 

133. R. LEE. LETrERS FROM THE FEDERAL F ARMER TO THE R EPUB LICAN 124 ( 1977). 

134. Hardy, supra note 117, aI599. 
135. Id. 
136. T.H.E FEDERALIST No. 46, at 2990, Madison) (c. Rossiter ed . 1961). 
137. Id. 
138. Hardy, supra note 117. at 604. 
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dividual rights view: each citizen has a constitutional right to bear 

arms. 
1. The Framers' Intent-In 1982, the Senate Subcommittee on 

the Constitution noted that when James Madison drafted the second 
amendment, he "did not write upon a blank tablet.,,' 20 The English 
and Colonial history that predated the Bill of Rights affirmed an in
dividual right, if not a duty, to own firearms. '" The English back
ground of the individual right to possess weapons dates back to the 
reign of King Alfred the Great in 690 A.D. '" Under King Alfred, 
every free male was required by law to possess the weapons of an 
infantryman and serve in the citizen militia.'n By the late 1600's, the 
English Bill of Rights declared that the people could "have arms for 
their defense," a guarantee of the individual right to possess firearms.' " 

The English colonies in America quickly established an individual 
right to bear arms that paralleled the developments in England. '" In 
1658, the Virginia House of Burgesses required every householder to 
have a functioning firearm.'" Colonial recognition of the right, and 
duty, to bear arms eventually aided the effort to break with England. 
When the number of British soldiers increased in the colonies, colonists 
asserted their right to own firearms in order to defend their liberties. '" 
As the New York Journal Supplement proclaimed in 1769, "It is a 
natural right which the people have reserved for themselves, confirmed 
by their Bill of Rights, to keep arms for their own defense."' " The 
Revolutionary War strengthened the colonists' beliefs about the impor
tance of an individual right to bear arms.'29 

After the successful revolution, the maintenance of a citizen militia 
was a primary concern of the framers of the Constitution."· General 

120. SENATE SUBCOMM. ON THE CONSTITlTI'ION OF DiE Cm.1M. ON THE JUDIOARY. 97TH CONG .• 20 

SESS .• ThE RIGHT TO KEEP AND BEAR ARMS 6 (Comm. Print 1982) [hereinafter SUBCOMM. ON THE 
CONSTmrrION]. 

121. ld. 
122. Hardy, supra note 117, at 562. Hardy provides a useful history of the second amendment that 

traces its development back through early English history. 
123. ld. 
124. SUBCOMM. ON THE CONSTInmON , supra note 120, at 3. 
125. Hardy, supra note 117, at 588 . 
126. ld. 
127 . Id. at 589-90. 
128. ld. 
129. "The experience afthe Revolution thus strengthened the colonial pcrceplionof a link between 

individual annament and individual freedom. The colonists . who perceived themselv. as staunch 
Whigs. continued to see free individual armament as Whig dogma." Id. at 593. 

130. Id. at 600-15. 
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The debate over current gun control proposals has generated dif
ferent theories about the meaning of this amendment.'" Advocates of 
gun control legislation often espouse a "collective rights" interpretation 
of the second amendment, while opponents of gun control legislation 
adhere to an "individual rights" theory.' l3 

Under the collective rights interpretation, only a state's well-regu
lated militia possesses any right to bear arms. "Militia" is usually 
defined as state police and national guard units.' 14 Therefore, no in
dividual citizen has a constitutional right to own a firearm.'" The 
second amendment prohibits only the federal government from unduly 
burdening a state's effort to arm its national guard units or its police 
forces. A recent law journal article highlighted the net effects of the 
collective rights approach. It stated that " [t]echnically, ... Congress 
could prohibit private ownership of all firearms without violating the 
second amendment."1 16 

The "individual rights" theory of the second amendment grants 
each citizen of the United States the right to keep and bear arms.'" 
Under this interpretation, federal or state governments would violate 
the second amendment by unduly burdening an individual's right to 
possess a firearm.'" This note argues that the "right to bear arms" is 
an individual right and that this right extends to possessing mi!itary
style semiautomatics. Current "assault rifle" legislation unduly bur
dens this right and is, therefore, unconstitutional. 

A. The Individual Right to Bear Arms 

Several federal courts have accepted the collective rights theory 
of the second amendment.'" However, available historical evidence 
and the majority of second amendment jurisprudence supports the in-

112. Note. The Canstifuriona/lmplications afGun Control and Several Realistic Gun Control 
Proposals, 17 AM. J. CRIM. L. 19.30-32 (1989) (authored by Mark Udululch). 

113. Id. 
114. See Lund. The Second Amendment, Political Ubeny. and Ihe RighI to Self-Preservation, 39 

ALA. L. REv. 103. 106 (1987); Hardy. infra note 117.31560. 
115. Note. supra nOle 112, 3132. 

116. Id. 

117. See Hardy. Anned Citizens, Citizen Armies: Toward a Jurisprudence of 'he Second Amend
ment. 9 H ARV. 1.L. & Pua. POL'Y 559, 560 (1986). This article provides a summary of contemporary 
interpretations of the second amendment and a thorough discussion of the intention of its framers. 

118. Id. 

119 . See, e.g., Stevens v. United States. 440 F.2d 144 (6th Cir. 1971). 
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Before proponents of S. 747 claim that public opinIOn supports 
their bill, they need to demonstrate that this support is more than just 
confusion over what "assault weapon" statutes do as well as confusion 
over what an "assault weapon" is. If public opinion does not support 
the true objectives of these bills, Americans' views may change as 
definitional problems become more apparent.' 06 

G. Costs 

The true costs of S. 747, just like the depth of public support for 
this bill, may be difficult to assess. The Committee on the Judiciary 
Report on S. 747 did include a letter from the Congressional Budget 
Office that concluded that Senator DeConcini' s bill would "result in 
no significant additional costs to the Federal Government, and would 
have no significant effect on Federal revenues."'·' 

However, several senators noted that the cost to the federal govern· 
ment is only one relevant cost that should be considered in appraising 
the burdens of a bill. '''' Congressional testimony revealed that there 
are currently 600,000 firearms in the United States that will have to 
meet S. 747's registration requirements.' 09 The cost of distributing 
registration papers to owners will significantly burden consumers and 
may bankrupt some firearms dealers. " · S. 747 will also "cost" 
Americans access to highly reliable firearms used for legitimate pur· 
poses across the United States. Most significantly, S. 747 may cost 
Americans freedoms guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. "Assault rifle" 
legislation such as S. 747 violates the second amendment. 

II. ASSAULT RIFLE LEGISLATION Is UNcoNsTmmoNAL 

The second amendment of the United States Constitution states: 

A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free 
State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be 
infringed.' II 

106. Even Barbara Bush seems to have undergone a change in opinion . The First Lady lold the 
press that she favored banning the AK-47. In a later press conference. her press secretary retrncted those 
statements. saying, "She doesn' t know anything about guns. She's afraid of guns. I think she was 
thinking of fully automatic weapons." L.A. Times. Feb. 24. 1989. al VI . cols. 3-4. 

107. SENA.TE REPoRT. supra note 4, al 12. 
108. Id. at 20-21. 

109. Id. 
110. Id. 

111 . U.S. CONST. amend. IT. 
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It is difficult to interpret these poll results because the press and 
public seem confused about the definition of "assault rifle." Time 
magazine's February 6,1989 cover story provides an excellent example 
of the problem. The story includes a chart entitled "Street Favorites: 
Assault Weapons Available Over the Counter."" The first entry is the 
"AK-47" and readers are told that the AK-47 is "Soviet designed, 
adopted by armed forces in many nations. ,,100 The chart does not tell 
the reader whether it is addressing semiautomatic-only copies of the 
AK-47, or the fully automatic AKA7 military rifle. If the reporters 
meant to discuss the true, fully automatic assault rifle, this weapon has 
been banned since 1986 and is not "available over the counter."IOI If 
the reporters meant the semiautomatics designed to look like the AK-
47, this rifle has not been "adopted by armed forces in many nations" 
because it does not have fully-automatic capability.lo, 

Some lobbyists are overjoyed that Americans may think "assault 
rifle" legislation bans fully automatic machine guns. In a recent 
pamphlet the Educational Fund to End Handgun Violence stated: 

The semiautomatic weapons' menacing looks, coupled with the 
public's confusion over fully automatic machine guns versus 
semiautomatic assault weapons [(]anything that looks like a 
machine gun is assumed to be a machine gunDJ can only increase 
that chance of public support for restrictions on these weapons. 10) 

As several Senators noted, attaching the label "assault weapon" to 
certain semiautomatic firearms was a brilliant stroke. I'" Members of 
Congress, like Gary Ackerman of New York, may fall into this care
fully laid trap when S. 747 comes to a vote. In House "assault weapon" 
debate, Ackerman actually asked whether hunters needed "a Mac 10 
machine gun with 30 round banana clips of armour piercing bullets to 
bag a quail?"lo, Both armour piercing bullets and machineguns are 
heavily regulated and are not the subject of current "assault weapon" 
legislation. 

99. Church. supra nOlc 1, at 25. 
100. Id. 

101. 18 U.S.c. §922(b)(4). (0)(1) (Supp. V 1987). 

102. For a general discussion of the adoption of selective fire assault weapons by modem military 
forces. see E. EzELL. Sllpra note 13. 

103. Hearings, supra nOle 5. at 76. 
104. SENATE REPORT . SlIpra note 4. at 16. Senators Thurmond. Hatch, Simpson. Grassley, and 

Humphrey commented that "Ii}n the attempt to generate support for banning these guns, they have been 
referred to as 'assault weapons,' a term which conjures up some idea of terrible weapons that have no 
purpose other than killing innocent people." Id. 

105. 135 CONGo REC. SI 868 (da;ly ed. Feb. 28.1989). 
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So-called "assault rifles" are also properly used to protect the per
son and property from modern renditions of ancient violent crimes.89 

Law enforcement officials testified before Congress that semiautomatic 
frrearms are "often essential for self defense.,,90 Chief Gerald Aren
berg, executive director of the National Association of Chiefs of Police, 
pointed out that Gulf Coast boat owners have been buying semiauto
matic Uzis in response to the violenc~ of drug smugglers. Smugglers 
have frequently commandeered pleasure boats after pulling alongside 
and murdering passengers with illegal, fully automatic military 
weapons." The Chief stated that highly reliable military look-alikes 
such as the Uzi might be "essential" for surviving such encounters." 
In the home the menacing looks and intimidating cocking sound of a 
semiautomatic AK-47 copy might be enough to give pause to even the 
most determined crimina!." However, bills like S. 747 would ban the 
purchase of semiautomatic versions of the Uzi and AK-47." Ironically, 
such bills might only succeed in removing the best defense that law 
abiding citizens have against modern criminal violence. 

F. Public Opinion 

Proponents of bills such as S. 747 have justified current legislation 
by referring to the results of national polls." Public opinion polls do 
seem to indicate that Americans favor restrictions on "assault 
weapons."" In the weeks following the Stockton schoolyard shootings, 
a Gallup poll of 1000 adults showed that seventy-two percent believed 
that the Federal Government should ban the sale of assault rifles in the 
United States" In April, 1989 an NBC/Wall Street Journal poll found 
that seventy-four percent of Americans believed that "the federal 
government should ban the sale of assault rifles in the United States."" 

89. Id. 
90. The testimony noted. for example. that "[alnyone who reasonably fears attack by a gang-such 

as a store owner in the middle of a Miami riol-could reasonably conclude thai the reliability and rapid 
fire capability of an Uzi or an AR·15 is the only effective way to prolect his or her family from murder," 
Id. 

91. Id. 
92. Id. 
93. Snapping the bolt of an AK-47 look-alike chambers the first cartridge and produces a loud. 

distinct cocking sound. 
94. See supra nOle 25. 
95. See SENATE REPORT, supra nOle 4. al 24-28 (including a full five pages of public opinion polls 

that seem to suggest the public would support S. 747). 
96. Id. 
97. Id. 
98. Id. 
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These rifles are useful for hunting and other recreational activities." 
Hunters have often used military-style semiautomatics such as the Colt 
AR-15.223 or Ruger Mini 14.223, and these rifles are legal to hunt 
with in 48 states." The Ruger and Colt are particularly popular as 
ranch or "varmint" rifles." However. under current proposals, one or 
both would be banned as "assault rifles."" 

Military-style semiautomatics are also very popular target rifles." 
The Colt AR-15, labeled an "assault weapon" under S. 747, is used 
every year in national target matches in Camp Perry, Ohio." Given 
their long-distance accuracy, AK-47 look-alikes are also rifle range 
favorites ." Since military-style semiautomatics are rugged, high-per
formance rifles , they are well-suited for use by citizens as militia 
sidearms." Citizens of the United States have used such personal 
sidearms to aid law enforcement officials in restoring public order on 
several occasions.'· In 1977, a blizzard in Buffalo, New York and a 
flood in Johnstown, Pennsylvania both prompted local officials to call 
for citizens to arm themselves and restore the public order." While 
the possibility of invasion or civil war may seem remote in 1990, fifty 
years ago several governors called on citizens to take up arms and 
prepare to defend the United States" 

78. Military-style scmialuomatic rifles "are used lawfully for hunting in some 48 states, and can 
be seen in the hands of larget shooters at nearly every rifle mnge in the country." 135 CONGo REc. 
S1872 (daily ed. Feb. 23 , 1989). See supra oOie 73 and accompanying text. 

79. 135 CONGo REC. S 1872 (daily ed. Feb 23. 1989). See also Milek. supra nOle 29, at 16 (ooling 
the usefulness of the Ruger Mini 14 and Colt AR-1S's as spon or ranch rifles); Seyfried, Springfield 
Armory's Ideal Boar Rifle. GUNS &. AMMO, November, 1989. 3160, 60-61 (slating thallhe military-style 

Springfield M JA rifle provides the perfect combination of accuracy. high capacity. and reliability for 
rugged sports like boar hunting in North Carolina). 

SO. Milek. supra note 29. at 16. 
81. See supra notes 4-5 for current definitionaJ schemes. 
82 . See supra note 78, The Colt AR· 15 has an excellent reputation for accuracy and reliability 

and has been a preferred rifle in target competitions, which include courses of fire of under 600 yards, 
NATIONAL RtFLE ASSOCIATION, M·1 6 AR·15 I (1987) (NRA Book Service). In 1977, at Camp Perry. 
Ohio. these M·16 rifles were used by several shooters of the National Trophy Individual Match event, 
and they have also been used in NBPRP and other NRA matches. Jd. at 12. The pamphlet goes on to 
provide tips for fine·tuning the AR-15 for compclilion. 

83. Hean"ngs, supra nOle 5. a l 70. 
84. 135 CONGo REc. 1872 (daily cd . Feb. 23. 1989). 

85. 135 CONGo REc. E 1677 (daily ed. May 15. 1989) (opinion of Chief Gerald Arenberg and other 
Jaw enforcemenl officials Ihat military-style semiautomatics are exactly the type offireanns that should 
be protected as militia sideanns); see also supra nOle 78 and accompanying text, 

86. 135 CONGo REc. S1 869·70 (daily cd. Feb. 28.1 989). 

87. Hearings, supra note 5, at 77 . 
88. 135 CONGo REc. E1677 (daily cd. May 15. 1989). 
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as the AK-47 military look-alike rifles, were suitable for sporting pur
poses and could therefore be imported." Though the standards for 
importation have now changed with the emotion of the "assault-rifle" 
scare, such military-style semiautomatic rifles have maintained a much
deserved appeal for several legitimate purposes. 

I. Attractive Attributes of So-Called "Assault-Rifles" -As the 
BATF recognized, military style semiautomatic weapons have several 
characteristics that have made them popular with American sportsmen. 
First, these rifles have a greater immunity to weather conditions and 
abuse than more traditional hunting rifles." A semiautomatic copy of 
the AK-47 can be dropped in the mud, drug through brush, and can 
withstand the rigors of cold or hot hunting climes." Second, many 
rifles such as the AK-47 100k-a1ikes use high-performance ammunition 
that is well-suited to hunting medium-sized game at reasonable ran
ges." Finally, military style semiautomatic rifles such as the AK-47 
copies are capable of sterling accuracy that makes them valuable as 
target or hunting rifles." These frrearms are the latest "high perfor
mance" rifles on the market, and this has left many sportsmen 
profoundly impressed with their potential. 

2. Sporting and Other Uses-Firearms styled after military 
weapons have been the favorites of sportsmen throughout United States 
history and semiautomatic rifles of military design are no exception." 

72. See jd. 

73. See L.A. Times, Feb. 24.1989, at VI, col. I (several owners and frequent users of the AK-47 
look.-alikes discuss the attributes afthe design and ils ready adaptability to field and range use). 

74. See id. 

75. [d.; see also Jamison . .223 . .308. 30-06 . . 45-70: The U.s. Military's Fearsome Foursome. 

SHOOTING TIMES. March 1990. at 36. This article noles thaI four modem military caruidges. and the 
military-style semiautomatics that chamber them. have become very popular with hunters. The author 
panicularly highlights the use of the .223 caruidge by ranchers auempling 10 control the populations of 
varmints such as gophers and coyotes. The most common .223 rifles that the au thor mentions are the 

military look-a1ike Coli AR-15. and Ruger Mini-14 . 
76. L.A. Times, Feb. 24.1989, at VI, cols. 2. 4. 

n . 1be single-shot. level-action (sic], and bolt-action rifles which copied the 19th century 
military firearm in design were the universal choice of sportsmen until World War I. 

By World War II , the United States was the only nation using semiautomatic 
firearms as standard equipment. and in the 1950·s. civilians. too. sought semiautomatic 
designs for hunting rifles. There is nothing new about the popularity of military-style 
firearms, and there is nothing new abou t the semiautomatic mechanical action itself. 
What is new is the cosmetic appearance of some semiautomatic tireanns. as once again 
some civilian shooters favor tireanns resembling those used by the military. 

Hearings. supra note 5, at 68 . 
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National statistics accord with the low number of assault rifles 
confiscated in large cities. Four percent of all homicides in the United 
States involve rifles of any type, and less than half of one percent of 
those rifles could be considered military look-alike semiautomatic 
rifles." In fact, according to 1987 FBI Uniform Crime Reports, 
Americans are far more likely to be killed by a knife or a blunt object 
instead of by a rifle of any type." While they may appear menacing, 
both local and national crime statistics do not indicate that the so-called 
"assault rifles" are a serious crime or drug problem. 

2. The Experience of Low Enforcement Officers-The practical 
"street" experience of police officers supports the empirical evidence: 
assault rifles are not the "weapons of choice" of criminals or drug 
dealers. According to George R. Wilson, the chief of the firearms 
section of the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police, drug dealers most 
commonly use sophisticated nine millimeter pistols." Lieutenant 
Reginald Smith, a spokesman for the District's police department 
stated, "We see (an assault rifle) occasionally, but it's rare. The vast 
majority of weapons we see are revolvers or pistols."" Detective 
Jimmy L. Trahin of the Los Angeles Police Department's Firearms/ 
Ballistics Unit testified before Congress that he did not consider assault 
rifles to be the weapons of choice of L.A. criminals." These rifles 
also do not seem to be the weapons chosen for highly-publicized L.A. 
gang killings . V.G. Gunises, whose SEY YES organization in South 
Central Los Angeles works to help former gang members, pointed out 
that most Los Angeles gang killings involve handguns." Lieutenant 
James Moran, the commander of the New York City Police Department 
Ballistics Unit, told reporters that N.Y.P.D. experience was quite dif
ferent from some press claims. "A rifle is not what is usually used 
by the criminals. They ' ll have handguns or sawed off shotguns .... 
These drug dealers are more inclined to use the 9 mm pistol than go 
to a cumbersome AK-47 rifle."" 

53. Hearings, supra note S. at 73. Only one percent of all homicides in the United States are 
commiued with weapons of military caliber. and only one half of one percent of these homicides is 
attributable 10 military·style sc miautumatic rifles. Id. at 67. 73. 

54. 135 CONGo Roc. E1930 (daily ed. May 31, 1989) (statement of William Dannemeyer of 
California including a chart from F.B.I. Unifonn Crime statistics). 

55 . Wall SI.J .. April 7, 1989. atAI2 .co1. 3. 
56. W ash. Post, March 6, 1989, at B I, col. 6. 

57 . SENATE REPORT. supra note 4. at 18. 
58. L.A. Times, Feb. 8, 1989. at 120. col. 4. 
59. N.Y. Times. Feb. 5. 1989. al E26. col. 5. 
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are "a threat to the health, safety, and security of all citizens of this 
state. ,,46 

While such attempts to address drug and crime problems are cer
tainly well-meaning, little evidence exists that assault weapon statutes 
are necessary to protect the public from drug-related violence or other 
criminal activity. Semiautomatic military-style rifles, though sinister 
in appearance, are simply not the "weapons of choice" of criminals 
and drug dealers. 

1 . Empirica l Evidence Fails To Support th e Leg islative 
Response-In Los Angeles, of the 4,000 or more guns seized by police 
during 1988, only three percent would fall under even an expansive 
definition of "assault weapon."" Only 2.2% of the frrearms confiscated 
in San Francisco in 1988 were military-style semiautomatics." Assault 
weapons comprised one percent of the 4,800 firearms seized by the 
San Diego police during 1988, and were involved in only eight of the 
cities 144 homicides." Police in Akron, Ohio seize about 400 weapons 
a year, and only two percent of these could arguably be classified as 
assault weapons. so 

In New York City and Washington, D.C., two areas of the country 
with notorious crime and drug problems, empirical evidence comports 
with the evidence available from other cities. New York City police 
statistics reveal that of the 16,370 guns seized in New York in 1988, 
only 1,028 of them were rifles of any type, and no doubt even fewer 
would fall under S. 747's definition of "assault weapon."" Of the 
3,000 or more weapons that the Washington, D.C. police confiscated 
in 1988, not one was an assault rifle." 

46. Roberti-Roes. supra nOle4, at § 12275.5. 

47. SENATE REPORT. supra note 4. at 18 ( testimony of Detective Jimmy L. Trahin of the Los 

Angeles Police Department Firearms/Ballislics Uni t). Trahin's calculations were based on S. 386'5 
broader definition of "assault weapon," 

48 . Hearings, sup/a nOle 5, al 68. 

49. Jd. at 77 (quoting a March 5, 1989 anicle in the San Diego Union). 
SO. Id. (quoting a March 13. 1989 article in the Akron Beacon·Journal that included an interview 

with Akron patrolman Roben Orrrei. Ofrrcl works in the patrol's property room). 
SI. N.Y. Times. February 5, 1989. al E26. col. 3 (interview with Lieutenant James Moran, 

commander of the New York. Police Department Ballistics Unit). 
52. Wall St. J .• April 7. 1989. at A12. col. 3 (statement of George R. Wil son, chiefofthe fi reanns 

section of the Metropolitan Police Depanment). See also Wash. Post. March 6, 1989. at BI. col. 6 
(Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco. and Firearms statistics show that less than 10% of weapons seized in the 
District in 1988 were rines of any type, and that out of 72 murder weapon traces. only one weapon was 
a rine of any type). 
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to own firearms.'" The delegates suggested that the new Bill of Rights 
provision be worded as follows: "Congress shall never disarm any 
citizen unless such as are or have been in Actual Rebellion .,,'40 In the 
Virginia convention, Patrick Henry stated, "The great object is that 

. bl h ,,]41 every man be armed" and "everyone who IS a e may ave a gun. 
The Virginia convention demanded a Bill of Rights to protect the right 
of the people to bear arms with thi s type of wording: "That the people 
have a right to keep and bear arms; that a well-regulated militia com
posed of the body of the people trained to arms is the proper, natural, 
and safe defence [sic] of a free state."' 42 During the ratification process 
five state conventions demanded similar protection of the right of 
citizens to bear arms.'" 

The first Congress delegated the duty of writing a Bill of Rights 
to James Madison. Madison obtained copies of state proposals and 
attempted to combine them in a succinct passage that all state delegates 
would accept.'" Thus, the original intent of the second amendment 
remained consistent with the intentions of the states that demanded it. 
Indeed, it is ironic that "collective rights" theorists claim that the 
second amendment only vests rights in a states' police and national 
guard. James Madison wrote the amendment in order to prevent the 
right to bear arms from vesting only in "select militias" like state na
tional guard units. The second amendment was written to secure an 
individual right to bear arms that provided an ultimate check on govern
ment and any of its "select" militias.'" 

2. The Structure of the Constitution and the Text of the Second 
Amendment-The location of the second amendment within the Con-

139. H.R. Doc. No. 398. 691h Cong .. 1st Sess. 1026 (1927). 
140. [d. 
14 1. SUBCOMM. ON THE CONmnmON, supra nOle 120. at 5. 
142. H.R. Doc .. No. 398. 69th Cong .. 1st Sess. 1030 (1927). 
143. "Stale conventions had made no fewer than five appeals for such a right; such accepted rights 

as freedom of speech. of confrontation. and against self-incrimination could boast but three endorse
ments," Hardy. supra nOle 117. at 604. 

144. SUBCOMM. ON TIlE CONsn nmON, supra note 120, at 6. 

145. There can be little doubt . . . that when Ihe Congress and the people spoke of a 
"mili tia," they had reference 10 Ihe .. . entire popu lace capable of bearing arms, and 
not to any formal group such as what is today called the National Guard . ... 

/d. at7. 

When the fmmers referred to the equivalent of our National Guard, they uniformly 
used the term "select militi a" and distinguished this from "militi a." Indeed, the debates 
over the Constitution constanlly referred to organized mi lit ia units as a threat to freedom 
comparable to that of a standing army, and stressed that such organized units did not 
constitute, and indeed were philosophically opposed to, the concept of a mil itia. 

[d. at II. 
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stitution further supports an individual rights interpretation. The 
second amendment was not placed with the militia clause in Article I, 
section 8, as collective rights interpretation suggests.'" Instead, the 
framers placed the second amendment among other provisions that 
granted individual rights.'47 

The wording of the second amendment suggests the same con
clusion. As the Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution noted in 
1982, "The Framers of the Bill of Rights consistently used the words 
'right of the people ' to reflect individual rights-as when these words 
were used to recognize the 'right of the people to peaceably assemble'" 
in the first amendment.'48 The second amendment contains this "right 
of the people" wording and creates an individual right. 

3. Second Amendment Scholarship-Several legal scholars who 
wrote during the early years of the Constitution's existence believed 
that the second amendment granted an individual right. In 1825, Wil
liam Rawles noted in his "View of the Constitution" that, in light of 
the second amendment, 

No clause in the Constitution could by a rule of construction be 
conceived to give Congress the power to disarm the people. Such 
a flagitious attempt could only be made under some general 
pretence by a state legislature. But if in blind pursuit of inordinate 
power, either should attempt it, this amendment may be appealed 
to as a restraint on both. '" 

Fifty years later, constitutional scholars like Thomas Cooley 
embraced the individual rights approach. Cooley wrote, "The meaning 
of (the second amendment) undoubtedly is, that the people, from whom 
the militia must be taken, shall have the right to keep and bear arms; 
and they need no permission or regulation of law for the purpose.""· 
Modern commentators, such as members of the Senate Subcommittee 
on the Constitution, agreed with Professor Cooley's analysis.'" In a 
1982 report the Subcommittee found that the "militia" referred to in 
the second amendment comprised the entire populace and not only 
select militias such as state national guard units. '" 

146. Hardy, supra nole 117. at 609. 
147. See SUBCOMM. ON llIE CONSTmmON. supra nOie 120. at II . 

148. Id. 
149. Id. at 7. 
150. T . COOLEY t THE GENERAL PRINCPLES OF CONSTmmONAL LAw 27 1 (reprint 198 1), 
151 . SUBCO~1M . ON ntECONS11TImON. supra nOle 120. at I I . 

152. See supra nOle J 45. 
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4. Case Law Interpretations 
a. The United States Supreme Court-The United States Supreme 

Court held in United States v. Cruikshank'" that the second amend
ment, like other provisions of the Bill of Rights, does not restrict the 
power of state governments.'" The Supreme Court also noted that the 
right to bear arms was an individual right. In Presser v. Illinois,'" the 

Court stated, 
It is undoubtedly true that all citizens capable of bearing arms 
constitute the reserved military force or reserve militia of the 
United States as well as of the states, and in view of this preroga
tive of the general government, as well as of its general powers, 
the States cannot, even laying the constitutional provision in 
question out of view, prohibit the people from keeping and bearing 
arms . . . , 156 

In Dred Scott v. Sanford,'" the Court-as it denied the citizenship 
of blacks-stated that granting citizenship to blacks would have the 
(presumably feared) effect of allowing them to "keep and carry 
arms."1 58 

In 1939, the Supreme Court explicitly interpreted the second 
amendment. In United States v. Miller,'" two defendants were charged 
under section II of the 1934 "National Firearms Act" with the unlawful 
transportation of an unregistered "sawed-off' shotgun in interstate com
merce.'60 The United States District Court quashed the indictment on 
the grounds that section II of the National Firearms Act violated the 
second amendment. '" The state appealed the decision, but the defen
dants disappeared and failed to file briefs with the Supreme Court in 
support of the lower court decision.'" Nevertheless, the Supreme Court 
employed an "individual rights" interpretation of the second amend
ment. Instead of defining the militia as a select group such as the 
national guard, the Court defined "militia" as "all males physically able 
of acting in concert for the common defense. ,, '63 The Court went on 

153. 92 u.s. 542 (1876). 
154. "The second amendmcm declares that (the righlta bear anns] shall not be infringed; but thi s. 

as has been seen, means no more than that it shall not be infringed by Congress." Id. a1553. 
155. 116 U.S. 252 (1886). 
156. Id. at 265. 
157. 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1857). 
158. td.at41 7. 
159. 307 U.S. 174 (1938). 
160. td. alI75. 
16 1. Id . al 177 . 
162. Gardiner. To Presen'e Liberty---A Look at the RighI 10 Keep arul Bear Arms, 10 N. Ky. L. REv. 

63.88 (1982). 
163. Miller, 307 U.S. a t 179. 
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to note that the state expected this militia "to appear bearing arms 
supplied by themselves .. .. "'" 

Even though the Court recognized an individual right to bear arms, 
the justices still had to decide what types of "arms" individuals had a 
right to bear. The Court suggested that militia arms would consist of 
"the kind in common use at the time"'" that had "some reasonable 
relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well-regulated militia 
.... "'" Since the defendants had not briefed this issue, the Court 
could not hold that the "National Firearms Act" violated the second 
amendment through the regulation of sawed-off shotguns. The 
majority wrote, 

In the absence of any evidence tending to show that possession or 
use of a "shotgun having a barrel of less than eighteen inches in 
length" at this time has some reasonable relationship to the preser
vation or efficiency of a well-regulated militia, we cannot say that 
the second amendment guarantees the right to keep and bear such 
an instrument. Certainly it is not within judicial notice that this 
weapon is any part of the ordinary mili!ary equipment or that its 
use could contribute to the common defense.'" 

Although the Court held that this particular case did not present 
a violation of the second amendment, the majority opinion did recog
nize the individual right to bear arms as evidenced by the original 
intention of the second amendment. 

b. State Case Law-State courts have often interpreted the second 
amendment of the United States Constitution and similarly worded state 
constitutional provisions. 

\. Interpreting the Second Amendment-Several state courts have 
found that the second amendment of the United States Constitution 
grants an individual right to bear arms. In an early case, the Georgia 
Supreme Court held that the broad wording of the second amendment 
kept state as well as federal legislatures from tampering with "[t]he 
right of the whole people, old and young, men, women and boys ... 
to keep and bear arms of every description, and not such merely as 
are used by the militia . . . . ,,' 68 

Two later state supreme court cases have also interpreted the 
second amendment as granting an individual right to bear arms. In 

164. Id. 

165. Id. 

166. /d. at 178. 
167. [d. (quoting Aymenc v. State, 21 Tenn. (2 Hum.) 154, 158 (1840». 

168. Nunn v. Stale. I Ga. (l Kel.) 243, 25 1 ( 846). 
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State v. Nickerson, '" the Montana Supreme Court held that the second 
amendment of the United States Constitution, as well as provisions in 
the Montana Constitution, granted an individual "the right to keep and 
bear arms and to use same in defense of his own home, his person and 
property.,,' 70 In People v. Liss,'71 the Illinois Supreme Court noted that 
the second amendment protected the use of firearms by citizens "in the 
protection of person or property."'" 

2. Interpreting State Constitutions-Many state constitutions have 
provisions similar to the second amendment of the United States Con
stitution.'7J State courts that interpret these provisions have often 
adopted an individual rights approach.'" In a watershed 1871 case, 
the Tennessee Supreme Court noted that sections 24 and 26 of the 
Tennessee Constitution protected "the same rights" as the second 
amendment, "and for similar reasons."'" The court further held that 
the Tennessee legislature could not inhibit a citizen's "right to purchase 
[arms), to keep them in a state of efficiency for use, and to purchase 
and provide ammunition suitable for such arms, and to keep them in 
repair" nor prohibit a citizen's use of such arms for all the ordinary 
purposes and in all the ordinary modes."· 

The second amendment of the United States Constitution furnished 
the wording for Article I, section 24 of the North Carolina Constitution, 
and in State v. Dawson, l77 the North Carolina Supreme Court inter
preted section 24 as granting both an individual and a collective right 
to bear arms. '78 Article 27 of the Oregon Constitution provides that 
"[t)he people shall have the right to bear arms for defence [sic) of 
themselves, and the State ... ,,,'79 and the Oregon Supreme Court held 

169. 126 MI. 157.247 P.2d 188 (1952). 

170. Id. at 166. 247 P.2d at 192. 

171. 406111. 419. 94 N.E.2d 320 (1950). 

172. Id. at 424. 94 N.E.2d at 323. 

173. Caplan, The Right of lhe Individual to Bear Arms: A Recent Judicial Trend. 4 DET. C.L. REV. 
789.790 (1982). 

174. See City of Las Vegas v. Moberg. 82 N.M. 626. 485 P.2d 737 (N.M. CI. App. 1971 ); People 
v. Nakamura. 99 Colo. 262. 62 P.2d 246 (Colo. 1936); Shuben v. DeBord. 398 N.E.2d 1339 (Ind. Ct. 
App.1980);Fifev . State.31 Ark. 455. 46 1 (1876). 

175. Andrews v. State, SO TeRn. 165, 178 (1871). 
176. Id. at 179. 

177. 272 N.C. 535. 159 S.E.2d I (1968). 

178. Id. at 545.159 S.E.2d al 9 (Article 1 section 24 of the North Carolina Constitution provides, in 
pan, that "A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state, lhe right of the people 
to keep and bear anns shal l nol be infringed . ... "). 

179. State v. Kessler. 289 Or. 359, 36 1, 614 P.2d 94, 95 (1980) (quoting anicle I, § 27 of the Oregon 
Constitution). 
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both in 1980 and 1981 that this provision gave individuals the right to 
bear arms for self-defense or militia purposes."o 

Since these state constitutional provisions parallel .the second 
amendment in both wording and historical background, state case law 
provides further support for an individual rights theory. When this 
state case law is considered alongside Supreme Court decisions, and 
the original intention of the framers, it seems clear that the second 
amendment grants an individual right to bear arms. However, a further 
step in the constitutional analysis of bills such as S. 747 exists. 

B. "Assault Rifles" are Protected Arms 

Proponents of current "assault rifle" legislation have argued that 
even if one recognizes an individual right to bear arms, military-style 
semiautomatics are not the type of arms that individuals have a right 
to bear. Although the framers might have intended that citizens have 
a right to possess the single-shot rifles, shotguns, and pistols of their 
day, proponents of assault rifle legislation argue that the second amend
ment never intended to give citizens the right to own modern small 
arms such as military-style semiautomatics. ' 81 

Judges that must interpret the second amendment, like those that 
must interpret the first and fourth amendments, must consider the im
plications of new technology. The framers of the Constitution could 
not foresee surface-to-air missiles, just as they may not have foreseen 
television, radio, or wiretapping. Courts have reassessed rights under 
the first and fourth amendments in light of the new technology, and 
found that new technology has not eliminated the rights protected by 
those amendments ."~ Under the second amendment, courts have 

180. Id. at 367-68, 614 P.2d al 100 (holding that Anicle I, section 27 of the Oregon Constitution 
includes a right to possess certain arms for defense of person and propen.y); Slate v. Blocker, 291 Dr. 
255.260.630 P.2d 824. 825 (1981) (mere possession of weapons like a "billy club" is protected by the 
Oregon Conslitulion). 

181. Hearings. supra note 5, al 104. Han. Charles B. Rangel. National Council For a Responsible 
Firearms Policy. Inc .• stated. 

td. 

I understand the second amendment and the right to bear arms. I understand the right 
to protection and all of those issues. I am well aware of the fact that just because a 
gun is powerful and has lots of fancy fealUres. it does nOl mean that each and every 
person who purchases it does so with the intent of taking human lives. 

But I also understand the fact that we cannO( conlinue to allow human beings. 
and not animals. 10 be hunted down with these weapons. People are being stalked 
through the street s and the neighborhoods and pumped full of bullets like prey on "Wild 
Kingdom." 

182. Hardy, supra nOie 117. at 633·34. 
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created standards to address the development of new weapons technol
ogy and continued to protect the individual right to bear arms. 

I. The Reasonable Relationship Test-In Miller, the United States 
Supreme Court recognized an individual right to bear arms, but also 
stated that this right extends to those arms with "some reasonable 
relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well regulated 
militia."I" However, Miller does not specify the types of modern arms 
that would satisfy this standard. Fortunately, other courts have 
provided a framework for deciding which modern "arms" bear "some 
reasonable relationship to a well regulated militia."I84 

The Oregon Supreme Court noted that "the term 'arms' as used 
by the drafters of the constitution probably was intended to include 
those weapons used by settlers for both personal and military defense 
.... The term 'arms' would not have included cannon or other heavy 
ordnance not kept by militiamen or private citizens."I" As personal 
sidearms, the framers used single shot rifles, shotguns, and pistols; and 
they intended, no doubt, that the second amendment would protect the 
individual ownership of those types of frrearms.l 86 During the years 
that immediately followed the drafting of the Constitution, when single
shot sidearms still predominated, courts protected absolutely the private 
possession of these sidearms without any qualification whatever as to 
their kind or nature. l87 

After the Civil War, courts addressed the implications of a 
developing weapons technology. The Civil War firmly established the 
popular use of repeating rifles and pistols as personal sidearms, and 
the Tennessee Supreme Court addressed this development. In the 1871 
case Andrews v. State,l 88 the court held that, although the Tennessee 
Constitution did not protect "every thing that may be useful for offense 
or defense," the Constitution did protect "the rifle of all description, 
the shotgun, the musket, and repeater. ,,1 89 In 1876, the Arkansas 
Supreme Court stated that protected "arms" included "the usual arms 
of the citizen of the country."I .. The court agreed with the Tennessee 
court's listing of these arms and noted the addition of the "army and 

183. United States v. Mill er. 307 U.S. 174. 178 (1938). 
184. td. 
185. Kessler. 289 Or. at 368. 6 14 P.2d a198. 
186. [d. 31 368·69. 614 P.2d 3198·99. 
187. Simpson v. Siale. 13 Tenn , 356, at 359-60 (1833), See also Nunn v. State, I Ga. (I Kel.) 243, 

251 (1846) (affinning the individual right to "keep and bear nons of every description"), 
188. 50 Tenn. (3 Heisk.) 165 (1 871 ). 
189. [d.'1 179. 
190. Fife v. State. 31 Ark. 455. 46 1 ( 1876). 
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navy repeaters, which, in recent warfare, have very generally super
ceded the old-fashioned holster, used as a weapon in the battles of our 
forefathers."'" These early courts-without using the exact wording 
of the later Miller test-found that personal sidearms, including new 
repeating firearms, fell within the reach of constitutional provisions 
drafted in times of more simplistic weapons technology. 

In 1980, the Oregon Supreme Court approached more modem 
weapons developments in a similar manner. The court noted that since 
the era of the Civil War, "[t)he development of powerful explosives, 
. .. combined with the development of mass produced metal parts, 
made possible the automatic weapons, explosives, and chemicals of 
modem warfare."'" It concluded that such modem heavy ordnance, 
used exclusively by the military, would not be considered individual 
"arms" deserving of constitutional protection.'" To the Oregon 
Supreme Court, citizens possessed a right to own personal arms "com
monly used" for individual defense or militia service. '94 

Miller and these state cases provide some guidance from which to 
ascertain what "arms" individuals have a right to bear. Clearly these 
protected personal "arms" are not a category that froze during the 
1780's. Courts may constitutionally protect modem military-style 
semiautomatics just as they protected "repeating" rifles after the Civil 
War.'" As Miller implied, modern weapons that bear "some 
reasonable relationship to a well-regulated militia" merit constitutional 
protection. ". Relevant considerations for modem or old designs seem 
to include the following: (I) whether a type of firearm is a personal 
sidearm and not heavy ordnance used exclusively by the miliary, and 
(2) whether a type of firearm is commonly possessed by individuals 
as a sidearm for purposes of personal defense or potential militia ser
vice. These considerations provide guidance to courts in order to 
preserve individual rights while preventing modem-day heavy ordnance 
from threatening the public safety. 

2. "Assault Rifles" Satisfy the Miller Test-Military-style semi
automatic rifles are personal sidearms, and not "heavy ordnance" used 
exclusively by the military.''' These so-called "assault rifles" assess 

191. [d. at 46().61. 
192. Kessler. 289 Or. a1 369. 614 P.2d at 99. 
193. /d. 

194. [d. at 98-99. 
195. See supra note 191 and accompanying texl. 
196. See supra notes 166-67 and accompanying lex!. 

197. See supra notes 77·93 and accompanying text. 
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the capability of semiautomatic fire, and they remain functionally in
distinguishable from more traditional1y-styled semiautomatic 
sidearms.!98 The military does not exclusively use either modern or 
traditionally-styled semiautomatics. American civilians have owned 
semiautomatics since the early 1900's, and currently an estimated twen
ty to thirty million own these firearms.!" As discussed earlier in this 
note, modern, military-style semiautomatics are no more dangerous 
than many non-semiautomatics currently available.'oo Empirical 
evidence and the experience of urban police indicate that these rifles 
do not have the serious consequences of military "heavy-ordnance" 
because they are not the weapons of choice of criminals or drug 
dealers.'·! Though these rifles may look sinister, "assault rifles" are 
merely the latest technology in personal sidearms, just as repeating 
rifles and pistols were the latest technology during the 1870's. 

Many Americans own "assault-rifles" as sidearms for either per
sonal defense or possible militia service.'·' As discussed earlier in this 
note, an estimated 600,000 frrearms fall under the S. 747 definition of 
"assault weapon."'·' Whether for use by Gulf-Coast yacht owners or 
citizens defending the home, these military-style semiautomatic rifles 
are highly reliable defensive arms. The same characteristics make 
military-style semiautomatic firearms ideal for militia training and use 
as well. 

Of all the firearms on the market today, military-style semi
automatic firearms appear to be the individual "arms" with the clearest 
claim to protection under the second amendment. These firearms offer 
all of the advantages of modem, reliable military design, without the 
public safety threat of fully-automatic capability.'04 So-called "assault 

t 98. See supra notes 29·34 and accompanying text. 
199. 135CoNG. REc. 53015 (daily ed. March 17, 1989). Civiliansownmilitary-stylesemiautomatic 

rifles as part of rifle collections or as nostalgic reminders of service in the military. See, e.g., 

CommemorariveM-16 Offer, GUNS & AMMO, June 1989. at 7 (offering Vietnam veterans an engraved. 
semiautomatic version of their service rifle with a frame for wall-mounting). Even such benign 
commemoratives would fall within the sweep oflegisiation like S. 747 because they could conceivably 
be taken out of the frame and fired. 

200. Set! supra notes 35-43 and accompanying text. 
201. See supra notes 47-59 and accompanying text. 
202. 135 CONGo REc. S3015 (daily ed, March 17, 1989). 
203. SENATE REPoRT, supra note 4, at 20. 

204. See, e.g., Bierman, Rashid, GUNS & AMMO'S COMPLETEGUIDETO SURPLUS FIREARMS 44 (1988) 
(commenting on the reliability, accuracy, and historical interest of the Egyptian "Rashid" variant of a 
Soviet military semiautomatic rine), TIle author notes that while the selective fire AK-47 rendered the 
Rashid obsolete for military purposes, this Egyptian semiautomatic rine is an excellent selection for the 
civilian hunter, target shooter, or gun collector with an interest in military history. 
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rifles" satisfy the Miller test by bearing "some reasonable relationship 
to the preservation of a well-regulated militia." 

C. Undue Burden 

Current legislative proposals unconstitutionally burden the in
dividual constitutional right to own military-style semiautomatic rifles. 
S. 747, for example, prohibits the "transfer, importation, or possession" 
of any "assault weapon."'·' Those who lawfully owned these "assault 
weapons" before the effective date of the law must go through further 
registration requirements that may be difficult for them and many 
legitimate firearms dealers.")6 The severe restrictions, and outright 
bans, employed in bills like S. 747 clearly impose an undue burden on 
constitutional rights. 

No compelling state interest exists that justifies such violations of 
individual rights . As discussed in Part I(C) of this note, "assault 
weapons" are not a peculiarly dangerous class of firearms, and are not 
frequently used in modem violent crime.'·7 Given the evidence avail
able, "assault rifle" legislation will have no effect beyond the infringe
ment of the rights of law-abiding citizens.'" The denial of these 
constitutional rights remains unacceptable, given the availability of less 
restrictive legislative alternatives. 

Ill. PROPOSALS 

The major concern of legislators passing "assault rifle" legislation 
is the criminal misuse of these firearms."" Proposed legislation, to be 
effective, must directly target this misuse. Legislators should consider 
the following proposals: 

I. Fund the appointment of at least one Assistant U.S. Attorney 
in each District to prosecute felon-in-possession cases under 18 U.S.C. 
922(g) and relevant sections of the Firearms Owners Protection Act, 
Public Law 99-308. More consistent enforcement of existing statutes 
would directly target criminal misuse of all firearms, particularly in 
the context of drug-trafficking offenses.2lO 

205. See supra note 6 and accompanying text. 
206. See supra notes 109- 10 and accompanying text. 
200. See supra notes 3543 and accompanying text. 
208. See supra nOles 60-67 and accompanying text. 
209. See supra notes 44-46 and accompanying text. 
210. Hearings. supra note 5. 3175. These proposals were suggested to Congress during testimony 

on proposed "assault weapon" statutes. 
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2. Fund the creation of new minimum security and Level III 
prison facilities. Prison facilities must be adequate to insure that those 
convicted of the criminal misuse of firearms actually serve the senten-

·b d b 211 ces prescn e y statute. 
3. Create a task force that will exert informal pressure on the 

entertainment industry to encourage industry officials to reduce the 
portrayal of criminal misuse of military-style semiautomatic firearms. 
Beginning in 1983, prime-time television shows such as The A Team, 
Wise Guy, Hardcastle & McCormack, Riptide, 21 Jump Street, and 
Miami Vice have filled American homes with the depiction of criminal 
misuse of "assault weapons."'" While direct links between these 
portrayals and criminal violence may be difficult to establish, at least 
one study has linked television and movie depictions of "assault 
weapons" to increased sales of those weapons.''' Dr. Park Dietz, the 
specialist in violent behavior who conducted this recent study, called 
NBC's Miami Vice "the major determinant of assault gun fashion for 
the 1980's."214 

A task force could draft voluntary guidelines limiting the depiction 
of the misuse of military-style semiautomatics, and the task force, along 
with interested citizens' groups, could exert informal pressure on in
dustry officials to conform to these guidelines . 

IV. CONCLUSION 

"Assault Rifle" legislation such as S. 747 offers several political 
advantages. This legislation allows its proponents to appear " tough on 
crime and drugs" while they exploit the political potential latent in the 
emotion surrounding such tragic events as the Stockton shootings. 

Unfortunately for its proponents, "assault rifle" legislation is un
constitutional. Second amendment jurisprudence establishes an in
dividual right to bear arms that protects the possession of military-style 
semiautomatics. S. 747 and similar state legislation, would unduly bur
den this fundamental right. 

Hopefully, legislators will table bills like S. 747 long before courts 
would have to sustain a constitutional challenge. Available evidence 

211. Id. 

212. Austin Amer. Statesman, Sept. 17, 1989. al A 19. col. 2. 

213. Id. at A 19. col. 3. In facl. the study showed thai afler one episode of Miami Vice featured the 
Bren 10, gun stores were flooded with demands for the unusual weapon and the price has now reached 
SI 200 per gun. /d. 

214. Id. 
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suggests that "assault rifle" legislation is simply unnecessary. Despite 
their "evil" appearance, military-style semiautomatics are no more 
dangerous than many non-semiautomatics. According to empirical 
evidence and police experience, "assault rifles" are not the weapons 
of choice of drug dealers or other criminals. Even if military-style 
semiautomatics played a significant role in violent crime, sociological 
evidence suggests that "assault rifle" legislation would not prevent the 
criminal misuse of these weapons. 

To limit the criminal misuse of firearms, legislators must take the 
more difficult and costly steps of providing sufficient funding to the 
prosecutors and prisons that directly confront the problems of firearms 
misuse. While these measures may not seem as simple as S. 747, an 
effective firearms policy, as well as the preservation of basic second 
amendment rights, will be well worth the effort. 

Eric C. Morgan 
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